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The National Special Media Institutes is a consortium of Michigah
State University, University of Southern California, United States
International University and Syracuse University.

Contributions of Behavioral Science to Instructional Technology

As a consortium of higher education institutions the National Special
Media Institutes (NSMI) represents a joint effort to work on projects of
national interest which are significant to the development of the field of
instructional techology. A series of seminars sponsored by the U.S. Office of
Education. and coordinated by the Teaching Research Division of the Oregon
State System of Higher. Education probed the relationship between the
behavioral sciences and the field of instructional technology.

The first seminar was devoted to the cognitive area,' the second, to the
affective area and the third to the psychomotor area. Because of keen interest
in the affective area the results of that seminar were published first..These
three volumes represent new substantive inputs to the field of instructional
technology. As tl'ie field grew. out of its traditional audiovisual product
orientation, new insights were required to emphasize the process approach.
The behavioral sciences seemed to have more to contribtite in this vein than
any other substantive field..

The credit for these volumes and the work of the National Special Media
Institutes should be given to the late, Dr. James D. Finn of the University of
Southern California who originally conceived the consortium and stressed the
need for new inputs to the growing field of instructional technology.

The papers included in this publication were written pursuant to u grunt
from the. Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, Office of
Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
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Preface

There has been a considerable emphasis on the cognitive and 'affective
areas of 'education, but relatively. little attention has been givon _to the
psychomotor area. The publication of the...Tawnomy.of Educational Ob-
jectives: the Cognitive Domain by Bloom, et. al. and the AffectiveDomain
by Krathwohl, et. al. helped to focus attention-on two major aspects of the
total. educational scene but a taxonomy of the psychomotor domain pre--
pared by the same group has never. appeared.

As instructional technologists have been attempting to provide new sub-
stantivc dimensions to the field 'by soliciting cdntributions of the behavioral
sciences, both the cognitive and affective.domains have'been 'studied: The
psychomotor voidwas recognize.d-7-bytheDirec-torateoftheNationaLSpe-
cial Media- Institutes and the third in a .series conferences regarding
behavioral sciences and instructional technology Sponsored by the United
States Office of Education was held in Oregon early in 1970.

In 'a pattern similar to the =previous conferences, distinguished' psycho--
motor psychologists were invited to prepare definitive and interpretive
papers regarding the relationships of their special field to instructional tech-
nology. These papers were discussed by the psychologists and a team of
instructional technologists in-an attempt to elicit' areas of application. The
papers were then .revised by the original. authors in light of the comments
made during the 'conference: The basic .chapters, however, do not attempt
to highlight applications but, rather, serve as resource, documents for in-
structional technologists.

Some ,translation of. the cunkretice papers was made for, a four day
institute designed lbr instructional technologists and held 'at Detroit in
April; 19.70. The products Used at that session, and other related materials:
are listed in 'the Appendix. This publication was fieldtested at the institute

vi'
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-which was primarily 'intended for directors of programs sponsored by the
Media Specialist Program of USOE.

With the publication of this volume. the series concerning- the relation-
ship of the ..behavioral sciences to instructional technology is complete.
These efforts are an attempt to bring new dimenSions to the field. The
resources are provided in these pubkatious, the application .must neces-
sarily rest with the practitioners.

The vision and strong- support of L. Clinton West of ,the Bureati of
Libraries- and Educational Technology of the United States Office of Edu-
cation helped to make the conferenceS and publications a significant con-
tribution to the field and to the larger Educational community.

Donald P. Ely May 11970

\



The Senses of Reality:
The Psychomotor Domain

Floyd Mach
'Teuching-ResearchMonmouth, Oregon

life is 'cOmiriOnly .:characterized-, by movement. A mother detects the
first early ',Movements: of._ the tett; the newborn child's most obvious

-.Changes are in perception and muscular coordination; the developing child
,is.known to be normal largely. by muscularcoordination;. the young adult,
although, generally unaware-of his physical.; well being, displays great physi-
cal energy and snit-tuna; the 'Middle aged adult beginS the Sfow' atrophy of
Motor abilities. compensating by experience and habitJailing Coordination,
reduced flexibility and loss of speed become the syniPloms of old.age; the
total loss of reflex activity and muscular 'responsiveness results in disability
or death.

. -
In education there is a tendency to "forget that-man is an animal and to.

deal with man only as an intellectual being. Generally:little attention.has
been paid to 'the 'psychomotor dontairrby most educators. -Few-eti;rieulum-2L_..L.
areas devote-more than a passing mention to this domain in spite of the
generally recognized,, importance of motor -skill coordination and of ',many
specialized programs which are concerned. with psychomotor skills:

A folk sang being sting today asks, 'A ftfiere is 'to be a tomorrow what
must .be today." The 'song could.be .pataphrase4 to' reflect a critical concern
of education:. "lf .there is to be a'clay. after tomorrow; what Must education
be like tomorrow ?" One .part. of the answer. May lie in the psychomotor
domain. In 'an era Of increasingly complex technology the importance of
the physical well being:bf!.man is becoming increasingly critical: If adults
are to have the -physical proficiencies. and abilities which successfully-com-
plement the "after school" components of our culture then education must'
be concerned that children do not lack the prerequisite psychomotor abili-1 .

ties simply beCause they were permitted to atrophy through neglect in the
educational system.
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The psychomotor domain is concerned with more than human develop-
ment. It is inure than children playing with blocks. or learning to play the
piano. It is more than physical fitness exercises or training to work on an
assembly line. A simple theoretical.detinition of the psychomotor domain
remains elusive. A confounding factor is that the psychomotor domain
cannot be neatly separated from the cognitive or affective components of
man. Psychomotor abilities are meshed with perception of stimuli as well as
the control of movement resulting front those stimuli. Each of the authors
in this publication will -address himself to defining either parameters of the
domain or ,to establishing ways of working with variables in the domain.
The net result of this Behavioral Science Conference is not a neat con-
ceptual package but rather a vortex of ideas which reflects the .present
statusof thought, research. and experience in the psychomotor domain.

Psychomotor Conference and Institute

The psyk. ioinotor domain is concerned with the physical activities of the
body .11c11 as coordination. reaction time and muscular control. Despite a
{Ong history of attention in the elementary schools, physical education
areas and in some vocational areas, many educators and researchers have
ignored/this area of knowledge. The philosophy of the psychomotor con-
ference and institute was to probe this area of human behavior and i.'olook
for possible applications to learning and to teaching.,

A writers conference was held early in February 1970 (Appendix I).
During the three and a half day conference a panel of five scholars. seven
media specialists, and eight observers explored the content, research, and
findings in the psychomotor domain. The first problem was . simply to
establish a common vocabulary so that discussion could tale' place.

The first vocabulary handle was provided by Robert Singer who was
at that time from the department of Health. Physical Education and Recre-
ation of Michigan State University_(currently at Florida. State University).
The psychomotor domain was represented:as illustrated below.

This simplified model, when enlarged to include skill factors, task fac-
to. s, and behavior factors plus a consideration of how movement behavior

or Skills

1

' Psychomotor Domain
1

Physical Tasks

Movement Behavior

Perceptual-Motor
Behaviors
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is related to how we think, how we perceive an how we feel, provided a
point of entry.into the psychomotor domain.

Edwin Fleishman. Senior Vice-President and Director of the American
Institutes for Research, provided an in-depth look at the domain .presen.fing
the results of 18 years of intensive, sustained research in the area of
psychomotor abilities and physical priificiency tasks. In a series of inter-
locking and carefully controlled studies 1.2 "basic abilities- have been iden-
tified by correlation'af.and factor analytic Studies:They have such names as
tracking. control precision, response orientation, rate control, arm-hand
steadiness wild multi-limb coordination. The precise definition of each of
these abilities and the. accompanying research evidence indicates that there
is such thing as generalized motor skill capability. The measurement of
an individual's. psychomotor ability requires a comprehensive battery of
tests and measures Ill each of the twelve areas.

Two terms, ability and skill, require specific definition. An ability, in
Fleishman's terms..is a general trait inferred fre,m response consistencies: A
skill is a level of proficiency on any given task or limited group of tasks. A
skill, then. may require several psychomotor abilities to complete the se-
quence of responses required by the task.

Elizabeth Simpson. Research,Associate, Instructional Materials and ?rac-
tices Branch. of the National Center for Educational Research and Develop-
mem of the United States Office- of Education, presented a taxonomy
developed to assist educators in developing and analyzing educational objec-
tives in terms of the Nychomotor domain: This landmark work which
provides a six level taxonomy does not attempt to classify psychomotor
abilities or skills but seeks to provide a base for stating and analyzing
educational objectives in the psyehomot?C:domain which are al present,
implicitly or explicitly. in educational programs.

The basic. dimensions of thisosystem are perception, set, guided response,
tnechanism,' complex response and creation. At this poin`. in the conference
it became very clear that educational objectives in the psychomotor domain
overlap the cognitive and affective domains. The taxonomy, of psychomotor
objectives, while admittedly subject to much modifiaiion, was undertaken
when it became apparent that educators investigating the other domains
had no intention of 'pursuing a similar kind of effort in the psychomotor
domain.

The fourth paper was presented by a quartet of writers from the Bio-
technology Division of Boeing Aerospace. George Greer, Jr.. Daniel Hitt,
Thomas Sitte0 and Edward B. Sletiodn4.7k compiled a unique paper. soy-
end hundred pages in length, which includes an enormous amount of re-
search data resulting front the aerospace program, human factors research
and industrial applications. The

and

sections of the pver (teal with
time-work effects on learning and performance. toxic and ding effects on
psychomotor performance, task loading and operator performance.
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The scope of implications regar,:ing performance and learning to per-
form include: 1) the value of overlearning: 2) the effect of environmental
variables .on performance reqUiring a large cognitiw learning component
the value of physical conditioning: 4y deterioration' of secondary tasks
ander stress: 5) adaptation to stressors: ()) the value of motivation and the
need for motivation management: 7) the problems of learning which arise
from the instructor-student interaction in the learning situation: 8) the
effect of deficiencies in man-machine interfaces which degrade perfor-
mance: 9) the techniques of establishing performance standards: 10)learn-
ing how to better use visual capability; and. 1 1) the effects of common
drugs' and toxic agents on performance (which appears to be far more
critical than present legal requirements indicate).

This outstanding effort contains a data base capable of not only modify-
ing the design of the learning-of psychomotor skills but also Anoditying the

, way in /which %earning is designed and the conditions under which we
require pupils to learn.

What is the. role of the psychomotor domain in educating children.of
today and of tomorrow? This is, or course, the ultimate question.Some of
die answer's may lie in the papers and deliberations of this conference..

The Institute. From the conference papers and deliberations came the
ideas to be presented in the psychomotor institute. The institute was a
three and a half day learning exper;ence for the directors Of 1970-71
Bureau .of EdIcational Personnel Development funded media institutes. The
institute included representatives from 16 states and represented a major
dissemination effort of this behavioral sciences project. The second dis-
semination effort was to publish the papers resulting from the conference
in order to make them available to the total academic community. The
Final.. report of the project contains a complete summary of all experiences
and materials used in the Psychomotor institute. AppendiX II presents the
Institute outline Appendix IU presents a list of mediated packages and
materials user! at the institute.

Summary

The relationship of psychomotor proficiency to intelligence and emo-
tions -is a matter of some speculation. Research evidence is contradictory
and research deigns generally disceWitage generalizations. However. the in-
volvement of. psychomotor abilities in cognitive acts and affective reactions
seems fairly obvious after even minimal study of thepsychomotor domain.
The implications -.for instructional technologists, l:u rriculuin designers and
instructional systems develcpers are less obvious. Only by conscious effort
will the appropriate use of our knowl^Age`about the psychomotor domain
be made. The instructional technologist .has a responsibility similar to that
of, the aewspace technologist to make practical .uses of psychomotor
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knowledge by applying that inowledge to the design of environments
which use available information about the psychomotor capabilities of man.'

The psychomotOr domain holds catalytic keys ti individual learning.
styles and als, to the design *of more effective instructional methodologies.
Each instructional technologist is challenged to attempt his own synthesis
through integration of psychomotor elements with those in the cognitive
and affective domains.



The Psychomotor Domain:
General Considerations

Rob...rt. N. Singer
Florda State University

The psychomotor domain micompasses a broad spectrum of movement
behaviors. It is no different from the affective and cogniti;ie domains with
regard to acknowledged difficulties in the interpretation and agreement in
the usage of relevant terminology, In the psychomotor area, the problem is
Magnified further by the fact that different disciplines !rave interests in,
and produce research related to, man's motor activity. Because each has
developed its own body of knowledge, the consolidation of research find-
ings applicable to all forms 4 human activity has been difficult. Psycho-
motor activity is associated with military tasks, agricultural duties, indus-
trial. professional,- technical, and vocational skills, secretarial functions,
- business operations, home economics responsibilities, driving demands,
.music, art, and dance works, as well as physical education, sport, and
recreation endeavors. It underlies other forms of behavior as well. Although
the skills.of each field are unique, common bon& tie these areas of interest
together. Great reservation and caution must be observed, however. when
applying nomenclature and research in the psychomotor area. .

Perhaps a clarification of terminologies would be a first logical step in
an attempt to ord.N. and classify research findings in the psychomotor
domain. Following-:this will he discussions on (a) psychomotor behavior,
(b) the objective: Proficiency. (c) the learner, and (d) instructional settings.

Definaions and Interpretations

Tlie development cif various terms within and among different disci-

plines. vocations, and professions to explain movement behaviors has
caused a fair amount of confusion among researchers, teachers, and laymen

7
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alike. The same terms have been used in different contexts. Dissimilar
terms are utilized to convey the same meanings.

Thus, the physical educator develops his own "jargon, as does the
psychologist, the technologist, the vocational specialist, the special edu-
cator:, and the like. It becomes evident that the psychomotor domain
encompasses many if not all of man's overtly expressed movement be-
haviors. Cognition and affect are entwined in all volitional motor activity.
Therefore, the distinction among domains becomes one of convenience
rather than on of natural boundaries. Assumirg the association of overt
activity with the psychomotor domain, the task is then to classify or cate-
gorize behaviors in a meaningful way. Only then can research on behavioral
expeCiancle be meallingful.

Various reports. hive been published, attempting to make sense out of
the psychomotor domain. In response to the taxonomies developed within
the cognitive and affective domains, Dr. Elizabeth Simpson has formulated
a taxonomy of the psychomotor domain which is discussed in Chapter 3 of
this volume.

Other researchers have been concerned with providing order to certain
aspects of the domain. Hence, Guilford (1958) has surveyed psychomotor
abilities through the administration of physical fitness tests. apparatus tests,
and printed tests. He concludes that there are six Primary psychomotor
abilities: strength, impulsion, speed. precision, C:oordinatiOn, a:s.d
Guilford's means for collecting data may be criticized and his.Lonclusions
questioned. His designated psychomotor abilities appear to have limited real
applications to the wide variety of activities that may theoretically be
placed in the psychomotor domain.

Fleishman has gone a step further in identifying dimensions underlying
human performance. He classifies factors in two categories: the physical
proficiency (Fitness) area (Fleishman, 1964) -and the psychomotor area
(Fleishman, 1967).

It

Physical Proficiency
Extent Flexibility
Dynamic Flexibility
Static Strength.
Dynamic Strength
Trunk Strength
Gross Body Coordination
Gross Body Equilibrium
Stamina

Psychonioar Factors
Control Precision
Multi limb Coordination
Response Orientation
Reaction Time .

Speed of Arm Movement
Rate Control
Manual Dexterity
Arm-II:Ind Steadiness
Wrist-Finger Speed
Aiming

should he pointed out here that the psychomotor factors established
by Fleishman are the result of performances on various laboratory tasks.
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The extent to which these factors 'underlie athletic performance.success in
music, art, and dance.. worker output, and military achievement has.yet to
be ascertained. Neyertheless..,.we may conjecture that the physical pro-
ficiency items are most associated with athletic.. military. and industrial
tasks requiring strength and endurance primarily and minimal. intricate co
ordinated movemenVpatterns. Psychomotor factors would be More 'related
to those skills represented by fairly refined activity'.

Cratty' (1966) has attempted to construct a theory of what he calls
"perceptual-motor behavior." This.three-factor theory is illustrated in FIg-
ure I. Although there is .consideration Ivor environmental, conditions and the
status of the organism, there is serious doubt as AO whether his "General

. Supports of Behavior". are indeed general but rather s'pecific to each given
situation. Furthermore, the indentification. of ability traits seems_to suffer
from a lack of those. psychomotor fact orsy e.g.. coordination, isolated by
Fleishman as-well'as Others... ..

From another frame of reference, the schema depicting the parameters
of movement is presented in Figure 2. A more philosophical approach is
represented here. Nevertheless, .Abernathy and .Waltz (1%4) touch upOn a
number of-. the considerations for effective movement. AlthOugh primarily

.aPplied to expressive movements rather than vocational and occupational
skills, thiSapproaeh .reflects thinking in the psychomotor domain:

The semantics involved in the psychomotor domain have been exposed`
in a few instances..For example, Lockhart (1964, p. 9). writesthat:

. investigators naturally communicate in language famibar to them.
The behavioristic psychologist concerned with motor leallning 'might be. es-
peeled to use the term psychomotor. The experimenter interested primarily'
in the functioning of the: sense organs performs sensory-motor investiga-
tions: Those contemned with perceptually guided. non - verbal behavior often
refer to perceptPal Motorrlearnings.

And finally. I.(Singer, 1968) have found fault with the-misuse.and abuse
of certain terms M.the physical education literature; namely: Physic-al fit-
ness.Motor fitness,motoreducability, motor capacity. and motor
Used interchangeably on many occasions. these terms were conceived to
desOribe different conditions. of the organism But might,.ironically enough,
not even exist.What is physical fitness? Motor.ability? How'are they to be
measured? Agreement is lacking in definitions as well as the natfire of the
tests to measure' such human .dimensions. Without .an adequate validity
criterion, the very 'nature of the value of these tests is questioned. The
typical loose usage of the terms results in ..uldedr confusion for all con-
cerned;

.

Is there any hope.. of establishing the boundaries of the psychomotor
domain? Of: identifying and distinguishing tasks that constitute: thiS do-
main?
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I

I
TASK SPECIFICS

1

PERCEPTUAL -MOTOR
ABILITY TRAITS

GENERAL
SUPPORTS OF
BEHAVIOR

Past Experience

Spatial Dimensions

Practice Conditions

Force Requirements

Amount of Visual Monitoring

Social Conditions Present

Arm -leg Speed

Finger -wrist Speed

Ballistic Strength

etc. etc.

Static Strength

Trunk Strength

Wrist-arm Accuracy

Characteristic State of Arousal General Aspiration
Level

Persistence at a Task

Ability to Analyze
Task Mechanics

etc.

Figure 1. A theory of motor behavior. (From Cratty, 1966)
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Human Movement is initiated by
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late

the limits
of environmental laws
(gravity motion . .. force)

ificd by

ERIENCES
le knowledges

PERSON LIT
attitudes trait

P E R_S_O

UCTURE
structs goals

EPT ION
of se,Ir

SOCIAL,etULTURA ,EN IRONMENT
1
i

I
customs expectancies rotes s6 els patterns

'verse

PHYSICA
sounds space

IRONMENT
weather time

The Proce s of Moving

Occurs through space, in time, with quality (level- tempo -force ...I
Can be described in terms of its components: dimcnsions, basic
movements, fundamental skills; its design: patterns and style. Can
be used to control equilibrium to give and receive impetus. May

ior may not be efficient in terms of mechanics and purpose. Is per-
ceived variant! with occurrence, the mover, and observers.

d

IS A MODIFIER OF I OWN DETERMINANTS

Figure 2. A Framework and Structure of Human Movement. (From Aber-
nathy and Waltz, 1964)
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The charge is obviously not an easy one. Nevertheless. Figure 3 depicts
the" possible scope. of the psychomotor domain abd the kinds of abilities
leading to. various acts which constitute movement behavior (no continuum
of activities is intended):

I. A motor skill refers to muscular movement or motion of tht:' body
required for the successful execution of a desired act: (Same as
perceptual-motor skill.) Specific criteria are set ('or the acceptabil-
ity of performance.
A. Vine-motor skills encompass the neuromuscular coordinations

involved in precision-oriented tasks, such as typing, piano
playing, watch-making. needle-threading. and tracking with
pursuit rotors. They are highly- refined and distinguished from
other tasks because of the high, degree of eye-hand precision
required in their execution. Furthermore, they are usually sit-
ting-down tasks.

R. Manual skills are, typically mid-way between tine and gross
skills. They are 'usually eye-arm-hand manipulative tasks that
are fairly repetitive. Examples a..! found in factory work and
industrial technology areas. Equipment. apparatus, or objects
are usualfy the source of manipulation.

c. Gross motor skills. involve the large muscles and the movement
of the majority of the body. Sports skills of i.11 kinds may he
considered as gross motor skills, although there is no clear-cut
distinction between fine, manual, and gross motor skills.

Further distinction-s--mighthe made according to the nature of the task.
Fitts and Posner (1967, pp. 43-84) describe discrete, serial,. and continuous
skills in the following way. A discrete task has a clearly defined beginning
and end, as is found in the typical F.:action time '2xperiment. A serial task
contains a timber of successive events that are also encompassed by well-
understimd beginning and ending parameters. A musical selection or reading
exemplifies serial tasks. A contintBnis task involves adjusting sequential
responses to unpredictable stimulits is incorporated in the,act of driving a
car.

1I. Physical tasks are characterized_ by a minimal. it' any. involvement
of the higher cortical centers of the nervous system.

A. Physical fitness tests require minimal coordination of body
parts and cognitive activity. Strength. endurance, speed, and
flexibility describe factors in this category, Following an
understanding of the act, the execution or it becomes quite
repetitive, with stimulus discrimination of minor importance.
Gross motor skills, as alluded to before, include activities
demanding cue discrimination- of changing and unpredictable
stimuli and the temporal patterning of adaptive, responses, e.g.,
sports skills. Physical fitness tests accent ill., "physical," that
is, a push-up test demands gross, continuous, predescribed
movements of the body until the, onset of fatigue. Motor skills
are more complex and involve more motor coordination. of
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the body itself, as well as more coordination of cognitive and
motor abilities.

B.. Non-volitional behavior is primarily reflexive. The knee jerk,
autonomic processes, and extremely well-learned acts are prob-
ably performed at a soh' cortical

III. Perceptual-motor behavior includes those tasks that have a high
degree of the perceptual component present. It is popularly. Used
to connote the special training programs for youngsters classified
as mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, or slow learners, in
the hope of improving their learning capacity. The perceptjon and
recognition of spatial relationships and patterns, the estimation of
distance, speed, and accuracy, and the ability to temporally pat-
tern responses could easily describe motor skill as well as percep-
tual-motor behaviors. But for distinction between these terms,
motor skills refer to specific acts and sequences of responses while
perceptual -motor behaviors are more general movements. In .corn:
paring motor skills with perceptual-motor behaviors, relatively
speaking, there is a greater emphasis on response development in
the former caseA greater degree of the perceptual component is
present in the latter case, as is allowance for varied behavioral
expression.

A. Explorcition of space and body awareness activities represent
perceptual-motor movement patterns. Moving and controlling
appropriate parts of the body in space to reach objectives
d6.monstrate body awareness and space exploration activities.
In perceptual-motor training programs, these are general, ap-
propriate, relatively noi:-difficult movement responses to spe-

.Cific directions, involving the interpretation of directions and
activationctivation of acceptable responses.

B. Language skills are heavily perceptually-oriented. and reflect
peiceptual-motor behavior. The conception of words, the
formation ,of mouth nmvenients. and facial expressions, and
the production of words describe activity in this area.

No reference is Made to psychomotor tasks per se, for almost any kind
of movement-oriented task could probably he considered a psychomotor
task. For the most part in the literature, psychomotor tasks are indicated,
by laboratory-created situations, ReactiMiti-me___Lyordination-apparatus
tests, positioning tests, speed tests, and the like have olielibeen-referred to
as psychomotor tests. The term is so vague as to have little real practical
meaning.

Contrarily Noble ( 1968) argues that "the label 'Motor' skills is less
satisfactory than 'perceptual-motor' or 'psychomotor' skills ..." He feels
that the two latter terms are interchangeable in meaning. Motor skills are
defined as "merely any cued striate-muscular action that is modified by
learning variables." Psychomotor tasks (or perceptual-motor) are elaborately
interpreted to be "those situations that require the identification and com-
bination of stimulus-organism-response elements into .codidinated spatio-
temporal patterns of receptor-effector activity as a joint function of
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practice repetitions and reinforcing feedback so as fo optimize probability,
amplitude, and time scores for their derivatives, in acquisition. retention,
and transfer." It is my opinion that to get hogged down in semantics,
terminology and verbosity, will do us no good at lhis sympOsium. We need
simple explanations to understand the scope of the psychomotor domain.

A general framework has been suggested as to the types of tasks repre-
senting the psychomotor domain. Research on motor skills will now be
primarily considered with regard to learner and environmental variables.
Proficiency in skills is dependent on so. many factors that it will be impos-
sible to mention them all in this paper. No depth-treatments of these
considerations can he made. Research will be examined from the motor
skills area in order that applications can he made without the .usual fear 0/1
the possible lack of 'relationship between the learning of nonsense syllables,
prose. and other verbal material with the learning of motor tasks. Although
research findings are argued to he task and situation specific, hopefully
evidence on the learning of certain types of tasks in the psychomotor
domain may legitimately be applicable to other tasks in this domain.

The Objective: Profieleircy

Although there may exist .! number of objectives in the learning situa-
tion. one of the immediate or ultimate goals is the mastery of the .task and
the attainment of skill. Different standards of achievement are established.
but essentially the most efficient and effective ways of reaching goals are
those that are sought. This implies a need to understand the nature of the
task. the learner, the learning process, and learning conditions.

km the area of athletic proficiency. a number of factors contribute. They
may generally he described as found in Figure 4. Genetics, childhood expe-
riences.- personal goals, envi.onmental influences, and other interactions
lead to the state of "excellence. Ideally, in order to determine potentials
fcr developing proficiencyproficiency in any task. genetic factors, familiar tendencies.
past experiences. and the individual's personality would he reasonably
understood prior !o training on a given task in .a particular situation. Gen-
eral learning principles and specific considerations, with appropriate en-
vironmental modifications and instructional techniques, would then he
utilized. The coach is thus the ultimate determiner of the athlete's. produc-
tivity. Limiting and determining personal factOrs on the part of the athletes
are incorporated in the coach's plan in directing practice sessions. Figure 5
has been drawn to show parallelisms between the characteristics considered
in Figure 4 for athletic proficiency with those underlying achievement in
any vocational task. In this case. it is the teacher, leader. or supervisor who
has the final revonsibility in shaping the environment for best produc-
tivity.

ITT most learning situations in any domain. it is virtually impossible to
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Athletic Proficiency

Coach's guidance:
coachteam-athlete compatibility

Environmental conditions-
Behavioral Modification

Influence of culture,
family, peer group

Interest, motivation

State of training,
physical attributes

Prior athletic experiences,
learned skills

Childhood experiences

Hereditary factors, e.g.,
physical characteristics, abilities

Figure 4. FoUndational blocks toward achieving excellence
in athletics. (From Singer, in press)
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Task Proficiency

Teacher, leader, or supervisor guidance:
leader-group-individual compatibility

Environment Of conditions-
Behavioral Modification

Influence of culture,
family, peer group

Interest, motivation

State of training,
physical attributes

Prior learned specific,
related skills

Childhood experiences, general

Hereditary factors,
physical characteristics, abilities, intelligence

Figure 5. Foundational blocks toward achievement
in vocational skills.
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make all these individual considerations. 'Yet, one of the fallacies in any
group-learning effort is to treat all individuals as if they possess the same
characteristics. abilities, experiences, and motivation to achieve. For in,
stance, it is suggested that approximately 80 percent of the variance:in
intelligence may be attributed to hereditary factors: 20 percent to environ-
mental experiences:When all sorts of familial characteristics are considered,
e.g.. intelligence, height: weight, and body build, an average correlation of
.50 is obtained betWeen parents and children:To the extent that such
personal qualities may be related to the probability of success in a given
endeavor in the psYChomutor domain, they must be acknowledged.

1. In athletics, a . given bock build has been found to be related to
excellence in particular athletic endeavors. The average athlete representing
one sport has been soMatotyped (a method of determining body build) and
is usually distinguished in this dimension from athletes representing other
sports (Carter. 1968, 1969). Or, for that matter, from so-called non-
athletes. Although a given body type is not a necessity for excellence in
athlelic endeavors, its presence may increase the probability of success. The
relationship may hold true for all types of motor skills. Inherited and
developed personal qualities may increase the likelihood of one, accomplish-
ing certain activities associated with industry, business, the Military, and
the arts. Physical characteristics, of little concern in the cognitive domain,
are very much associated with the mastery of varied mofor4ills.

2. Enriched and varied cirly childhood experiences is aNsecond factor.
leading to the probability of success in a wide range of !mdertakings. Work
with lower forms bf young organisms chimr.mzees. chickens, dogs, and
rats introducing an experience. depriving in restricting a sense or enriching
the environment has been shown to affect adult behavior. (For example.
see Beach and Jaynes, 1954.) Freud's work and the efforts of subsequent
psychoanalysts indicate the effect of early experiences on adult personal-
ities.

Situations for figuring-out and executing appropriate movement re-

sponses begin at a very early age. These foundational blocks serve the
learning of later-inlife complex activities. The extent to which a child
successfully experiences perceptual-motor behaviors and develops motor-
ically will probably influence his rate of achievement when confronted with
so-called "new tasks. However, it might be theoretically argued. and it has
been, that very few activities are really new to the learner following the
childhood years6 Most skills require that already,learned movements be put
together in a different fashion. Temporal and sequential patterns of re-
sponses are altered from situation to situation. BUt essential and general
.movement patterns, learned well in childhood. influence the degree to
which complex skills will be attained in late': years:

3. Specific skills, once learned, will naturally favorably transfer over to
situations in which these skills are used. Specialized training in childhood
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leads to desirable outcomes in specific circumstances. These e.(ists mu it
evidence on the specificity nature of motor skills; that in order for one to
reach a high degree of proficiency in any skill. pr.ctice must he specific to
that skill.

4. Aspects of personality relate to task achievement in some ways, al-
though clear-cut patterns are often difficult to establish. On more comple:c
tasks, studies generally show highly anxious individuals do more poorly
than those low. in anxiety. Also, those who score low on anxiety tests

perform more effectively under stress than under normal conditions, This is
not the case with high-anxiety people, who are less effective performers
under stress (Wiener, 1959),

Insight and sensitivity on the part of the teacher, supervisor, or other
forms of leadership to the personality characteristics of th,.: learner-
performer may help to detect possible behavioral choices, patterns, and
achievement. In the area of choices, vocational researchers and theoreti-
cians-point to level and direction of vocational aspiration. self-esteem, need
to achieve, and other personality characteristics. Self-esteem is a strong
moderator variable in one's vocational decisions (Korman, 1966). Indi-
viduals are more apt to favor social roles. position. and occupations that
are consistent with their image of personaLabilities and talents.

Athletes representing different sport groups have been shown on occa-
sion to possess .unique personality profiles. Superior athletes, average ath-
letes, and non-athletes are also uniquelycharacterized. (A brief summary of
the research is reported by ('ooper. 1969.) A few psychologists, notably
Oglivic (1968), are quite enthusiastic about the identification of .unique
personality dimensions of champion athletes, However, agreement on these
matters is still lacking. When traits can he ascribed with a reasonable degree
of confidence to athletes representing a sport, or workers involved in cer-
tain occupations, statistical analysis will help to predict the probability of
an individual's achieveme it on a team. in. an event, or at a position..

5. Tie general. motor abilities, influenced by hereditary and environ-
mental variables, and possessed by the learner will certainly have a bearing
on his potential for successful achievement in any endeavor. In predicting
proficiency, a young child is more apt to have more "generalizable- abili-
ties than high school or older-aged individuals. With. age comes a matura-
tion and differentiation process. ComPlex and specialized tasks must be
continuously and conscientiously' practiced for one to attain relatively high
degrees of skill as he develops to maturity. Less time can he devoted to
other pursuits. The endeavors of youngsters demand More gross movements
and they are fairly similar from -activity to activity. This is not the case as
the individual begins the adolescent years. ,The maturing organism is capa-
ble of undertaking ondcompleting more highly refined tasks. Interests, too,
change. and become more specialized-.

ObViously, then, a test that presionably measures general motor ability is
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almost meaningless in differentiating among the reasonably or highly
skilled. Since none have been developed that are. truly general, each is
almost meaningless for instructional design. In the ease of sport,' gross
bodily activity along with intricate and relined movements are involved.
One test, or even a battery of tests, can not conceivably produce dis-
Lriminafing judgments among athletic individuals and between specific
'sports participants. Specialized skills tests, related to the sport at hand, will
do a more acceptable job. The same is true in the vocational area. Instead -
of speakihg about one manual. ability; recognitiOn should be given to the .
probability that there .exists a -number of manual abilities. And specific
manual tests, related to the task. at hand, will yield better distinctions
among individuals than will a test of general manual ability: .

Even so, successful job ;Completion or athletic participation are related
-to so many variables that the practice of isolating particular skills to test
for classfication 'and prediction purposes is of questionable value. More
simple motor skills -can be handled more easily with .tests when such is the
intent: But complex tasks, involving mit only a nuMber of' humanabilities,
but specified skills, personality variables, and physical and physiological
characteristics as well, defy the implication 'that an 'ability test or abilities
test alone can satisfactorily account for-enough Of the achievement variance
to be of 'practical value.

6. Another point to keep in mind is that initial levels of profiency are
not neFeSsarily. validas the basis for.Predicting future achievement levels in
a: given endeavor.- Although there are fast learners and slow learners, a
person is not typically an overall fast- learner (within the "normal" popula-
tion). Rather, achievement in each task is obtained in varying speeds and at'
different levels for each indiVidual. For example; there is' no confirthation
of any general learning ability improvement factor:

When motor tasks -are simple and isolated, different trends appear. As in
the case of Adam's' (1957) data, later proficiency was v9ry much related to'
early status. The tusk was very 'simple, measuring discrimination reaction
time. There is good reason to believe, .though, (and research 'support as
well) that the relationship between initial and final status is quite low on
more complex. motor tasks. This is especially true when enough practice
and time are alloted.for learning to occur.

When individuals have practiced a skill for a While, prediction of rela-
tive achievement within a group becomes e'asiercand more accurate. Per
formance becomes- more stable. But as Fleishman has pointed out in a

number of -articles (e.g.,' Fleishman. and Hempel, 1954), the lumber and
nature. of abilities related to task achievement apparently change in relative
importance during practiceand improvement in complex motor skills. Dif-
ferent abilities are 'more.important in different phases of skill acquisition:

. The preceding material- constitutes 'some of the general individual learner
coniderations in reaching high degrees of skill. The learning situation is
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dynamic and complex. All learners do not.come to the same 'situation with
the same potentiality for Proficiency. They cannot be programmed in simi-
lar fashion, regardlessof the rationale presented by behaviorists. It is true,-.

however, that certain instructional modifications will generally affect the
majority of learner's in like nature, or with a reasonable degree of.predict-

..ability in a certain direction. Where applicable and possible to implement,
instructional techniques and learning strategies should reflect the learning
prOcess in geneial as well as individual differences.

Let us take/ a further look at learner dimensions (personal factors that
distinguish among members of a group) and behavior modification in gen-
eral: through environmental manipulations (instructional settings).

The teenier

Sonic of .the ways in whieh learners- differ from each other in charac-
teristics as they confront. a learning situation striving for proficiency have
been 'Summarized. The list needs to be extended. I am continually amazed
at the apparent neglect of- these variables by psychologists in the experi-
mental and military areas. For instance,. Gugn6 (1962), in an excellent
article (tobe referred to again in this paper) entitled "Milit'ary Training and
Principles of Learning" provides. mach insight into training techniques and:
behavioral modification. He never once mentions anything about the nature
cif the learner. He does not addr6'ss the problem of individual differences.

Learner variables:are incorporated in Figu're, 6, which serves as a sum-
mary for the material to.follow in this section. IndividUal.differences such
as these need to be recognized as important contributors to achievement in
many of, the tasks fthind in the psychomotor domain,' The nature or the
tasks greatly determine the relative importance and influence of each
factor on learning and performance.,

. In gross motor tasks, often executed in the military, Mdustry, and sport:
differences in body build constitute a factor in potential achievement. This
point has been alluded to previouSly.. Other factors, besides the Ones dc-
scribed in the preceding section,: must be.exitmined. Therefore the. section
excludes .material already Considered above, (1) bod( build. (2) 'childhood
experiences, (3) prior specific_skills, (4) certain aspects of personality, (5)
some general motor abilities, and (6) initial levels of task proficiency,. al-,
though all are leaMer considerations. There are other learner variables to
consider.

(7) Physical measures. Ifotlie task reyOires gross movements of the body
(a .large-muscle task) adequate strength.' flexibility.; and endurance must be
pesent. Practice can then be sustained which will in turn result:in per
formance- improvement. The condition of the body with respect to those

. and other underlying personal attributes. relevant to the skill(s) at hand will
greatly determine the effectiveness of the praclice conditions arranged for
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learning to occur. Even in such acts. as typing, piano playing, and card
:sorting,, linger, wrist, and arm endurance is a prerequisite to skill acquisi-
don:

(8) Motor measuresi More complex' tasks -require 'the presence of a high,
developMent of those motor abilities that will interact and underlie achieve -
ment. Unfortunately, abilities are usually defined within the framework. of
the tests designed to -.measure diem. Beyond empirical 'Observations and'
scanty; research evidence, it becomes difficult to specify those abilities
associated with task, proficiency. ThuS, we talk. in terms of a coordination
ability, an 'ability to balance, 'and a speed ability, and yet research has been
fairly. consistent in demonstrating low positive intercor.relations among tests
purported to measure each one of these..aswell as other abilities.

Evidently, at the present level of knowledge, we can onlyi,talk in terms
of an ability as'ineaSured by whatever means we measure it. Theoretically,.
rhough. an .ability contributes to -. prolleiencY in a number of skills.. A..
number of abilities are impOrtant to complex skill learning. The goal is to
be able to specify those abilities 'related to the learning of each motor task,
the stages of learning where each contributes the most to achievement (as
attempted by Fleishman and Hempel, 1954; Fleishman, 1957: and Fleish-
man and :Rich. 1963), and the means to emphasize and develop those
abilities of interest.

(9) Sense acuity. Prior. to, during, and 'following an act information is
transmitted through the senses. Kinesthetic, visual, and verbal cues provide
important khowledge to the learner about his performance, yarious kiftds
of sensory receptors. each specific' to one stimulus form only, convert the

. input into electrical energy capable Of going to various 'park of the nervous
system. Some impulses activate the perceptual meckanism, so th'at meaning
can be made of that.which was sensed. Others activate suh7cortical centers.

In order for information to be accurately processed, as a first Step- the
input devices (sense organs and receptors) most be in good functioning .
order. Poor depth perception or peripheral vision, inferior audition, or in-
.effective proprioceptive activity will proVide error-filled .information.

. (101 Perception. Following the reception of information through the .

senses, perceptual operations typically. precede motor activity. In terpre ta-.
lion of the situation Must be made before correct responses can transpire.
Sc.dec'tiVe attention to cues and distegard, for irrelevant ones constitutes the
preliminary portion of effective movement behavior. How- and what one
perceives in a given situation depends on many factors. In turn, one's
behavior reflects perception and the means to appropriately spatially and
teMporally execute movements..

('I I) lrttelligence. Intelligence, which 'is usually Measured by academic .
acliievemenLOC IQ in the research, is positively but lowly related to. physi:
Cal characteristics and motor skill's in 'the normal population of. students.
Within the normal intelligence iange..we would generally not expect
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who are More outstanding- in MotorskillaccoMplishments to be. meaning-
fully: more or less intelligent than others. Mental retardates. however. uSti,
ally demonstrate poorer motor development and skills- than similarly aged-.
"norm

With -regard to 'training techniques, there is a possibility that brighter
students. may learn motor skills more 'effectively than less intelligent ones.
(a) under Whole rather than part learning methods. ithd.(b) with problem
solving. methodS' rather than traditional methods. Low academic .achievers.
(slow learners, mental retardates) require simple explanations and step-by-
Step progressions in motor tasks.

. .

(12) Emotions: -Emotions are a part of most motor activity. Researchers
have considered the 'effect- of anxiety, stress, tension, and various motiva-
tional procedures on the learning and performance of motor skills. Anxiety
level and its interaction with task complexity has been discussed earlier in
this paper.With -regard to emotions in general,an optimal level exists..for

the.learning of any task. Stress. in the form of social presence, high incen-.
tives, andthe. like, Is usually a hindrance to the learning of new complex
skills. At later stages.- it is of no bother or may even facilitate performance.

(13) aspiratibn./ The goals .established by an individual when he
undertakes' a motor task will greatly determine his achievement. Previous
failures and successes determine the level one sets for. himself. It, is usually

. found that high,-realistically .attainable goals produce the most favorable
results for the fearner. The implication here is that 'general group standard

...performance expectancies, as set by the teacher. for example,. are not con-
. .

ducive :to a favorable learning climate. Individual.stilug and '
goals should be considered.

Early successes are 'important to. motivation, in turn for continuing per-.
fOrmance and ultimately in learning. Performance expectancies should be
contingent on prior personal accomplishments and potential achieVemen f.
Satisfaction n-achiCved elevates the level of aspiration which in turn increases
the probability of better performance output.

. (14) 'Altitudes. A person's expectancy attitudes are.related to task per-
forManee. When an individual has high expectancies, his performance is
positively affected. Various investigators concerned with job analysis, e.g.,

Lawler (1968), have demonstrated that expectancy attitudes are. indications
of motivation to perform....

Attitudes may also be viewed in another' way. Interest in the task, a
desire to achieve well, effort, and motivation lead to more meaningful
practice sessions. The learner .must have intentions of improving his per-
formance. Merely going through routines in a:haphazard and mechanical
manner, disregarding iniportantcues, and demonstratingpurposeless-activity.: .

is a good example-, of how not to master a task. One's attitude toward the
task at hand-ts reflected in his attempt to improve himself and the ultimate
cOnsequences,
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. (15):Fears. Although not considered in other areas, the psychological
par of success has been of great concern to psychiatrists,. psychologists,
and -coaches dealing with athletes: Sbme athleles have. been diagnosed: as
being afraid to stand SLICCCS!:. or at least failing to whole-heartedly attempt
to achieve. They. deliberately injure themselves to gain. sympathy or even a
hero's recognition. They complain of pains that do not really. exist. It is

interesting to speculate on how many, confronted with" any kind of task,
fear success. The added responsibility, associated with achievement may be
looked upon as a cause of increased anxiety by the' person.

It should..be added, of course; that. the task itself may be fear- inducing
because of its very-nature.. Gymnastic, trampolining, diving, swimming, and
other- athletic skills contain fear situations and reqhire".safety precautions;
Military, vocational, and driving skills .have similar -elernents.:.Fear, causing
anxiety,-is a deterrent- to the .learning process in such activities.

(16) Sex differences. With regard to occupational. choices. athletic en-
'deavors, and task performances in general, male and female comparisons
lead to interesting observations-. Due to certain .physiological, anatomical,
and personality differences, performances on certain tasks are favored for
one sex over the other. However, an often under-played, variable in task
choice and accoMPlishments are social cultural. influences. Although physi-
cal fitness testing, reaction time data, and sports' records indicate the gen-
eral superiority of males, females are demonstrating feats that surprise most
people. For example, some of the women's records, in. track and field and
swimming at the 1952 Olympic 'Gaines were better. than the men's records
fifty-two years earlier!

With greater social acceptance and encouragement, women can and are
demonstrating skills fairly comparable wi/th ,th ose exhibited... by . males.
Naturally, there are those motor tasks typically associated with females at
which they excel when compared to males. Nevertheless, present research
in general .indicates that -sex differenceS, in--performance in varied motor
tasks become more apparent with .increasing age (Singer, 1969), in faVor of
the boys. Into adolescence and early adulthood, the separation between the
sexes widens.

(17) The aging process. Various kind's of motor skills are . affected in
. dissimilar fashion by the aging process. There are some vocational occupa--

lions -and sports "events' that :can be participated in successfully' for a great
duration of a person's life. Others, of course, cannot. Although the process
of learning may be .little affected by age,;. performance variables are, and

. they play an important- role in output.
An . older person needs more., time to react; to :perceive quickly and

respond. When he can work at his own speed,. and the task is -self-Inced
(the response Is initiated by the performer to a fixed stiniulusrather than
to- some unpredictable Tstimulus) the individual is not handicapped. The
increased inability to receive and transmit in formation is a symptom of
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Older age. Ako, tasks reqUiring large amounts of strength, endurance, speed,
and flexibility work to his disadvantage. Complex motor tasks, with too
much information in the display, may result in a tendency to pay attention
to irrelevant. information. All .these considerations indicate: the need to
match the appropriate task with the aging person for best results. -7.,

These individual- learner considerations by no means exhaust the list .of
possible variables, bUt they certainly shotild serve as warnings as to the
complexity of the learning situation in the psychomotor domain:The task
is now to interpret. and identify the ways the learning process may be
enhanced through the manipulation of environmental variables.

Psychomotor Learning: Background Material

Assuming the basis and validity of laws or principles of learning, the
logical step is to use them in the psychomotor domain where applicable.
Even research, findings, not -of sufficient quality and quantity to form the
basis of a ''principle" but 'strong enough to indicate a trend, constitute
available support for action. Unfortunately, this "logical step" is not as
easy as it sounds:

In the first place, acceptable principles of learning are usuallysd broad
and generalizable-as to constitute nothing more than the obvious. Secondly,
there is-question as to the practical application of more spe'cilic learning
principles, formulated on a conceptual basis from laboratory work in arti
tidal situations. Gagne (1962), for one, has. raised seriousdoubts as to the
usefdlness of learning principles for the training of military skills. Thirdly,
and of most frustration, is the diverse nature present researth takes in the. .

various areas concerned with the acquisition.of motor skills.
On (hp last point, miniature models, nomenclature, and research projeCts

in each area reflect the uniqueness .of the matter dealt.. with. Can one' tie

together various approaches to the solution of how effective moiorlearnMg
occurs?: In..the early portion of this century, behaviorists and gestaltists
demonstrated distinct approaches to learning, formed unique -:terms; and
emphasized different factors. This. practice served at once to widen one's
understanding- of the learning process but at the same, time to cause Con-.
fusion. As theories. developed each emphaSized various aspects orlearning.
Problem-solving, the nature. of ''the stimults, perception, response, and the
nature and effect of intervening variables were some of these sources of
emphasis.. What. with the adv6nt of mathematical modelS, neuro-psycho--
logical models, information tlidory; cybernetics, and man-machine .dy-
namics, the problem has been. magnified (Singer, 1966).

Military and industrial psychologists talk. in terms of training factor's.
Knowledge of results,. guidanc.o and instructional .techniques; .cues in the

display] task operations, and. job analysis are of basic concern. Ekperi-
mental] psychologists still cling to concepts of conditioning. They. are
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procedure and man-centered, studying such things as instructional methods,
practice variations,. habit formations, and hypothetical constructs called
intervening Variables. Those 'interested in operant conditioning and the
Skinnerian appioach emphasize rcinforce.ment and the shaping of behavior.
Information or communication theorists research the processing and trans-
mitting of. information. The standard reference "bits," which refers to
information the organism receives in a situation. Engineering psychologists
stress, task variables and closed loop serVosystems, Where the main interest
is the difference between input-output and the natureof the transmission
system. Cyberneticians compare man to a machine and provide a con-
ceptual framework of' control where feedback is of the utmost importance.
Social psychologists analyze man's behaviors in terms of attitudes, values,
social systems, and family and peer influences. Physical eduCators, home
economists,, vocational educators, and special educators glean odds and ends
from all these apprbaches but generally' adhere to guidelines suggested by
educational psychologists. Thorndike. -type laws, terms/ and research -asso-
ciated with the period before the 1940's and the, accompaniment of- an
explosion of sophisticated learning models and designs generally .make this
group of educators "comfortable,!:

Each Of the abOve-mentioned groups is interested in skill development
and modification in the psychomotor domain. The accumulation,/consolida-
tion, and synthesis' of behavioral "facts" from so. many diverse approaches.
may be beyoncH-econciliation.. Nevertheless, anyone concerned with be--
havior in the ps'ychomotor domain in general. should at least attempt to
confront and .resolve all . these conceptual and experimental approaches:
Certainly, Berelson and Steiner (1964) must be praised for their valiant
effort to construct an inventory of scientific findings with regard to human
behavidr.

Op the other hand; it can belegitimately argued that,:due to the unique
complexities of each learning task area, research and theory should be
developed and applied to the specific situation; The present trend toward
the formulation of miniature models of learning, applicable to unique prob-
lems associated within the area of interest, contrasts with the original goals
of psychologists to describe all of learning in one theory. An attempt at
formulating a new taxonomy' of human. learning, with discussions. on the
problems: relevant to the seven categories representing the various typeS of
research: is presented by Melton (1964). In the psychomotor domain it
may be necessary for the physical educator to attend to his own unique
prOblems, the vocational

on

the same, aid the military psychologist
likewise. Much. depends on the:degree to which we believe in task-specili-
city, or,. that matter, the nature of the task (e.g.; discrete, continuous;
serial) as a consideration.

.Signal detection, or vigilance, theory/ was developed by military psy-
chologists for situations pertinent to the. military. In Swels '(1964)
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detection theory, human behavior in a variety of perceptual tasks is ana-
lyzed. Welford (1960) forwards the single-channel hypothesis as an explana-
tion for the information processing of motor skills. Smith (1962) terms his
cybernetic approach to the evaluation of man's behavior a neurogeometric
theory. Poulton's (1954) model is geared for predictions in industrial work.
Fitts (1964) favors an approach to studying motor learning that contains a
framework of three types of models: communication, control system. and
adaptive. Henry (1960), a physical educator, has proposed a Memory Drum
Theory of Neuromotor Reaction. that deals with various aspects of motor
performance. These represent but a sampling of diverse theoretical advance-
ments to be applied to the learning and performing of motor skills.

Thus the problem of task-specific or area-specific research and theory
versus a general domain approach is a real one. Evidently, those concerned
with instructional settings must consider situational specific evidence, task-
related information, as well as general behavioral knowledge, This will be
the case in the next section of this paper, where a wide range of sources
provide the general guidelines as to effective instructional settings in the
psychomotor domain,

Before reporting and interpreting research findings, the general opera-
tional framework u: the human in performance should be analyzed. The
systems-analysis technique can be applied in an extremely general way for a
better understanding of human activity. Thus far only learner character-
istics have been discussed. From a physical point of view, the simple coin-
piments involved in a learner's processing of and responding to information
are as follows (Whiting, 1969):

Sense Organs

1

HCentral
Mechanisms

Muscular
System

The Central Mechanisms are further divided by Whiting in terms of
operations:

1
Perceptual
Mechanisms 1

I Translatory
I Mechanisms 7

Effector
Mechanisms

At the functional level, the huMan system is represented by Whiting as
going through these processes:
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1
-DecisiOn

Making
Output
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Response activity to stimulation is diagramed in a similar manner by
thoSe who view the human organism. as an information processing system:
An individual:, receives a certain amount of information (S) in a situation.
He has to transmit 1(T) this, information and respond (R), but since no
mechanism is perfect, infolmation may be lost -when encoding, transinit
ting, or decoding. Represented by diagram, the process would appear. thusly
(Singer, 1966):

o

/

Learner characteristics, e.g., sense .acuity; stimulus selection (perception),
abilities, etc., will influenCe the effective' processing of and reacting to
information. From stitnulatin to response, a human' partially functions
according to the limitations of his systems.The other major consideration are
situational' variables (training, learning, practice, environmental display ,-as
they are commonly referred to). The shape and nature of the stimulus and
response, the manipulation of learning conditions, and the process of learning
are for the most part. the ,focal points of trainers 'and educators:For example,
the importance of feedbackfrOm internal or external sources is recogniied by
learning specialists as, a prerequisite to the acquisition of skill. Hence, the
learning-performance schema is further extended (Singer, 1966): ..
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- Instructional Settings

The approaches one employs in the learning process may depend, to a
fair extent. on whether he, views himself as an educator or trainer. lir the
psychomotor domain, there are those who consider themselves educators;
others who refer to theinselves as trainers. Actually, little real .differekes
are noted between training and educalion. The:objectives of both are to
modify behavior,. and both area part of the instruCtional Process. InstruC-
tion involve's' Systematic:. guided experiences .similar, to education and to
training, HoweVer, dissimilarities do exist between' these two methods.

Generally speaking, education is more concerned with individual.. dif-
ferences; with Jong-range, effects, ofte'n.not measurable. Training encom-
passes teaching people -similar operations, and expecting uniform. outcomes.

Thatls, there is less respect for individual changes. There are more -short-
term goals in training programs, in a -relative sense, than . in education pro -
grams. When individual§ are trained, they come to the program with
certain set of skills. The major, objective is to advance most of them to a
given level of skill -at the end of a. specified period of thne..For further
clarification of the training-education issue as well..as reserch information
on training techniques., books by Glaser (1962) and Holding (1965) are
recommended:-

.

The psychologist views training as the practical applicatibb of. that which
is .known, of learning phenomena. 'The study. of. processes aSsociated with.
le arningconceras researchers and, theorists: the applied aspects of this study
can be seen in industry, the military, and the gymnasium. His often hard
to separate the trainer and the educator,.especially in an educatioi- institu-
tional setting. The coach.; the industrial technologist, the home.economist,
and such appear;to be both trainers and ethicators. They. work .at the level
of each individual but goals are usuallyshort-ranged and specified.

Most of the programs in .the psychomotor domain are probably training-.
citiented. ("Educators' in the psychornotordomain will find offense in that

statement;.1 am sure. Hopefully they will only attack the statement, and
not Me!) Picrhaps.Sch\alock (1968,' p. 11 -15) .goes .too far in his Statement.
on the Tatter;though. writes of three classes of influence behavior in
teaching.,4 and labels these training, instruction, and enculturation. In ap-
plication, "training refers to teaching in the psychomotor area,. nstruction
to teaching in the intellectual' area and enculturation to leaching in the.
attitudinal area." This over-simplication of the problem,doeS not allow for
the probability that instructiOn can ,and' indeed does occur in the psycho- .
motor ;domain. At any .rate,, the obvious intent/of any training program is
to ['each short-term objectiveS'in as short a period of time as-possible with
planned sequences .of experience. The instril-dtional setting -thereby

-setts a combination and interaction of variablesmzmipulated in'such away
as.to produce the desired' output. It is these variables, contribUting to the
"intent" mentioned above, with which we Will be concerned.
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Gagne .writes (1965):
.

Instructing `means arranging the conditions of learning that.
are. external, to the. learner. -These : conditions .need to be con-.

.structedin- a stage-by-stage. fashion, taking due aceotint at each
stage of the just previously acquired capabilitieS, of the learner.
the requirements for retention .of these capabilitieS, and the.

.specific stimulus situation needed for the. next stage in learning.
As a consequence, instruction is.seen to be a very intricate and
demanding activrty.

In any learning Situation, there are a host of external conditions that
.can be manipulated...Of first concern is the nature of the display.

(I) Display: The. specific learning situation, or task, the individual is

(aced with is his diSplay; In an expetimetital.psychology laboratory experi
meni,..the diSplay is the equipMent, cues, and task confronting the subject%
In piloting a plane. it is represented by the flight conditions and response
panel. The external information in ,a given situati6n, pertinent or non-
pertinent to the task, represents the stimuli to which the organism will
probably attend. The challenge in facilitating. learning is to modify the
display' in such a Way, that. desired Outcomes are ..best met'. The'c,teacher on
instructor is extenial to the subject's display, but ..serves as a potential
display moderator or manipulator. Cues offered by the inStructor can make
tlfc display. easier to roaster. for the learner.

Merely changing the atmosphere from the previous practice can
prove to induce stifficient improvement. The...Hawthorne experi-'.
Ment., performed 'in the 1930,s; is a claSsic example of. this. Several
secretaries were placed in rooms to work .under various different
working. conditions. Light illumination 'was changed, and the girls
were given free lunches., Test periods, and even allowed. to go home
early at times. time a .ehanse was made., ?or the better Or.
worse, production :improved. For example. when the rest periods
were taken away, prOduction still increased; Evidently, motivation.
was :elevated with each. situational change as the girlS were re-
minded that someone w as concerned with what they Werd doing.
A variety of experiences and.. .environmental modifications can.
remove boredom find induce attention and motivation.
The previous disc-ussion indicates the aspects of changes .

the diSplay. The physical fay -out, in terms .of. the .placement' and a.
nature of' cues, the means to .obtain feedback, arld:. the actual
volvement of The. learner (active or. pas.sive, guided or non:guided)
is more fully documented in thePliterattire on performance.

. .

(b) With regard 'to cues,: the .vistit aspects -of the task display can. be
modified in nunierous.ways. At initial. levels of mOtorletnning, the

. visual modality .is apparently -of priMe importance in contribliting
to success. Whenvisual, Verbal,' and kinesthetic modalities are com-..
'pared in Carly effect on skill acquisition, the visual sense fs.usually
found to be most relevant. Therefore; -anything the learner -can
contribute to 'the situation in already- developed =, visual abilities,
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e.g.. spatial-orientation, depth-perception, (along with desirable
specific modifications in the display) will be reflected in learning
progress rates and achievement.

Oae of the problems a learner usually nas when he confronts a
new learning. task, reasonably complex in nature, is to attend to
too many cues or aspects of the situation. He does not selectively
attend to the most rele'vant ones without experience and/or guid-
ance. A variety of cues can be and is distracting. Also. many tasks
require a continual selective cue discrimination process. A basket-
ball player in the midst of a fast-break is bombarded with count-
less, ever-changing, potentially-influencing stimuli: The dribbling of
the basketball, direction, awareness of the relative placement of
opponents and teammates, the backboard, the rim, the spectators
and noise, and the coach's screams constitute some major sources
of input. Simultaneous attention to all these cues would obviously
cause a break-down in performa'nd. High-level performance is
demonstrated in part by concentration on the important cues of
the moment. disregard for irrelevant ones, and perceptual aware-
ness of poSsible immediate changes in the situation.
How does one reach that point in skill attainment? A good start-
ing point is to examine the scope of the complex activity and to
identify parts,, (mini-displays) of it that can be acquir#d separately.
Returning to the athlete. he must so through stages of mastering
the skills that contribute to overall siuccess.'Consequently he learns
to dribble the 13111 to the extent he can execute this act at a level
not requiring conscious. awareness. Shooting skills are perfected so
that they are not disturbed by defensive maneuvers, off-balance
positioning, crowd noise. and so on. Proficiency in mini-displays
and combined display experience leads to overall competency.
A mini-display can be left as it is in the "real" situation or modi-
fied according to emphasized desirable cues. In summarizing re-
search, it has been concluded (Singer, 1968):

Oftentimes certain visual cues are emphasized or artificial ones
introduced in order to promote the learning of various skills.
Sport examples of the artificial visual cues are found in (1)
basketball, where spots or marks on the backboard provide
specific points at which to aim for backboard shots: (2) arch -
ery; -. where sometimes the point-of-aim method is employed (a
marker placed before the target is sighted upon); and (3)
bowling, where the spot method Of aiming is often used (a
spot placed on the alley is aimed at instead of the pins).
Artificial visual cues are used either as an initial learning tech-
nique, to be disregarded later, or as a continual performance
aid. Although research is scattered and inconclusive on the
value of these techniques. it does appear as if many of theM
are of value in fulfilling certain objectives. Theoretically ana-
lyzing the problem, sPecific and precise visual cues are easier
to attend to than general vague ones. Furthermore, nearer
cues should be easier to aim for than those more removed.
However. .not all learners will benefit equally from the iden-
tical cues in the same task.
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Most of the -work in the arrangement of displays, can be found in
the industrial and aviational psychology literature. Simplifying dis-
plays and rearranging them so that the perceptual information is
more obvious and easier to,..attend to naturally results in greater
insight into the task In a study by Belbin and Hill (1957), work-
ers on complicated cloth weaves were subjected to special tech-
niques of training. -Essentially it was discovered that an inadequate

.number of visual cues were present in the task. By reconstructing
the task so that the weaves were enlarged, the cues were more
visible. With improvement in performance, the display was once
again placed into its original dimensions. The efficiency of this
technique was demonstrated _in the study as well as some subse-
quent research.

(c) Besides the importance of cue arrangement in the display fo-
understanding the task, visual feedback. functions to motivate, rein=
force, and direct behavior. In most tasks, a person can see how he
has done. In other ones, visual feedback is withheld or distorted.
As is the case with all formsof feedback, immediate and accurate
returns are desirable. Visual task cues, when compared to verbal
and kinesthetic ones under systems of withholding or emphasizing
have often been found to be the most beneficial to skill acquisi-
tion. Therefore, motor tasks should contain visual information on
performance .returns (seeing the results of one's operations) as N%ell
as clear and specific visual cues for information processing.

(d) Finally, displays have been adapted from real situations to arti-
ficial ones. In many industrial, military, and vehicle operation
tasks, equipment is expensive and an e:ement of danger may be
present. Simulated equipment permits the training of large num-
bers of individuals who otherwise might not have.the opportunity
to learn: Devices are thus made specially to simulate, to a certain
extent, the actual performance conditions or, perhaps, to prepare
the individual. for the actual task via emphasized auio-visual or
tactile and kinesthetic cues.

These device have been categorized according to their primary
functions. A' trainer is usually used as an aid in prompting cues
necessary for the learning of a skill. Films or specially designed
equipment help the learner to gain greater insight into the nature
of -the real task, although they generally do not simulate it. The
purpose of a simulator is to provide simulated practice on the skill
in the way it is to be generally performed (e.g., see Travers, 1963).
For instance, in many parts of the country it is impossible to play
golf all year. However, the Electronic Golf Range, developed by
Brunswick, provides realistic golfing conditions. Regulation woods,
irons, and balls are used with this computerized apparatus, which
simulates a golf course and true playing conditions. Golfers can
improve then strokes, have the opportunity to play when outdoor
weather does not permit it, and enjoy the competitiveness and
reality of the golfing situation. Fake plane cockpits, automobile
controls, and machinery displays may serve as siinulatorsor train-
ers.

(2) Practice considerations. Not only can the display be manipulated to
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the benefit of the learner, but practice conditions may be specified as well.
There are so many vifriables that a mere brief description is all that is

possible in this paper. Most of these considerations are old-hat- to
psyiThologists. That is, they have been investigated from angles throughout
the century, theories nave arisen, and still disagreement -exists on many
crucial issues. Generally, research indicates the following:

(a) A skill may be practiced continuously (massed conditions) or with
rest pauses or interpolated skill learnings (distributed pructiee).
For most skills, distributed practice exerts a more positive influ-
ence on performance than massed practice. This is evident, for
although immediate skill acquisition is favored under distributed
practice, tests of retention demonstrate little difference in per-
formance between initially massed and distributed practice, groups.

,(b) Practice alone is not sufficient for improvement. Without knowl-
edge of results, learner's interest and attention, meaningfulness of
the task to the learner, understanding of goals, intent -to learn.
readiness to learn. and sonic degree of relationship of practice
conditions to real conditions, practice for all practical purposes is
wasted.

c) Overlearning, or practicing past a c iterion, results in better reten-
tion of that which has been learned.

Better learned skills are less prone to be disrupted by manipulated
environmental conditions. Varying instructional or stressful condi-
tions are more influential during the initial and unstable stages of
learning..

(e) Positive re;nforcement is a form of reward and it increases the
prob.-1:-ility of the desired act to occur. Random reinforcement is a
more effective continual form of motivation than constant rein-
forcement.

(f) Very high motivation impedes progress in complex tasks. Highest
performance is attained by individuals with intermediate motiva-
tion or drive, and as tasks b-crease in complexity, individuals with
moderate motivation do better: Evidently. Lure is an optimal mo-
tivational level for each task.

(d)

(g) Reasonably hard, .specific, but attainable goal.) produce better per-
formance than easy goals- or a general goal to do one's best
(Locke, 1968).

(h) Behavior is influenced by previous expeliznces. Greater resem-
blance between task elements, between their respective stimuli.and
responses, results in a greater amount of positive transfer. Transfer
is influenced by such factors as amount of practice on the prior
task, motivation to transfer skill, method of training, and intent to
transfer.

(3)' Praitice conditions. The general practice considerations just men-
tioned. althoqh baSeil on research in the motor skills area. can also easily
be applied to the learning of any matter. The list. of course, could be
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extended considerably'. Let us examine at more depth some of the unique
conditions associated with motor skills.

(a) First of all, motor skills are usually retained better and longer than
the learning of other matter, It could he because there are less
competing responses for them, they are over.lpracticed, and they
are more important and meaningful to the learner. When the
motor skills to he learned become more abstract and non-meaning-
ful, the retention curve resembles that of verbal or written matter.

I)) In the area of knowledge off, results (or feedback), various kinds
have been identified (see Figure 9). Information provided to the
performer during and after his execution of an act, from internal
and/or external sources, constitutes knowledge of results. Gener-
ally speaking, knowledge of one's performance outcomes may ;take.
two directions: as action feedback or learning feedback
1953). Action feedback provides information on the adequacy of
the individual's responses in the given situation but learning feed-
back goes a step further; It presumably enables the person to cope
with the task more eff,...tively. He actually learns how to adjust
his responses in future similar situations.
1.1w categories of knowledge of results I Klil'etounerated by Hold-
ing 1 19651 in Figure 7 are most useful in understanding the vari-
ous dimensions of KR. In realistic situations, the learner is pro-
vided with some form of intrinsic KR- with regard to his perfor-
mance. Proprioceptive activity and the tactile senses inform him as
to "feel" of the response. Visual feedback indicates accuracy in
accomplishment t ..litifichi/ KR, also referr"d to as augmented KR,
is incorporated/into the learning situation when special cues are

KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS

INTRINSIC ARTIFICIAL

LEARNING

CONCURRENT TERMINAL

IMMEDIATE DELAYED

I

ACTION NON-VERBAL VERBAL

1

SEPARATE ACCUMULATED

Figure 7, Different Kinds of Knowledge of Results. (From Holding, 1965).
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added. Comments by an outsider or supplementary artificial visual
and kinesthetic cues may facilitate the early acquisition of a skill.

. There is danger, however, m the learner relying too heavily on
augmented KR. In the real task, once artificial KR is removed, the
effects may be quite detrimental. Therefore, artificial information
must be applied with caution, if it is to be used at all.

Artificial KR may he supplied during the task or at its completion.
Concurrent KR and terminal KR are both. useful sources of in-
formation to the. learner. Assuming the value of immediacy in
reinforcement, concurrent information should be of more value in
some tasks, terminal KR in others. Much depends on the nature of
the task. Although there is debate over the relative effects of
various terminal delays in KR on performance, one conclusion
appears to he sure: it must he provided before the next response
is made, for most effective results. During concurrent KR, any
delay will he disruptive. Hence, immediate and delayed KR must
be considered in the context of concurrent or terminal feedback.
Verbal. and non-verbal KR have been shown to improve skill ac-
quisition. It was mentioned previously under the topic of "Dis-
play" that a comparison of kinesthetic, visual, and verbal cues
usually leads one to place least importance on verbal cues of tl..e
three, avenues of information feedback. Nevertheless, verbal coin
ments serve to motivate, direct, and reinforce actions. The nature
Of verbal KR must be viewed in relation to the learning level cif
the individual and the complexity of the task.

lc) Various guidance, demonstration, and instructional techniques have
been used in combination or alone in an attempt to improve the
conditions under which one acquires motor skills. Verbal guidance
is important for direction, although an early study and practical
experience enables us to realize that too much talk or complex
instructions will handicap learning in the initial stages. Manual
guidance, or external manipulat:on of the passive learner on the
part of the teacher, may prove beneti'ial. This procedure familiar-
izes the learner with ann ses. It activates the pro-
prioceptors involved anu provides the learner with a
"feel" of the appropriate movement.

Demonstrations by experts, in person or on film, direct the learner
to the desired objectives of the task. Seeing what is ultimately
expected of the learner helps to yield mental images associated
will, motor performance. When objectives are clarified and sped-
fiet consequent attempts at attaining them become more purpose-
ful and effective.

Instructional techniques encompass so many possibilities that it
would be unreasonable to expect to do justice to them here.
Nevertheless, the following include some of the variables of con-
sequence in human performance.

Motion pictures, loopfilms, pictured representation of the task,
video tape, tachistoscopes, and other visual aids have been em-
ployed m the research with varying degrees of success. Musical
accompaniment to the learning and performance of industrial tasks
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:
and athletic skills have also yielded inconclusive 'effects on relaxa-

"'lion, motivation/stimulation, rhythfh development,. or for tither
specially designed purposes.

Whole and part techniques of instruction (practicing the task in its
entirety or fractionating it for practice purposes) have influenced
outcomes depending on the nature of the task. Recent efforts by
Naylor and Briggs (1963) have helped to clarify the issue. They
identify task complexity and task organization (interrelationship, of
parts) as dimensional considerationS. One of the important .con -
clusions is that tasks high in .complexity and low in organization
will be best favored under part-practice conditions and vice-versa.

Mental rehearsal (conceptualiiation, self-erbalization, mental prac-
tice, covert. practice, mental imagery) of a motor skill has been
verified through substantial research findings as an aid in learning:'

The teaching of mechanical or other principles prior to task learn-
ing in the hope of generalizable transfer to situations where they
are applicable has sometimes proven, to be an aid; othertimes not.
Consideration must be given to .the learner's. understanding and
ability to apply these. principles, among other factors.

In the area of bilateral transfer or cross-education stddies indicate
the generalization effect of responses. For example, a limb trained
in a task for learning or strength outcomes improves the perfor-
mance of the "non-practiced" corresponding limb. The sequence..

ior order in which tasks are learned may effect total performance
outcomes,. as is_ the ease with verbal material.' At -least one re-.
searcher (Singer, 1968) dealing with realistic motor skills has not
found the sequential order 'of learning tasks to make any ,appre-
ciable, difference. 'Also. on the topic of transfer, infra -task -difficulty
has been-investigated .with, conflicting results reported. Should indi-
viduals be' taught a series of tasks leading from the simple to the
Most difficult or vice-versa? In an archery 'experiment, was
.found that such progressions made little differential performance
outcomes with college students (Singer, 1966) .

Since Most motor, skills reqUire speed and accuracy, these variables
are of special concern when training studenk. It would appear that
the oft-employed proces of slowing down responses in order to
concentrate on initial. accuracy' is a questionable procechlre. if both
speed and accuracy are equally-contributing factors to proficiency.
Practice should simulate actual conditions. Exceptions are- made
when the learner demonstrates 'a special need for a particular em-
phasis On one variable or the other.

One of the major broad issues is Whether-or not practice should
proceed- in a trial and error. method or with errors minimized.
There are those who believe the individual' learnsfroin his mistakes
and that all possible responses, correct or incorrect, should be
encouraged in a situation.. Others uphold the S kirmerian approach
in "shaping" behavior. Based on techniques employed in teaching
machines or programmed texts, simple-material is acquired first
before the learner can go on to more 'complex/ endeavors. The
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learner cannot proceed until each step is mastered.- Errors are
omitted or at least minimized.

Researchers have compared traditional and programmed instruc-
tional differences in classroom settings where "academic''[ matter is
learned. Usually. no performance distinctions are noted or else
students subjected to programmed techniques tare better on writ-
ten tests purported to measure content mastery. A much greater
obstacle exists in attempting to design similar experiments in the
psychomotor domain. How to program the learning of motor skills
is a challenge to educators, trainers, ,nd researchers. An attempt
was made by Newman and Singer (1068) who found little per-
formance differences in beginning tennis players taught by tradi-
tional and programmed' procedures. However, it was speculated
that with a longer duration of the experimental period, the pro-
grammed method might have proved to be more effective.
Theoretically. the issue is whether errors or inappropriate re-
sponses will be beneficial in the learning process, or detrimental, as
they May be perpetuated and stabilized. Logical retorts could be
offered in favor of either stand. Although one might not believe in
too rigid an apprciach in trying to omit errors, Skinner's (1968)
suggestion to teach the learner to discriminate between good and
had form before embarking on the task sounds reasonable. What
follows is automatic self-reinforcement when desired responses oc-
cur. Fuilhermore, he states that reinforcement-should be made
immediately contingent upon successful responses. With the cur-
rent enthusiasm in programmed techniques for written matter and
numerous books on operant conditioning (a la Skinner) presently
being published, such implications for motor learning should be
seriously analyzed.

Future Directions.

The psychomotor domain is wide open for research to answer the many
unresolved pronlems. Psychological literature is replete with verbal learning
investigations and the study of lower forms of organisms. Satisfactory ap
plicable research findings, are needed to provide a better understanding of
the learning process involved in the acquisition of moor used.so
often in daily routines.

For instance, information processing specialists have determined the
number of. bits." or information. that can be handled or processed at one
time with regard to written matter or stimuli offered through a particular
sense modality. Knowledge of the channel capacity of a learner could cer-
tainly make motor learning more functional and efficient. If the channel
capacity of the person learning a motor skill could be determined, the ideal
amount of information would be presented to him at one time, resulting in
the most productive learning situation.

Social situations cooperation. competition. and the presence of an
audience exert influence on the acquisition of skill. Often motor !earnings
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occur
may

in such settings. Working alone or in a. teamwork opera-
tion may result in dissimilar performance.

The nature of psychomotor abilities and their relation to skill acquisi-
tion must be better defined. As Roberts (1968-69, p. 18) writes. "the
available evidence tends to support the notion that relationships between
abilities, leaning performance, and the practice stage variable are multi-
dimensional and therefore complex." Roberts, concerned with the practical
applications of research primarily undertaken in the laboratory, asks a few
questions that are pertinent here. Can a person's abilities be reliably and
validly assessed? What abilities are needed for success in each task'? Can
weak abilities be identified, and can specialized training of a remedial na-
ture improve the chances for succeeding in a given skill?

Certainly many other problematical areas can be identified and questions
raised. The problems are great but n.n insurmountable. There is little doubt
that mcdia specialists will play a large role in the future in enabling learners
of motor skills to gain more efficient and effective Ways 'of reaching their
goals. (I) They can provide the ideal models for the learner to emulate. (2)
Task simulation will help those deficient in aspects of performance or thoSe
interested in maintaining performance levels. (3) Also, cueing prior to and
during the execution of a skill or series o( skills constitutes another pos-
sible function of media. These obvious services will hopefully be realized as
well as the many untouched applications of media to the mastery of move-
ment behaviors.
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The Classification of Educational Objectives
In the Psychomotor Domain

Elizabeth .1. Simpson
.Unite4 States Office of Eduemion

j.

Three classification systems for .educational objectives- one in the cog-
nitive domain, a second in the affective domain, and a third in the psycho.-
motor domain haVe been developed .as. tools for writing and analyzing
educational- objectives. It must be emphasized that these are tools to be
used with _educcitional objictives. They were not intended as tools for clas-
sifying behaviors per se.

With respect to the psychOmbtor domain, sonic have tried to use the
classificatiOn schema to classify all sorts of .motor -acts. There are systems
for classifying motor acts and these are extremely valuable but the system

.presented in this ehtiPter is for Classifying educational objectives Which
emphasize sonic .muscular or motor skill, some manipulation of material /
and objeets...6r-some act which requires neuromuseular coordination. These .

.objectives are stated in termsof abilities and skills.
There' is a Way in which the usefulness Of the classification systemsean -

he broadened. They can be employed in developing atdanalyzing1earning
experiences or teaching. strategies. The classification systems were used in
this way in a home economics curriculum development project at the Uni-
versity of Illinois.

Purposes of the: Schema for Classifying Educational Objectives

Tht. -Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Cognitive Domain (131oPm -et
al., 19561, provided for classification of educational goals which deal with
the recall or r.eCognitiOn of knowledge and the development. of intellectual

.abiliti6s and skills. Briefly. the purposes of the taxonomy' as given by its
origintitorsarethe

t. Iilooiii, Benjamin S., Max D. Engelliart. Edwzii:d Furst, Walter II. Hill, and
David R. Kra thwohl, Taxononiy. of Education& Objectivey, jlandbook. 1,- Cognitiva: .
Domain. David McKay Company. Inc., New York, 1956, pp. 1-1.

43
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I. To help teachers, administrators, professional specialists and
research workers who deal with .curricular and evaluation
problems to discuss their problesms with greater precision;

2. To facilitate the exchange of information about curricular
developments and evaluation devices;

3. To suggest the kinds of objectives that can be included in a
curriculum;

4. To help teachers and others to gain a perspective on the em-
phasis given to certain behaviors by a particular set of educa-
tional plans;

5. To help curriculum builders to specify objectives o that it
becomes easier to plan learning experiences and prepare evalu-
ation devices.

The purposes of the taxonomy as set forth in the handbook on the
cognitive domain are applicable to the classification systems for all of the
domains. And, as was stated previously, the systems may he used in de-
velOping and analyzing learning experiences as well ziobjectives and, prob-
ably, could he applied to the development and analyses of ,:ontent, teach.
ing aids and facilities, and means wc evaluation.

Need for Classification System for Educational Objedires, Psychomotor
Domain

Those who proposed taxonomies ()I' educational objectives for the cog-
nitive and affective domains indicated that they had no special interest in
the development of a classification system for e4ational objectives in the
psychomotor domain. They stated that, "Although we recognize the exis-
tence of this domain, we find so little done about it in secondary schools
or colleges, that we do not believe the development of a classification -of
these objectives would he very useful at present."2 Later statements made
by those who gave leadership to development of the first two taxonomies
of educational objectives gave no evidence of a change in interest or intent
with respect to development of the third.

Having made rather extensive use of the first two taxonomies of educa-
tional objectives, the author felt a serious lack in not having a classification
sysusin for educational objectives in the psychomoior doinain for use in the
development of curriculum materials and as a basis for evaluation of edu-
cational outcomes.

The psychomotor domain has relevance for education in general .1.1 s well
as for such areas of specialization industrikeducation, agriculture, home
economics, business education, music, art; and physical education. Edu-
cators in the field of vocational and technical/education have a keen in
terest'in a classification system for educational objectives in this domain
because many technical jobs require a high degree of ability and skill in the
psychomotor domain as well as in the cognitive and affective areas.

/2, Mid, pp.-7-8.
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.
A classification system fur psychomotor objectives has all of Me ad

vantages of the classification systems for the other domains: it can be of
use in research on teaching for the development of motor abilities and
skills; teachers and curriculum makers can make use of it to communicate
more easily with those they serve. Perhaps the greatest benefit lies in the
rounding out of the three domains, thus permitting a more comprehensive
study of the total field of objectives. A second order of benefits results
from the ability to design educational programs which are sensitive to the
full range of objectives impacting on the learner and the instructional set-
ting.

Difficulties Inheren! Task

Preliminary investigations with respect to the development of a classi-
fication. system for educational objectives' in the psychomotor domain led
to the conclusion that there hierarchy among the three domains. The
cognitive domaih, though certainly very complex, is in a sense, somewhat
"purer than the other two domains. That is, cognition can take place with
a minimum of motor actiyity. Also, feeling may not be greatly involved
although it would seem reasonable to assume some 'ddgree of affect. The
affective domain necessarily involves considerable cognition as well as feel-
ing: A id, the psychomotor dOmain. as implied in the very name. involves
cognition ald motor activity, as well as affective components involved in
the willingness to act. The increasingly strong involvement of all three
domains.. front the ctvitive to the affective to the psychomotor. result,;
a special prohlhn of complexity in developing a classification system for
this last domain.

Preliminary' investigations also revealed another problem that of render-
ing the systems taxonomic. A classification system that is not taxonomic
would have merit in the study of educational objectives..But. one that is

taxonomic should prove inure valuable in determining the relative difficulty
of achieving the objectives and as an aid in .determining sequence of learn-
ing experiences. The problem was one of arriving at a basis for determining
,he relative difficulty or amount of skill involved in achieving educational
objectives concerned with motor activity.

PROCEDURES

In developing the classification system for 'educational objectives in the
psychomotor domain. the approach taken was an exploratory one. General
procedures were outlined, but these were deliberately left flexible. accomo-
dative. %nd "Open.

The disadvantage of such an approach is the possibility of some loss of
time and energy in-pursuing the objective: that is, this approach may he
somewhat. lacking in efficiency. On the other hand, it avoids the narrow
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restrictiveness of a more cutand-dried approach. It opens the way for the
possibiliiies of greater creativeness.

Work undertaken during [964-65 under a small grant front the Bureau
of Educational Research. University of Illinois. consisted mainly of library
research. conferences with scholars in educational psychology and the sub-
ject areas concerned with psychomotor objectives. and sonic analysis of
motor activities related to educational objectives. Suffice to say. the work
did give the investigator sonic confidence that the general procedural plan _

being followed might be a fruitful one. General procedures included the''
following:

N comprehensive reView of related literature. especially of any
that described was of classifying psychomotor activities and,
hence, suggested possibilities for classifying the educational
objectives of this domain.
Collecting and analyzing the behavioral objectives of this do-
main as one way of gaining insight regarding a possible dassifi-
c '? ion system.

,oratory analyses of certain tasks to discover by observa:
two and introspection the nature of,the psychomotor activity
involve 1. These analyses were carried out by the research as-
:ast ants on the project who had read widely in the area before
attempting the analyses.

4. Conferences with scholars who have specialized knowledge of
the nature of psycliomotor activity, development of classifica-
tion systems for educational objectives, and of the areas of
study where educational objectives in the psychomotor do-
main are of paramount concern.

From the beginning. it jqk s readily apparent that, if the classification
system were to he taxonomic in form. an "organizing principle would
have to be found. This question was one that the investigators kept in
mind as work progressed.

Ascertaining what objectives "fit in this domain was early concern,
//The definition given in the Taxonomy of Ethwational Ohjectirev. Aileetire

Domain3 served as a guide: PsyChomotor objectives are those which "em-
phasize sonic muscular or motor -skill. some manipulation of material and
objects, or some act which requires a neuromuscular coordination.

Examples which were checked and approved by specialists in the subject
fields involved, as belonging in the psychomotor domain. were:

hidustrial

I. To develop skill in precision surface grinding operations
fo develop skill in setting-up and operating a production drill
press

3. KrAtiv.olil. David R.. Benjamin S..Bloom. and Bertram B. Masia..7iLvmunny of
Ethwalional Objectivex, Handbook II. Alkutire Domain. David McKay Company. Inc:.
Nvs. Turk, 1964, p. 7.
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3. To develop skill in setting-up and operating a production band
saw

Agriculture

4. To develop skill in using an instrument similar to a syringe in
penetrating a peach to extract a measured amount of juice
and pulp to determine spray residue
To develop aoiiity:Ao pollinate an oat flower which involves
using tweezers to open palea to place pollen on the stamen

. To develop manipulative skill in debeaking a chick
7. To develop Ability to place flowers on desired foundation

based on a preconceived ideal with regard to a particular ar-
rangement

Home Economics I

8. To develop skill in /draping material to fit a certain body
proportion with a particular preconceived design,.

r. To develop skill in designing a flat patteiu which can he used
to make a garment

10. To develop ability to whip egg whites to their maximum vol-
ume

dlrrsic

II. To develop correct arm, hand, and finger positions in holding
and playing a ,violin in response to aural cues

1.2. To develop ability of a student to play his part in a synchro-
nised said balanced way with a group of students in the pro-

..duction of A piece of music
. 13. To develop ability in directing a musical group so that each move-

ment has the same interpretation to each person in the group
1.4. To 'develop ability to produce the required amount of lip.and

breath control to achieve the desired duration, volume and
character of a note on a French horn

Physical Education
IS. To develop ability to maneuver and control one's body in

propelling the body upward through the air as in high jumping
lb. To develop ability to maintain proper stance and execute fol-

loW-through of movement after hitting a golf ball
17. To develop ability to draw a bow and hold that4position while

aiming arrow
18 To develop ability to throw a ball a desired distance to a

desired piace

Art

19. To develop ability to sketch a figure and costume it with the
desired clothing design

U. To develop :Ability in. manipulating a shuttle in Weaving fabric
(.,n a loom

How the foregoing objectives are stated may concern some. Most are
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fairly broad and encompass a numbs!' of more limited behavioral objectives.
The concern at this point was with' defining clearly this domain of educa7
tional objectives; the examples contributed to the purpose.

It was not always an easy task to determine whether a given objective
was primarily of one type (cognitive. affective, psychomotor) or another.
One problem was related to type of performance called for in the objec-
tive. The concern of the project in developing the classification system was
performance of a particular sort. that involving motor activity. But, per-
formance may be almost wholly of a cognitive type and, although at this
point of time with reference to the project it seems a bit strange, confusion
sometimes resulted from uncertainty regarding. the primary nature of the
activity involved in an objective.

Another problem, one that is frequently encountered in analyzing edu-
cational objectives in all three domains, had to dowith the lack of sped-
ficity of objectives as given in many curriculum guides. That is, many that
certainly involved a great deal of motor activity, almost equally also in-.
volved the other domains: These were broad objectives, such as: Ability to
give a successful party. Ability to conduct a meeting. Ability to conduct a
play period for small. children. The investigators finally concluded that
these were in an "action-pattern" domain, hence beyond and encompassing
the other three domains.

Certain definitions were arrived at as ones that would be useful in com-
municating regarding the psychOmotor domain. These were as follows:

auditory pertaining to hearing or the sense or organs of hearing.
auditory cues volume, pitch. timbre, distance, pattern of sounds.
cues a stimulus which serves as a sign or signal of something else, the

connection having been previously-learned.
cu o selection .deciding what cues one must respond to in order to

satisfy the particular requirements of task performance.
emotional set readiness in terms of attitudes favorable to the motor

acts taking place.
Jive motor acts- those that are performed by small muscles, especially

of the fingers, hand and forearm, frequently involving eye-hand
coordination.

gross motor acts those involving the large muscle groups of the body,
especially of the shoulders, trunk, and legs.

kinesthetic the muscle sense; pertaining to sensitivity from activation
of receptors in muscles:' tendons, and joints.

mechanism a habitual way of responding. .

mental .vet readiness. in the mental sense, to perform a certain motor
act.

perception the process of becoming aware of objects, qualities, or rela-
tions by way of sense organs.

pkvsical set readiness in the sense of having made the anatomical and
postural -Adjustments necessary for the motor act to take place.

psychomotor objectives those which emphaSi7:e some muscular or
motor skill, some manipulation of material and objects, or some
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act which requires a neuromuscular coordination. These objectives
are stated in terms of abilities and skills.

readiness to respond set to produce an overt behavioral act.
reflex action an act, as a movement, performed involuntarily in con-

sequence of a nervous impulse transmitted inward from a receptor.
or sense organ, to a nerve center and out ward to an effector, as a
muscle or gland.

response overt behavioral act of an individual.
sensory stimulation impingement of a stimulus -upon one or more of

the sense organs.
set a preparatory adjustment or readiness for a particUlar kind of ac-

tion or experience.
smell to perceive by excitation of the olfactory nerves.
smell cues (odors) ethereal, such as fruity,-lemon; fragrance, as violet;

burned, as tar; putrid. as bad fish; resinous, as pine; spicy, as
doves.

stimuho the source of energy which affects a sense organ: what the
behavior is responding to in a situation.

tactile pertaining to the sense of touch.
tactile cues texture, temperature, shape, size, pressure, position, state

of motion, weight.
taste- ascertaining the relish or flavor by taking some into the mouth.
taste cues saltiness, sourness, bitterness, sweetness.
translation process process of relating perception to action.
visual concerned with the mental pictures or images obtained through

the eyes.
visual cuescolor, spatial relations, shape (line, form, size), motion,

light and shade.

Assistants on the `project attempted to determine exactly what happens
in what sequence when one is working toward the achievement of an
objective in this domain. Two examples of the details of these efforts
follow:

OBJECTIVE SEQUENCE OF ACTION
IN CARRYING OUT TASK

A. Ability to stack a tray. I. Perception
Visual, tactile and kinesthetic

2. Set
3. Response

Readiness
Selection of response

Imitation
Gross muscular activity

4. Mechanism response is learned
5. Complex overt response

Resolution of uncertainty
AutOmatic performance

B. Ability to carry a large tray. I. Perception
1.12 Visual
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2. Set
2.10 Mental set

2.11 Discrimination
.. 2.20 Physical set

2.11 acceptor. Set:
2.22 Postural set

3. Response
3.10 Readiness to respond
3.20 Selection of response

3.21 Imitation .

3.22 Trial and error
4. Mechanisrn,--rlearned response
5. Complex overt respone .

5.10 Resolution of uncertainty
5.20 AutOniatic performance

As the described procedures were being carried out, a nuniber of at-
tempts at the development of a 'useable classification system were being
made. Finally: a useable schema was achieved: Feedback from'a number of
interested persons.after,. publication of the initial report in the Rlingis
Teacher of Home .Economics4 and presentation at a number of educatibn
.conferences, in addition'.to conferences with sonic schokrs not previously
consulted, resulted in sonic revision of the schema and some thought as to
pdssible further revision.

The present form of the classification system is herewith presented.

The Schema for Classifying Educational Objectives in the Psychomotor
Oomain

. The major organizational principle operating is that of complexity with .
attention., to the sequence. involved in the .performancg of a motor act.:That
is, objectives that would be classified at the lower levels are lesS complex in
nature than related objectives at upper levels. In general, they are easier to
carry out. And, those at the upper leVels build on those al the lower.

1.0 Perception 7--Ths is an essential first' step in performing, a motor
, act. It is the process of becoming aware of objects, qualities, or
relations by way of, the Sense organs. It is a necessary but not
sufficient- condition for irtor activity. It is basic in the situation-
interpretation-action chain leading to motor activity. The category
of perception has been diVided into three subcategories indicating
three different levels of the perception process. This level is 'a^
parallel of the first .category: receiving:or attending, in the affec-
tive .domain.

1.1 'Sensory stimulationImpingement of a stimulus upon one or.'
more of the sense organs. y44,

4. Simpson, Elizabeth Jane, "The Classification of Educational Objectilies, Psycho-
.motor Domain," Illinois Teacher ()plow. Economics, Vol. X, No: 4, pp. 110-144,
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1.11 Auditory-Ilepring or the sense of organs of hearing:
1.12 Visual- Coneerned with the men tal pictures or images

obtained through the eyes:
1:13 Tactile- Pertaining to the sense of touch.

J.14 Taste-- Determine the relish or flavor of by taking a por-
tion into the mouth.

1.15 Smell-To perceive by excitation of the olfactory nerves.
1.16 Kinesthetic-The muscle sense: pertaining to sensitivity

from activation of receptors in muscles, tendons, and
joints.

1.1 -Sensory stimulation - Illustrative educational objectives.
Sensitivity to auditory cues in playing a Musical instrument as

a member of a group.
Awareness of difference in "hand" of various fabricS.
Sensitivity to flavors in seasoning food.

The preceding categories are not presented in any special order of lin-
pc ::ance, although, in Western. cultureS, the visual cues are said. :to have
dominance, whereas in some cultures, the auditory and tactile cues may
pre-empt -the high poSition we give the visual. Probably no sensible ordering

"of .these is possible at this time. It should also be pointed out that "the
cues that- guide action 'nay change for a particular motor activity aslearn7
ing progresses (e.g., kinesthetic cues replacing visual cues)."5

1.2 Cue sele&tion-- Deciding to what cues one must respOnd in
ordef' to satisfy. the particular requirements of task perfor-
mance. This involves identification' of the cue or cues and
associating them with the task to be performed.
It nay involvi!' grouping of cues in terms of past experience
and .knowledge. Cues relevant to the situation are selected as a
guide to actiom,irrelevant cues are ignored or discarded..
1.2 Cue selection-Illustrative educational objectiveS.
Recognition of operating diffictilties with machinery throtigh

the sound.of the machine in operation.
Sensing where the needk should be set in beginning machine

stitching. .

Recognizing factors to take. into account in batting in a soft-
ball game.

1.3 Trunsloloo -.-Relating of perception .t4 action in performing a
motor act. This is the mental, process of determining the
meaning -of the cn'es received for action. It involves symbolic
translation, that is, having an, image or- being reminded of '

something,. "having an idea." 'as a, result of cues received. It
may involve insight which is essential in solving a problem
through perceiving the relationships essential to solution. Sen-
sory translation is an aspect of this level. It involves "feed-
back," that is, knowledge of the effects of the process. Trans-
lation is a continuous part of the motor act being performed.

5: Loree, Ray. Correspondence with investigator. June, 1965.
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1.3 Translation Illustrative-educational objectives.
Ability to relate musicto dance..form.
Ability to follow a recipe in preparing fOod.
Knowledge of the "feel" of operating a sewing machine' suc-

cessfully and use of this .knowledge 'as a guide iii stitching.

2.0 Set-Set-is a preparatory adjustment or readines for a particular
kind of action or experience.
Three aspects of set have been identified: men tal, physical, and
emotional:

/.I Mental set Readiness, in the mental sense, to perform a cer-
tain motor act. This involves, as prerequisite, the.level of per-
ception and its subcategories. Discrimination, that is, using
judgment in making distinctions, is an aspect of mental set.

2.1 Mental set -Illustrative educational objectives.
KtioWledge of steps hi setting. the table.
KnoWledge of tools appropriate to performance of various

sewing operations.

2.2 Physical set Readiness in the :sense of having made the ana-
tomical adjustments necessary for a motor act to be per-
formed. Readiness, in the physical sense, involves rc..eptor set;
that is, sensory attending, or..foCusing the attention of the
needed sensory organs and postural set, Or ;positioning of the
-body.

2.2- Physical set 11Iustfative educational objectives.
Achievement of bodily.stance preparatory to bowling.'
Positioningof.hands preparatory to'typing.

2.3 Emotional set Readiness in terms of attitudeS favorable to
the motor acts taking place. Willingness to respond is implied.

2.3 Emotional setIllustrative educational objectives. .
DispOsition to perfotm sewing machine operation to best of

ability.
Desire to operate a production drill press withskilt..

3.0 Guided response -This is an earlystep in the develOpment of skill.
Emphasis hLire is. Upon_ the abilities which are components of the
more complex skill. Guided response is the overt behaviOral act of
an individual under the guidance of the .instructor or in response
to self-evaluation where the student has a model or criteria against
which he can judge his performance. Prerequisites to performance-
of the 'act' arc readiness to respond, in terms of set to produce the
overt behavioral act and selection of the appropriate response.. Se-
lection of responSe may be defined as deciding what response must
be made in. order to satisfy the requirements o1: task performance.
There appear to be two major subcategories: imitation and trial.
and error.

3.1 Imitation Imitation is the execution of an act la's a direct
response to the perception of another person performing the
act.

3.1. ImitationIllustrative educational objectives.
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tniitation of the process of stay-stitching the eurved neck edge
. of a bodice- .

PerfOrming a dance Step as demonstrated.
Debeaking a chick in the manner demonstrated.

3.2 Trial and error-Trying various responses,' usually with some
rationale for each response, until an _appropriate response is
achieved. The appt.el.:,:1ate respodse is one which meets the
requirements of task perforniance, that is, "gets the jOh done"
or does.it more efficiently. This level may be defined as mul-
tiple-response learning in which the proper.'response is selected
out of varied behavior, possibly through the influence. of re-
ward and punishineht.

. .
.

3.2 Trial and error- Illustrative educational objectives.
DiscoVering the most efficient method" of ironing a blouse

through trial of various procedures.
Determining the sequence for cleaning a room through trial of

several patterns. /
4.0 illechanisitz- Learned response has become habitual. At this .level,

the learner has achieved a certain confidence and degree of pro-
ficiency in the performance of the act., The act is a part of his
repertoire of possible responses to stimuli and the demands Of

, situations where the response is an .appropriate -one. The response
may be more complex than at the preceding level; it may involve
some patterning in carrying out the task.

4.0 Mechanism-Illustrative educational objectives.
Ability to perfOrm. a hand-hemming operation.
Ability to mix ingredients for butter'cake.
Ability to pollinate an oat floWer.

5.0 Complex overt response-At this level, the individual can perform
a motor act that is considered domplex because of the movement,
pattern required. Al this level., skill has been attained. The act can
be carried out smoothly, and efficiently, that is, with minimum
expenditure. of time and energy. There are two subcategories: reso-
lution of -uncertainty and automatic performance.

5'.1 Resolution of uncertainty -The 'act is performed .without hesi-
tation of the individual. to get. a mental picture of task se-
quence. That is, he knows the .sequence required and so pro
ceeds with confidence. The act is here defined as complex in
nature.

5.1 Resolution. Of uncertuinty--111ustrative educatiOnal otijec-
tives.

Skill in operating.a- Milling machine.
,Skill. in setting Up and operating a production band saw.

5.2 Automatic 'performance-At- this level, the individual can per-
form a finely coordinated motorskill with a great deal of ease
and muscle control.'

5.2 Autonta.tic perfOrmance-Illustrative educational objec-
tives.
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Skill in performing basic steps of national folk dances.
Skill in tailoring a suit.
Skill in performing on the violin.

6.0 Adaptation, Altering motor activities to meet Ow demands of new
problematic situations requiring a physical response.

6.0 Adaptation Illustrative educational objectives.
Developing a modern dance composition through_ adapting known

abilities and skills in dance.

7.0 Origination Creating new motor acts or ways of manipulating
Materials out of understandings, abilities, and skills developed in
the psychomotor area.

7.0 Origination Illustrative educational objectives.
Creation of a modern dance.
('reation of a new game requiring psychomotor response.

Application of the Schema to an Educational Problem

.Following are sortie examples of educational objectives. 411 related to the
problem of learning to use 'the sewing machine in garment construction.
They progress from the simple to the more complex. Each objective has
been classified with the taxonomy of educational objectives, psychomotor
domain:The list is not necessarily a comprehensive one for this particular
problem. Only those objectives that may be classified in the psychomotor
domain have been included. Obviously. some of these might also be clas
sided in the cognitive or affective domain; in analyzing such educational
objectives, it will be helpful to indicate the appropriate category in each
relevant domain.

Problem: Learning to Use the Sewing Machine in Garment Construction

I. Objectives at 1.0 Perception level.

Recognition of the sound of a sewing machine that is operating
properly and the sound of one with operating difficulties. (1.2
Cue selection.)

Sensing where the needle should be set in beginning machine
stitching. 11.2 ('ue selection.)

Ability to follow pattern directions and markings in sewing a gar-
ment. (1.3 Translation.)

II. Objectives at 2.0 Set level.

Knowledge of procedures in starting and stopping a sewing ma-
chine. (2.1 Mental set.)

KnoWledge of.how toguide fabric in using sewing machine so that
stitching is desired distance from the edge. (2.1 Mental set.)

Knowledge of How to thread machine. (2.1 Mental set.)
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Knowledge of methods for finishing aline of stitches so that the
stitches will hold. ( 2.1 Mental set.)

Knowledge of how and when to adjust tension and stitch length in
doing machine stitching. (2.1 Mental set.)

Positioning of body and hands for conservation of energy and
greatest efficiency in using the sewing machine. 12.2 Physical
set.)

Disposition to perform sewing machine operation to best of abil-
ity. (2.3 Emotional set.)

W. Objectives at 3.0 Guided Response level.

Imitation of procedures in threading sewing machine. (.3.1 Imita-
tion.)

Imitation of procedures in operating sewing machine with respect
to starting, stitching, and stopping. (3.1 Imitation.)

Imitation of the process of stay-stitching a straight edge and a
curved edge. (3.1 Imitation.)

IV. Objectives at 4.1) Mechanism level.

Ability to thread a sewing machine correctly without hesitation.
(4.0 Mechanist:n.)

Ability to operate a sewing machine smoothly in starting, stitch-
ing, and stopping. (4.0 Mechanism.)

Ability to finish a line of stitching so it will hold. (4.0 Mechan-
ism.)

Ability to adjust length of stitch and tension without hesitation
according to the requirements of the situation. (4.0 Meehan-
ism.) .

V. Objectives at 5.0 Complex Overt Response level.

Proceeding with increased confidence in operating a sewing machine
and performing in a coordinated way the various tasks that
are involved in its operation. (5.1 Resolution of uncertainty.)

Skill in operating a sewing machine in constructing a garment. (5.2
Automatic performance.)

VI. Objectives at 6.0 Adaptation level.

Adapting skills developed in using one type or make of sewing
machine to the operation of another type or..make. (6.0 Adap-
tation.)

Concluding Statemeni

The classification system for educational objectives in the psychomotor
domain presented in this chapter has been tried successfully. It appears to

Irk! Next steps include consideration of certain minor revisions in some
ot the subcategories and "fleshing out" the schema with further illustra-
tions.
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The Structure and Measurement
of Psychomotor Abilities:
Some Educational Implications

Edwin A. Fleishinan
American Institutes for Research

The contribution I feel .best able to make to this conference is a descrip-
tion of our research. on Psychomotor skills over the past 18'years. Specifi-
cally. I will deal .with several interrelated areas. The. primary. program-to be .

discussed concerns. the identification of psychomotor 'abilities accounting
for individual differences in performance of a wide variety of psychomotor
tasks. Within this program I will deal' with a variety of ability areas ranging
from 'fine manipulative performance to areas of gross physical proficiency.
A second program arekin our work deals with relationships between theSe
abilities and the leiirning of more complex psychomdtorskills. Within this
second. area we have dealt with a 'number. of learning variables including
amount of practice, transfer, and, retention. .

In describing our research it may be of particular interest to stress the
definitions'..of 'the' psycliomotor abilities. which have_ been derifed from this
research; to specify Abe kinds .of tests and jask materials utilized:in these
studies and to describe thOse found "to best measure these abilities.

The specification of these abilities, measures, and materials have 'particu-
lar:relevanco to curriculum development. /in that they, (a) help specify the
range of. activities that need to be covered in order to be comprehensive in
this area, (b) they specify 'measures forpossible use in_assignfpg or selecting

/ students for particular/training efforts: or for evaluating prbgress: and pro-
ficiency 'in various areas of psychomotor performance,. and (c) they provide

suggdstions for materials and apparatus 'development for inclusion in par.-
'Ocular psychomotordeveldpmentand training activity.

Conceptual and NethodologicalFfinnework

First I would like to define some concepts which have been. developed.
I find it useful to :distinguish .between the concepts 'of "ability"..and.

57
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"skill. ". As we use the term. ability refers to a moregeneral. trait of the
individual which has been inferred front the correlations obtained among

performances of individuals on certain kinds of tasks. Some abilities (e.g....
color vision) depend ;more on genetic than learning factors, but most abili-
ties depend on both to some degree. In any case, at a given stage in life-,
they repreSent trails. or organismic. factors which'the individual brings with
him. when he begins to learn a new task. These abilities are relatedTto.-
performance in a variety GI-human tasks. For example. the fact. that spatial
visitalization has been found- related to .perfOrmance on stich.diverse tasks.
as aerial .nziigatidn, blueprint reading and dentistry, makes this ability '-
somewhat more basic. , .

The term skill refers to the level of proficiency on 'a specific task or
limited, group of tasks. As we use the term skill, it is task oriented. When
we talkThbout proficiency in flying an airplane, in operating. a turret lathe,
or' in- playing basketball, we are talking about a specific skill..Thus, when
We speak of acquiring the skill of operating a turret lathe, we mean that

person has acquired-. the sequence of responses .requited.by this specihic
task: The asStimptioniS rhat the skills involvedin complex activities can he
deScribed in terms of the more basic abilities: For example, the level of.
performance a man can attain on a turret lathe may depend on his basic
abilities of manual dexterity' and motor coordination, FloWever,.these same
basic abilities may be important to proficiency in other skills as well. Thus,
manual----dexterity-is:heeded in-assembling electrical components,and motor
coordination is needed to fly an airplane.

Implicit in the previous analysis is the important relationbetWeen abili-
ties and learning. Thus: individuals,withhigh Manual dexterity may more
readily learn the spedific skill of lathe-.Operation: The -mechanism of trans-
fer" of training probably operates here.. Some abilities may transfer td,the
learning of a :greater variety of specific tasks than Others. in' our' culture,
.Perbal abilities are more important in, a greater .variety of tasks than are
some Other types of abilities. The individual who' has a- great Many highly

'developed -basic abilities can become proficient at' a great variety of specific
tasks. .

Elsewhere (Fleishman, . 1964; Gagne Fleishman, 1959) we have Blab-
.orated our analysis of the developmCnt Of basic'abilities. This included. a
discussion OF their physiological bases, the role. of learning, environmental
and -Cultural factors, and evidence on the rate of ability develOpment'.during

an. Witli this Much conceptualization in mind, we can say that in
much of in reViouswpkone.objeCtive.nas.been to describe. certain skills
in.:terms.of these more general ability :requirements.

'Perhaps a not .too extreme .statement is that.MosHol...the categorization
,ot. .human -is empiriCally bitsed, comesfrom correhitional-a0A_
factor-analysis studies. Many of these studies in the literature /are ill-de-.
signedfor not designed' at all...This 'does.not rule out the fact that properly
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designed, systematic, programmatic.. correlational research can yield highly
useful data about general skill dimensions. We..can think of such categories
as representing empirically derived patternCof response consistenciesto
task requirements varied 'in systematic waysIn a sense this approach' de-
scribed tasks :in terms 61 the common abilities required to perforni theni.
As an example, let us .take the, term "tracking," a frequent p,..yellomotor
behavioral category employed by laboratory and systems ,psycholOgistS
alike. But we can all think of a wide variety of different tasks in which
some kinds of tracking are. involved. Can we assume that the behavioral
category, of tracking is useful in helping us generalize results from one such
situation to another? Is there a general tracking ability? Are.individuals
who are good. at ::ompensatory tracking also the ones who are good- at

.pursuit tracking? -Do people who are good at positional tracking do well
with velocity .or acceleration controls? What happens to .the correlations
between performances as a function-,of such variations' ?' It is to these kinds
of questions that our program was directed:

.

Part I. Nennfication of Psychomotor Ability Factors,

. In subsequent years we have conducted a whole -Series 'of interlocking,
eXperimental, factor-anulytic studies, attempting to isolate and identify tIL'e
common variance in wide range of psyChombior performances. Essentially
this is laboratOry research in which tasks are specili011y designed or se-
lected to test 'certain hypotheses. abOut the organisation of abilities' in a
certain range of tasks..(see. e.g.; Fleishinan. I954)Subsequent studies tend -7'
to Introduce task- variations aimed at sharpening. or limiting our ability-
(actor definitions. The purpose is to define the fewest independent ability
categories Which might be 'most useful and meaningful in 'describing 'per-
formance in the widest variety.of tasks.

Our studies generally start with some gross area of human performance.
Thus. weThaVeconducied studies offitie.maniptilative. performances (Fleish-
man . Ellison. 1962; Fleishman & 1954a), gross physical pro-
ficiency (Fleishman, 1963. I-964.; Hempel & Fleishman,..1955), positioning .
movements-:Tand static reaction (Fleishman, 958a), and movement reac-
(Cons (Fleishman, I 958b, Fleisinnan & Hempel, 1956).

Thus far. we have investigated more than 200 different tasks admin-
istered tothOusands of subjects in a series of interlocking studies.. From. the
patterns of correlations obtained, we, have -been able to account for per-
Fornianc.e. on this wide range Of tasks of a relatively small number of
abilities. In' subseqUent studies our' definitions of these abilities and their .

distinctions from one amither are, becoming-More clearly. delineated.
isinow possibluto :specify the tasks ,which should provide the

best measure of eachofthe abditiesidentiied. .

-Tifere are about 1 i psychomotor abiliires171-d-9abilities..in the
.
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physical proficiency which consistently appear to account for the .common
/ariance in psychomotor tasks. Before turning to the physical proficiency
area let me list some of these psychomotor abilities and describe some of
the tasks which best measure each. ability.

I. Control precisitin. The ability is common to tasks which require fine,
highly controlled, but not over-controlled. muscular adjustments, primarily
where larger muscle groups are involved (Fleishman, 1958b: Fleishman &
Hempel, 1956: Parker & Fleishman,1960). This ability extends to arm-
hand as well as to leg movements. It is most critical where such adjust-
ments must he rapid, but precise. Tasks which best measure this ability
include the Rotary pursuit and Controls Adjustment tasks (Figures I and
2).

2.. Multi limb coordination. This is the ability, to coordinate the move-
ments of a number of limbs sinitiltaneotisly, and is best measured by de-
vices involving multiple controls (Fleishman. )958b: Fleishman & Hempel,
1956: Parker & Fleishman. 9160).. The ability has been found y.,meral to
tasks requiring. coordination of the two feet (e.g.. Figure 3, the Rudder
Control Test), two hands (e.g.. the Two Hand Pursuit and Two Hand
Coordination Tests, Figures 4 and 5, respectively) and hand and feet (e.g..
the Plane Control and Complex Coordination Tests, Figures 6 and 7, re-
spectively).

3. Response orientation. This ability has been found general to visual
discrimination reaction psychomotor tasks, involving rapid directional dis-
crimination and orientation of movement patterns (Fleishman. 1957a,
1957b. 19586: Fleishman & Hempel. i'-56; Parker & Fleishman, 1960). It
appears to involve the ability to select the correct movement in relation to
the correct stimulus, especially under highly speeded conditions. Figure 8
illustrates the Discrimination task arid Figure 9 shows the Multidimensional
Pursuit task found to measure this ability.

4. Reaction time. This represents simply the speed with which the indi-
vidual is able to respond to a stimulus when jt appears (Fleishman. 1954,
1(,)58b: Fleishman & Hempel. 1955: Parker & Fleishman. 1960), There are
consistent indications that individual differences in this ability are inde-
pendent of whether the stimulus is auditory or visual and are also inde-
pendent of the type of response which is required. However, once the
stimulus situation or the response situation is complicated by involving
alternate choices, reaction time is not-the primary ability that is measured.
Figure 10 illUstiJtes the basic reaction time deviee.

5. Speed of arm movement. This represents simply the speed with
which an individual can make a gross, discreet aria movement where ac-
curacy is not the requirement (Fleishman. 1958b: Fleishman.& Hempel,
1954, 1955: Parker & Fleishman, 1960). There is ample evidence th.at this
ability is independent of the reaction -time ability. Tasks such as Two Plate
Tapping (Figure I 1 ) where the plates are separated at least 12 inches. best
measures this ability.
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REPRESENTATIVE TESTS OF DIFFERENT PSYCHOMOTOR ABILITIES

Figure,l. Rotary Pursuit

1.

Figure 2. Controls Adjustment

Figure 3. Rudder Control

Figuri 4. Two Hand Pursuit Figure 5. Two Hand Coordination
`--
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REPRESENTATIVE TESTS OF DIFFERENT PSYCHOMOTOR ABILITIES

Figure 6. Complex Coordination Figuiz 7. Plane Control

Figure 8. Discrimination Reaction Time Figure 9. Multi-Dimensional Pursuit

Figure 10. Reaction Time Figure 11. Two-Plate Tapping
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0. Rate tyntrol. This ability involves the making of continuous antici-
patory motor adjustments relative to changes in speed and direction of a
continuously moving target or object (Fleis'.iman, 1958b; Fleishman- ca
Hempel. 1955, 1956). This ability is general to tasl.s involving compen-
satory as well as following pursuit, and extends to tasks involving responses
to changes in rate. Our research has shown that adequate measurement of
this ability required an actual response in relation to the changing direction
and speed of the stimulus object, and not simply a judgment of the rate of
stimulus movement alone. Figures 12, 13 and 14 respectively illustrate the
Single Dimension Pursuit, Rate Control and Motor Judgement tasks, which
measure this

7; Manual dexterity. This ability involves skillful, well directed arm-hand
movements in manipulating fairly large objects Under speeded conditions
(Fleishman, 1953b. I954: Fleishman & Hempel, .1954b; Fleishman & Elli-
son. 1962; Parker & Fleishman, 1900; Hempel & Fleishman, 1955). The

j. best generally available measures include the Minnesota Rate of Manipula-
tion Tests (Figure 15), but there are newer experimental 'tasks which pro-
vide better measures.

K. Finger dexterity. This is rale ability to make still-controlled manipula-
tions of tiny objects involving, primaidy, the fingers (Fleishman, 1953b,
1954; Fleishman & Hempel, 1954a; Parker & Fleishman, 1960; Hempel &
Fleishman. I955: Fleishman & Ellison, 1962). Tests like the Purdue Peg-
board and O'Connor Finger Dexterity (see Figures J6 and 17) provide good
measures.

9. Arm-hand steadiness. This is the 'ability to make precise arm -hanu
positioning movements where strength and speed are minimized; the cri;:cal
feature, as the name implies, is the steiidiRess with which such movements
can be made (Fleishman, I953b, 1954, 195}{u, 1958b; Fleishman & Hem-
pel, 1955: Hempel & Fleishman, 1955; Parker & Fleishman, '1960). The
ability extends to tasks [-squiring steady movements or holding steady limb
positions (see Figures IS, 19, 20).

1.0. Wrist-Finger Speed. This ability is of limited generality and is best
measured by printed tests requiring rapid tapping of the peficil in relatively
large areas. (Fleishman., 1954a: Fleishman & Hempel, I954a; Fleishman &
Ellison, 1962), Pendular and/or rotary wrist movements may he involved,

/ Figure 21 shows typical page sections of tests used to measure this ability,
II..Aiming. This ability appears to be measured by primed tests re-

quiring the rapid- placing of Jots in very small circles, under,--highly speeded
conditions (Fleishman, 1953, I954a; Hempel & Fleishman, 1955; Fleish-
man & Ellison, 1962). See Figure 22.

Of course, there are detailed descriptions of the operations involved in
each ability category: some of them are more general in scope than others.
But it is important to know, for example, that it is not useful to talk
about strength as a single diniension; rather, in terms of what psychomotor
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REPRESENTATIVE TESTS OF DIFFERENT PSYCHOMOTOR ABILITIES
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Figure 12. Single Dimensional Pursuit Figure 13. Rate Control

Figure 14. Motor Judgment Figure 15. Minnesota Rate of Me 'ipulation

Figure 16. Purdue Pegboard Figure 17. O'Conner Finger Dexterity
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REPRESENTATIVE TESTS OF DIFFERENT PSYCHOMOTOR ABILITIES

Figure 18. Precision-Steadiness Figure 19. Steadiness-Aiming

Figure 20. Track Tracing
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REPRESENTATIVE TESTS OF DIFFERENT PSYCHOMOTOR ABILITIES
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Figure 22A. Aiming Figure 22B. Pursuit Aiming

tasks the same people can do well it is n,re useful to talk in terms of at
least four general strength categories which may he differentially involved
in a variety of physical tasks.

Perhaps it might be useful to provide some examples of how one exam-
ines the generality of an ability category and how one defines its limits.
The definition of the Rate Control ability may provide an example. In
early studies it was found that this.ability was coh.inon to tracking tests
requiring one to follow a moving target (following pursuit tasks) as well as
to tasks requiring one to keep a target points centered (compensa:ory
pursuit tasks). To test the generality of this ability; tasks were developed to
emphasize rate control ability, which were not conventional tracking tasks
(e.g., controlling a ball .rolling 'through a series of alleyways). The ability
Was found to extend to such tasks. later studies attempted to discover if
emphasis on this ability is in judging the rate of the stimulus as distill:
guished from ability to respond at the appropriate! rate. A tasK was de-
veloped involving only button pressing in response to judgements of moving
stimuli. (See Figure 23). Performance on dn.; task di t not correlate with

-other rate control asks. Finalty, several motion ),cittx tasks were adapted
in the individual was required to extrapolate the course of a plane
moving across a scroen. The only response required was on an IBM answer
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sheet: These tasks did not relate to the core of tasks previously found to

measure "rate control." Thus, our definition of this 'ability was expanded

to include measures beyond conventional "pursuit" tasks, but restricted to

tasks requiring the. timing of a muscular adjustment to the stimulus change.

A similar history can he sketched for each ability variable identified.

Thus, we know that an individual must have a feedback indicator of how

well he is coordinating before the Multilimb Coordination ability is mea-

sured: we know that by complicating a simple reaction-time apparatus, by

providing additional choice reactions, we measure not operation time but a

separate ability (Response Orientation); hoWever, varying the stimulus

modality in a 'simple reaction-time device results in the measurement of the

same ability of reaction time and does not result in measurement of a

separate ability,
Some later studies using experimental-correlational approaches provided

encouraging results ,Which indicate that it is possible to build up a body of

principles through systematic studies of ability-task interaction in the labo-

ratory (Fleishman, I 95(i). The approach is to develop tasks which can be

varied along specified physical dimensions; to administer these tasks, sys-

tematically varied along these dimensions, to groups of subjects who also

receive a series of "reference" tasks, known to sample certain more gen-

eralized abilities (e.g.. "Spatial Orientation," "Control Precision," certain

"Cognitive Abilities-1. Correlations between these reference tasks and

scores on variations of the criterion task specify the ability requirements

and changes in these requirements) as a function to task variations. Thus

far we have studied tasks varied along the following dimensions. (a) degree

of rotation of display panels relative to re:..ponse panels. (b) the predict-

'milky or non-predictability .4 target course or response requirements. (c)

the extent to which the task allows the individual to assess the degree of

coordination of multiplclimb responses, (d) the degree of stimulus-response

compatibility in display-control relationships, (e) whether there is a

REPRESENTATIVE TESTS OF DIFFERENT PSYCHOMOTOR ABILITIES

Figure 23. Visual Coincidence
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constant "set" or changing "set[ from one stimulus presentation to the
next, (1) whether or not certain kinds of additional response requirements'
are imposed in a visual discrimination reaction task, (g) whether or not
certain kinds of feedback are provided. Hopefully, once such principles are
established, it should be possible to look at new tasks, operational or
otherwise, and specify the ability requirements.

Part II. Research on Physical Fitness Dimensions and Was:wen:eh:

We turn now to a more intensive look at our research on a spe..:ial class
of Motor performance, that of physical. proficiency. We will describe this
area of our motor ability work in more detail because Physical fitness
programs are already an integral part of school curricula.

Literature Integration. As the first phase in this line of work, we con-
ducted a comprehensive review of the literature on previous and currently
used physical fitness tests. The literature in this area is replete with terms
like "velocity," "speed," "explosive and static strength," "muscular en-
durance," "stamina," etc. Are these- useful categories? Which categories of
perforniance represent essentially different abilities and tests to measure
them. The primary objective of this review was to examine the correlations
found among such tests and to describe the factors they are presumed to
measure. Special emphasis was placed on reviewing previous factor analysis
studies of physical fitness tests in order '...ompile a comprehensive catalog
of tests according to the abilities they seemed to measure (Fleishman,
1964a).- It was possible to integrate these abilities into a meaningful schema
and the main conclusion was that commonly used test batteries do not
cover the range of .possible fitness ability and many of the tests which are,
used overlap with one another in the ability measured. Fourteen possible
abilities were described and questions were raised about other possible abili-
ties.

The Experimental Studies. Considerable pre-testing of more than 100
tests was carried out with the Objective of providing better measures of
the abilities hypothesized from the literature review and other sources. The
more rehab!. tests from these pre-tests were included with more familiar
tests in two large scale studies with United States Navy recruits. The design
of these studies allowed for the confirmation or redefinition of the hypo-
thesized abilities as well as for the isolation of new abilities. Testing teams,
under the supervision of the Yale University project, were established at
the Great Lakes Naval Training Center, Illinois and at the San Diego Naval
Training Center, California. At Great Lakes, 30 tests designed to measure
different abilities in the areas of strength and endurance were administered;
at San Diego, 30 tests in the areas of flexibility, balance, speed, and coor-
dination were administered. At each Center all the tests were administered
to more than 200 Navy recruits. Correlations among all these tests and
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background variables were obtained and subjected to faCtoranalysis studies.
Where previous factor analytic studies had focused, on relatively small test
batteries, here it was possible.tO combine alternative m6asures..of practically
all previously identified abilities within these two large scale studies. Both
of these studieS provided better definitions of the abilifieehat need to be
assessed for a more comprehensive evaluation of physical proficiency and
provided recommendations for tests more diagnostic of, these different
tics. 10 all, it was possible to explain the correlatidns. uniOng these 60
different /tests in terms of 1.1 primary abilities. A few of thee abilitie's were
quite specific (e.g., those confined to' balancing weights) and were not
considered further, 'but the more general ones were retained for further
study,.

.
.

To illustrate the research strategy let us ekamine.more closely the .design
of the study fb identify ability factors in the area of strength. Figure 24
lists the experimental and existing tests utilized in the study. Tests were
chosen so that some emphasized flexor and other extensor muscles, sonic
emphasized leg and others. arm or trunk strength.. sonic emphasized .short
and long rims. Offers emphasized. continubus, repeated. or minimal strain,
some were: timed or unlined. The design Made it possible to eXamine'the
correlations .among tests given to the same subjects to answer questions
such as the following: Do we get two abilities separating flexor or extensor
muscles? Is there a general strength ability common to all these tasks? Does
prolonged strain on muscles (pull-up, push -ups) introduce .a new ability
(e.g.; enditrance), compared with tasks using the same muscles in a shorter
but we-Med Period. (Do as many push-ups as pOssible: in 20. seconds)? Are
there 'abilities common to 'intisde; groups (arms vs' legs) 'as distinguished
froni abilities dependent on the pattern 'of activity'? What is the role. of
strength in 1-tinning' tasks'? Figure 25 shows the possible' ability factors that
.could have been' obtained when we examined the actual relations among

,;performances.. .

A similar design was followed:in the areas of speed: flexibility, coordina-
tion and balance: The it tercork.elations may be seen elsewhere (Fleishman,
1964): For. the present we will merely summarize the abilitiesthatemerged
froth .these. studies and the tests which had the highest factor iditaing (cOr-
-elationS:With that ability). By examining the.tests:which grouped together
on the. same ability possible to define the abilities: The abilities
identified and the test found Jo best measure each ability are as folloWs:

Extent. Flexibility:' Ability to, fleX or stretch the trunk and back
muscles as jar as pqsSible. in .eitherTh forward, lateral, or backward
tion.

.E.Oent Flexibility Test:. (Originally called. Twist and Touch). The sub-
',led stands, with his left 'side. toward the, wall, and arm's length

7 away from the wall, With, feet together and in place, he twists
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hack around as far as he can, touching the wall with his right hand
at shoulder height.

2. Dynamic. Flexibility. The ability to make repeated, rapid, flexing
movements in which the resiliency of the muscles in recovery from strain
or distortion is critical.

Dynamic. f lecihility Text: Originally called Bend. Twist and Touch).
With his hack to the ,wall and hands together, the subject bends
forward, touches an "X" between his feet. straightens, twists to
the left and touches an "X" behind him on the wall. He repeats
the cycle. alternately twisting to the right and to the left, doing as
many as possible in the time limit.

Exp:osire a'irength. The ability to expend a maximum of energy in
one or a series of explosisc acts. This factor is distinguished from other
strength factors in requiring mobilization of energy for a burst of effort.
rather than continuous strain, stress: or repeated exertion of muscles. The
two tests chosen to represent this factor emphasize different specific ac-
tivities.

a. Aurae Run Test: .twentyyard distance. covered 5 times, for 100
yard total.

b. .Soft i..:11 Throw Test: The subject throws a 12 inch softball, as for
as possible without moving his feet.

4. Static Strength. The maximum force which a subject can exert, for a
brief periou, where the force exerted continuously up to this maximum.
In contrast to other strength factors. this is the force which can be exerted
'against external objects (e'.g., lifting heavy weights, pulling against a dyna-
mometer). rather than in supporting or propelling the body's own weight.

Hand Grip rest: The subject squeezes a Narragansett Company grip
dynamometer. as hard as possible.

5. Dynamic' .Strength. The ability to exert muscular force repeatedly or
continuously over time. It represents mur.i.dar-eudinance and emphasizes
the resistance of the muscles to latig,_ toe comtnon emphasis of tests
measuring this factor is on the power of the muscles to propel. support. or
move 'he body repeatedly or to support it for prolonged periods.

full -this Test: The subject hangs from bar with palms facing his body.
and does as many poll-ups as possible.

n. Trunk Strength. Titis is a second, more limited. dynamic strength
factor specific to the trunk muscles particularly the abdominal muscle.

Leg (.it's Few: While that on his hack, the subject raises his legs to a
vertical position and lowers them to the floor as many times as
possible in the time limit.

7. Griss Body Coordination. to coordinate the simultaneous ac-
tions of different parts of the body while making grty,s body movements.
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Cable Jump Test: The subject holds, in front of him, a short rope held
in each hand. lie attempts to jini) through this rope without
tripping, falling, or releasing the rope.

8. Gross Body Equilibrium. The ability of an individual to maintain his
equilibrium. despite. forces pulling him off balance, where he has to depend
mainly on non-visual (e.g.. vestibular and kinesthetic) cues.

Ralance..,1 Test: Using his preferred foot, and keeping his hands on his
hips, the subject balances fcr as long as possible or a inch wide
rail.

0. Stamina. The capacity to continue maximum eliforts. requiring pro-
longed exertion over time. This factor has the alternate name of "cardio-
vascular endurance."

600 Yard Run-Walk Test: The student attempts to cover a WO yard
distance in as short a time as possible.

The National Study. The next step in this program was t establish
standards for evaluating the. performance of individual boys and girls on the
separate tests. Tests found to be most reliable: and diagnostic of the dif-
ferent ability factors were assembled into "batteries" and administered to
high school students throughout the country.

In all. 14 tests found to cover 9 basic abilities were administered to
more than 20.000 goys and girls. between the ages of 12 and 18. in 45
cities throughout the United States: (The list of cities and description of
the cross-sections achieved is presented elsewhere) (Fleishman. 1964a). This
phase. produced the norms (percentile tables) for these tests, as well as
developmental curves showing changes with age on the different physical
fitness components for the 14 tests. Finally. 10 tests were recommended as
the niost efficient and reliable for measuring the 9 basic abilities. These
tests have been called the Basic Fitness Tests and are illustrated in Appen-
dix A.

Norms and developmental curves for these tests may he found elsewhere
(Fleishman. 1964a. 1964b). Additionally, a record keeping system. called .

the Performance Record (Fleishman. 1964c) was developed, to provide fit-
ness profiles, conversions of raw scores to percenCes. a "fitness index."
and the plotting of progress as a function of conditioning programs.

Summary of findings and implications. The fruits of this research pro-
gram are of several sorts. First, we have a 'better understanding of the

structure of the physical fitness area the dimensions_ which best Oescribe
the variety of performance called for by the plethora of available pkysical
fitness tests. It is seen that a relatively small number of such dimensions
(or abiliti-'s) account for these diverse performances. II, this sense the pro-
gram was s,ientifically useful in bringing additional order to this field and
in simplifyng our desj-ip,ions of what needs to he measured in this area.
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I. These results confirm that "physical proficiency" is not a single gen-
eral ability; rather physical proficiency an best be described in terms of a
number of broad, relatively independent abilities. The same individuals may
he high on some abilities and low on others. In these Limns, the more
abilities an individual scores high on, the more "physically fit" he can he
said to le results also allow more precise definition of each ability
than was possible be

2. A second category or results Inc nan specific facts dis-
covered about the nature of physical proficiencies and their interre anon-
ships. For example. we now better understand the role of muscular en-
durance in strength tests, the relations between capacities of flexor and
extensor muscles, and the primary abilities that account for running speed.
Also confirmed is the distinction between two primary flexibility abilities
and the generality of static strength across different muscle groups.

The "developmental curves" derived from the research are additional
results in this second category. These curves show the rate of "growth" of
the different physical proficiencies from age to age (Fleishman, l64a). It
was found that the curves for girls differed in form from those for boys in
showing more marked developmental stages. For the boys the shapes of
most curves were similar, but there were different critical ages at which the
curves leveled out, depending on the ability measured.

Especially illuminating were the detailed analyses of strength tasks. Any
characterization of individual strength which ignores one or more of the
four strength abilities identified is incomplete.

Sirce several abilities were found to extend across different muscle
. /
groups (e.g.. limbs and trunk), this points up the importance of "central"
factors in physical fitness in addition to those reflected in the specific
muscle appara:us. Such central factors include central nervous system in-
volvement, responses to kinesthetic feedback mechanisms, heart and circu-
latory system development, general energy level, etc.

3. A third category of results of this research relates to specific fitness
measurement principles discovered. We now know that variations in test

procedure produce given variations in the fitness factors measures and in
the reliability of the measure. For example, (a) speeded administration
Itinics) of a Dynamic Strength test reduces its "purity" and brings in a
second ability factor (Explosive strength); (b) longer Shuttle Run tests are
inure reliable than shorter ones in use; (c) simple dynamometer tests are
preferred (over weight lifting tests) as measures of Static Strength; td)
Gross Body Equilibrium ability factor is best measured by one-foot, rail
standing tests with lit; eyes closest. ("I a Leg Lifts test is more valid and
reliable than Sit-ups fur measuring Trunk Strength.

4. A fourth major kind of mg.:tune was the speci!..ication of the most
efficient. practical, and reliahlc tests for measuring each ahility and theft
assembly into a battery of Basic Fitness Tests. This battery, which will
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undoubtedly be further improved by additional research, is based on our
present state of research knowledge. A major phase of this work was the
development of normative standards for the tests on a much larger -national
sample than has been possible heretofore. Simplified interpretative tables
were provided for ages I2 through IS. Improyed methods of evaluating and
interpreting individual performances were developed, using modern mea-
surement principles. These included forms of profile analysis, computation
of a/simplified, Fitness Index, and evaluation of the rate of progress.

5. There are, of course, still many unaiLwered questions. Soie of
most intriguing questions concern the natwe of "coordination" and "agil-
ity." A concerted effort needs to be made to see if these are usefully
considered "separate" abilities or if we can account for such performances
in terms e the abilities already identified. Additional studies would involve
a greater variety of "coordinated" performances than it has been possible
to include so far. The use of our battery of tests. in the same stady with
these complex tests, should allow us to specify how much of the variance
in such performances we still need to explain. At present, a Nlultiiimb
(, oordination ability. appears distinct from any Grt. -s Body Coordim&on,.
The 'former is involved hi perceptual-mutor tasks involving simultah,:ous use
of multiple controi.i (feet-hand, two-hand, two-feet), where the subject is
typically f:2 a ted. The latter appears to require movement of the entire
body.

There is a need to use these tests to predict more complex skilled
perkirmances. This would tell us wkit 'portion of such performances are
specific to the individual skills and how much is relatable to the physical
fitness factors identified in our present program. There is also the practical
question of how v-lid 'our tests are in predicting performance in complex
jObs involving physical skills.

6. We also need to know more about the trainAility of these com-
ponent abilities and the degree of 'transfer of training across tasks r4ne-
senting the same abilities. We would expect high transfer between tasks on
the same ability and low transfer between ability. A more interesting ques-
tion is the amount of transfer of training from these ability components to
more complex skilled performances.

Part III. Studies of Skill Learning

Njeets of Practice. For a number of years. we have been- interested in
the relations between reference ability measures, developed around our per-
ceptual-motor taxonomy, and a variety of learning phenomena, ( Fleishman
& Hempel. 954b; Fleishman & Hempel, IY55: Fleishman. 1957a: Fleish-
ma, I96(la: Fleishman & Rich. 1%3). Our results have allowed us to show
the differential rol of these abilities at different stages of learning mw:
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complex tasks. These audies have as an additional goal the specification of
abilities predictive z.dvanced levels of learning.

., One pf our early studies was confined to the analyses of interirial cur-"
chat toils of two similar tasks practiced in different iude'i.s (Floishman,
lo5.3a): but subsequent studies haver,always,included "reference meastres.-
external to the practice task: In a typical study, 200-300 subjects received
a battery of reference tests known to sample -.'br'rtain abilities and then
received practice on a criterion practice task. Through the use of factor.
analysis techniques of the correlation potjerns obtained, we could examine
the loading of successive trial scores on the criterion task on the abilities
defined by the reference tasks.

In general. these studies, with a great variety of practice tasks, show
that ( a) as practice continues., changes occur in the particular combinations
of abilities contributing to performance. (b) these changes are progressive
and systematic and eventually become stabilized. (c) the contribution of
-nomnotor- ahilitie (e.g verbjl,'spatial), which may play -a role early in
learning. decreases systematically with practice, relative to "motor abili-
ties,- and (d) there is also an increase in a factor specific to the task itself.

Figure 26 illustrates a tyl:cal result obtained using a visual-discriinina-
lion reaction task. See also Figare 27 which shows that certain abilities
discriminate individuals ,high and low hi proficiency early in learning a
citinplex task, but ihit later in learning, while other abilities discriminate
mainl at advanced levels of learning.

he repeated :tirXings ol an increase in specificity of the tasks learned
indicates that performance in perceptual-motor tasks becomes increasingly a
function of habits and skills acquired in the task itself. But pre-task abili-
ties play a rule. too-and their interactions with learning phenomena are
important sources of variance to be studied. Furthermore; it appears desir-
able' to better define the variance now termed specific to individual tasks. I
am optimistic that some of this variance is not really "specific', raffia. we
may need to be more ingenious at teasing it out.

Much of out later work has been concerned with the pursuit of this
variance now defined as specific to late stages of learning' tasks. Hypotheses
we have explored are that. (a) late stage measures it different tasks have
abilities iii corninon not finind in early stages of the same, tasks (Fleishman.
t1fi-7a),m-0 The ability to integrate component abilities represents a sepa-
rate individual difference variable not found in early stage learning, (c)
kinestii-tic tactors play an increasing role in psychomotor teaming
relative to spatial-visual abilities. Confirmation i;f hypotlwsi-, (,.;) was
01 a recent study (Fleishman & Rich. lgo3i. In this study, we first had to
develop a measure of "kilksilietic sensitivity- on which subjects differ

Perkin-it:ince on this measure was a good indicator of late learning
in a tWo-hand coordination task. but not of early.' hi:ailing.
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Mechanical
Experience

Discrimination Reaction Time, Specific

Figure 2s. Percentage of variance represented by loadings on each ability
factor at different stages of practice on the Discrimination Reac-
tion Time task (percentage of variance is represented by the size of
the shaded areas for each factor). From Fleishman and Hempel,
1955)
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Task for groups stratified on different test variables. (From Fleish-
man and Hempel, 1955)
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Use of the paradigm in training settings. Lately our findings and meth-
ods have. been extended to more complex tasks studied over lengthy peri-
ods of time. In one study (Parker & Fleishman. 1960i. we developed a
simulation of an an intercept mission on which subjects learned :ling:lily
complex tracking task over a seven week period. II1e same 2.03 sup .,eats

ieceived one of the most extensive batteries of perceptual-motor and cog-
nitive test; ever assembled. The design allowed for the identification of 15
ability factors and the specification of their contribution to tracking per-
formance at different stages of learning over this lengthy learning period.

In a later study (Paiker & Fleishman, 1')H ), we attempted to make sure
of our analytical information about ability requirements of this task, 'in
designing a skill training in.rogram. In terms el our integrated error measure
of performance during the last three training sessions, the experimental
group showed a 3(P; increa.ii in proficiency over the second best training
condition investigated.

We have also studied the relation of ability variebles to !earning in a real
training environment (Fleishman and Fruchter, 19()(1). In this latter case.
we were able to show the abilities underlying the acquisition of skill, at
dilleteut stages of Morse code learning, in an Air Force radio telegraphy
school. Specifically, early learning depended on two auditory-perceptual
ahilis,...whereas later learning was 1114)P: a function of an ability named
"speed of closure.'' This lattei represented the ahilit to unity or organise.
an apparently disparate field into meaningful units. This study extends our
findings on learning and individual 'differences to perceptual learning.

Individual diBerences and eomponentdotal task relationships. A recent
study (Fleishman, l'1(5) investigated the relations between individual dif-
ferences in performance on.t.'sk components and subsequent 'performance
on a total task. Two hundred and our subjects practiced the components
of a complex multidimensional compensatory pursuit task singly. and in
combination. These cos. unents involved discrete display-control relation-
ships. The total task, which was practiced last, required integration of
these components: that is, the subjects must operate the multiple controls
ut MdC1 to minimiie error indications on all displays simultaneously. The
paohlenrs investigated yere. (a) the extent to which performance on task
coinponents, individually practiced, -k predictive of subequenl total task
peilorni.mcc: lb) the extent to which pr act.ce,,iiii combinations of com-
ponents is predictive of total task performance; (el the iirierrelatiotiships
minine component rerhhnances; mid Id) the relative contribution of vari-
ous component performance; to. total and subtask performances. The analy-
Nk provide', sortie tentative principles of part-whole task relationships rele-
vant to the understanding of skilled peilormance.

/'r(Ii('Ii ti intents on. I would not like h) heave the topic of Individual
ditteiences and skill teaming without mentioning our studies on retention
(Fleishman & Parker, 19621. Vety little is known about individual ditler-
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ences in retention. We were able lo give people 'ended (seven weeks)
practice On a highly complex perceptual-motor skill and obtain matched
:roll(; of sul6ects hack after periods' of no practice for one four, nine.
fourteen, and twenty-four months. Thus, we ietention IIltervafs, as

welt :IN type of initial guidait..e and level of original learning. The main
points of interest here are that there was virttilly no loss in skill regardless
of the length of the retention interval, and that the .most powerful variabli.
operating was individual differences in the level nf original learning. The
prediclion of retention from original learning was independent of the
length of the retention interval. 'Thus. for all intervals, even up to two
years. individual differences at the end of learning correlated in rho' ,S(.1's
and .00's with subsequent performanc.... aft' 'Ieriods of no practke. Our
design also allowed us to say that this predie was not accounted for by
the subject's me -iask abilities, but rather was explannihle in terms of indi-
vidual JO, Fences anion: subjects in the specific lnions acquired in prac-
ticing the original task.

Indirblual Differcnues and Other ..11wor Learning Phenontena

valiety o other learning phenomeini have been studied in relation I()
na40/. HICSe include !1;11/Siel of :raining.
tiabit:-nuerli.rence. reminiscence, performance during massed versus &s-
tultified practice. etc. LIIHe study has been made of abilities and other
individual differences wiiiLn predict performance Under such conditions, A
recent 'study has .provided encouragement that a subject's previously de-
veloped abilities can help tis make such predictions (Fleishman & Ellison.
19off). !sidijecis wen given practice on a complex perceptual -motor task
and Loci' the display control relationships on the task were changed, Sub-
ject,, %vete late] shifted hack to the original task. Durim: initial learning
subjecis performed on nun.sed a.- well as distributed trials. The same sub-
jects icceived a series of motur, spz.tial ability and personality measures.

he turfy showed certain ability measures predicted which subjects
,uild show the most transfer or interference at Ihe shin points, but there

was no -pc/fel:11 susceptibility to in1erleience- trarl identified. Personality
tests of "rndityIlexibility.- anxiety. eft.. did not predict habit interfer-
ence 'Alec. Perform:inc..: during massed practice was just as predictable
from alnld\ measures as performance dining distribuled j.i'actice. A major
Iinduhx as the sharp decreaNe in prediction by ability tests of the trial

ihe massed piactice :eminiscence Fheie was also all
Int:least' in 11,e predk.11,,n, by ihe personality tests during flu, trial. Huts

ditterences Ili recover' twin -fatigue like- states too asioned Iry
massed placticet would seem 'o depend on dillerem.abilities than do other
leaining phenomena.
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L'oneluding Rettrarb

Before closing, we ntay letition that little systematic work has bet`n
done in school settings with regard to motoi skills development, predictioli
and evaluation. There are several additional issues here. One is the problen,
of using jndices of motor abilities as diagnostic areas in predicting subse-
quent academic achievement and adjustments. Some educators feel this is a
significant area, but the ,10-ionstratioJ'. still ne.'ds 1,,,be made.

Another better:if issue .hat of develop 'u motor and other non-cog-
nitive abilities and skills by some systematic ,ducational program in the
schools. It i probably safe to say rut our educational system. while pro-
viding cetain specific skills (e.g., spelling), is :its° aimed developing
certain ,,:eneral abilities capable of transfer to a variety of substantive areas
and skills. (Elsewhere, I have elaborated the distinction between abilities
and skills, e.g.. Fleishman, 0(,7.) The general abilities which tend to be
developed are cognitive abilities, e.g.,'verbal. numerical, conceptual abilities.
Relatively little is done in tile way of systematic, sequenced curricultun
development to develop abilities such as spatial-visualization, manual itex-
terily, or perceptual-speed. Many of these abilities are more likely to be
critical to non-academic fields or to areas of vocational or special evrica-
lion. Yet, early in a child's schooling it is impossible. to know if the
development of such abilities will eventually be rele-nt to his subsequent
occupational choice.

OfteTioverlooked is the relevance of S6Cil non-cognitive abilities to
highly complex academic professions. For example. many potential engi-
neers are lost, or make slower progress, nin for lack of conceptual or
mathematical abilities, but because of poor spatial mientation: many stu-
dents have difficulties in dental school because of poor manual dexterity or
spatial-visualizatiCm. The point is that there is ample justification and need
for sYsternatic programs for developing non- cognitive skills, in their own
right, within the framework of our school system. With respect to the area
of motor skill, this underlines the need for basic a sessment techniques to
assess base-line levels and progress through whatever progiatu is developed.

The same need applies to the problems utilizing motor ability assessment
techniques in predicting subsequent achievements in early cchorfl .grades.
There arc many hypOtheses, but little hard data. on the relevance'of motor
difficulties to later problems in learning academic skills. Many techniq
used by leachoss are too subtective (for example. noting how a. pupil holds:
111S pell.:0) and subject to error. It would he &ilk:tilt to have much con-
fidence in such assessments. It is really not known tl a d viatit 4th grade
child can he identified at the kindergarten level through some specific
motor ability deficit. What is needed is a set of stand:wined motor skill
tests. with sufficient normative data :mil predictive validity..

What do we know at present and what can we do'? We know Inuit a vast
body of i1 ;earch, much of. which has been cited above. that there is no
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such unitary thing as motor skill. Althotigh,most 'of the research 'has l'ICC11
with older children and young adults. it is very clear that there are several
dimensions. of motor abilities winch need to be assessed. MeasMes of each
of these -dimensions (or 'factors) ,orrelate low with-each other and have
'different predictive implications and lead to different programs of training
for their development. A conclusion drawn front a measure of manual.
'dexterity. for example. nay be quite different from one drawn front a test
of multi-limb coordination.

The Specification of the motor ability factors identified, provides the
idealized coverage for a comprehensive battery of motor ability tests: If it
is not feasible to cover each factor, they at !east provide a bass for
tion. The factors specified also provide the basis for material development
to specifically try to improv, 1)articulai. motor abilities.
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An Examination of Four Major Factors
Inipncting on Psychomotor Performance
Effectiveness

Go,rge D. ( ;Pe'e'r, lr U. Hitt,
Thumas E. Sitter le, (ilk! Edward B. Slebod))ick
Boeing Aerospace Corporation

.frs interpretation of their mandate in attempting to contribute
to It conference is to concentrate on highly application-oriented data and

4mation regarding factors impacting on psychomoir performance. Fhis
onentaton retiects h- high pressure. day-to-1 roressional concern of
the .nithors with al,

. ,ons throng,* all or most of their professional
careers. A, human fay,,.. SpeelalISIs in the military/industrial context, iden-
tifying :old resolving problems associated with man-m-a-system to assure
that the system will function properly has heen our way of life and is the
way we think.

With this brief orientation ;is to our frame of reference ul .,electing and
present mg the views in this paper, we fed constrained to make three
points.

We find It all but impossible to meaningfully dellnut psychonit 'or
performance in any but the broadest sense: lo state he obvious, we see it

alwar,-- involving sine kind of motor performance. Bul performance
c innot occur except by in individual. with his idiosyncrasies and physical-
mental state. in the presence **1 some stimulus/environmental situation.
I hus, wr will treat psychomotor performance as Very broadly donned.

second point regarding preparation of this paps. Is the fact that
.ychomotor performance even defined in its most limited sense, can

he con,frued to constitute the subject of a major portion of research
cci,dnyted over the past IOU years. It Is in.' our inlcnuon to re-review this
va,i array of material. Rather. we have elected to hr highly selective, con-
senfrating on data gener.ced relatively recently, some of which may not
have had wide circulation. but which i. very tot.ch in need of integration
if Is I,i hut to thIC general body of useful knowledge on psychomotor
performance. ()et:asuman, significant experimental methodological lessons
have been learned. particularly regarding measurement criteria, Hine and
out e.i motivation. I hese will be pointed out where they have b4.41n slgniti-
c.lnl Depite oor allenirts at being highly selective, like topsy. this paper
lust seemed to grow and }'row'.
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A final point, i the generally :global approach taker necessary for
much of our rem-world problem-solving research. Mc ogically. this
may be the most significant distinguishing '.actor betwc,cn how the truly
applied and the truly basic researcher thinks and goes ;di* his business. In
industry, we generally sacrifice understanding of the impact that a precise,
ilecitic variable has on a particular pejformance .element, in the interest of

del..-nutting the impact of the totality of th-, annetpater "stimulus-re-
sponse-environmont-mdividual-difference- context ou'system effect:veness.

here are exceptions to this. of course. where We may become very
much concerned with the effect of a, highly ci:cumscribed display para-
meter (i.e.. spot we, color, or movement) or a severely limited element of
an individual perceptual or response capabilit. (i.e., peripheral visual acu-
ity). the latter, however. is more the exception than thr rule in 1 success-
ful human factors laborator .

Hie basic researcher, on the other hand. sacrifices knowledge about the
interactions of tlte specific stimulus and!or response to wIch hers direct-
ang his attention, with the multitude of other simultany.msly occurring real
world variables, both stimulus and response. lie does this on the assump-
tion. presumably, that the ultimate end-product will be much more fully
understood, and be more getter:di/able. in the torn: of first and secOnd
order laws.- Ple laws, then, would allow both mductie and deductive
generalization with the confidence that conies with understanding the in-
ter-al workings of a complex process. It is obvious that both approaches,
and various mixtures between the extremes of each, are necessary in the
advancement of man's systematic knowledge as to the prediction, control.
and modification of 1111111;M psychomotor perform,:ce.

lk paper. after this mtroduction, is divided into five sections. the first
four each on a different set of factors inflticming psychomotor behavior.

he factors are Fnvironmental Stressors. Fame Work (fatigue). Toxic and
Drug lftects and Task Loading. these factors are related, in sonic instances
highly so, in terms of the -..inularity of their impact on performance. thus,
M a fifth sect ion an attempt is made to identify common elements of the
etfoos of the tour sets of variables on performance, empluswang implica-
tions for ,Ii(1111N111011 ,)1 psychomotor
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Section A. Environmental Stressors

I. Definition and Scope

An environmental stressor may be defined as any condition of man's
external environment which in some way affects his physiological safety
and/or ability to perform sensory or motor functions. In the Operation and
maintenance' of aerospace systems, man is called upon to perform a wide
range of tasks under an array of environmental conditiohs. The environ-
ments under consideration will be limited to the conditions of temperature,
noise, altitude, and vibration, which are the most common stressors affect-
ing man's psychomotor performance in the aerospace systems environment.
The general task categories to be summarized will include vigilynce, reac-
tion time, simple motor tasks (switch operation), 'complex motor tasks.
(tracking), and to 'some extent, mental processes and concentration.

Extensive reviews of what has been done in the area of physiological
and performance effects of the environment (Roth, ed., 1968), point up
the fact that available scientific data are very sketchy and unsystematic
with regard to the environments, the levels of the environments, and the
nature of the tasks investigated. Experimental studies are relatively few and
no general behavioral or psycho-physical theory bps been developed to
provide. a systematic description .of the effects of environment on human
performance (Teichner and Olson; 1969).

In this section, we will pull together a few selected examples of data
and commentary to highlight the 'complexity, methodology, and implica-
tions of the existing research.

2. Stressors and Effects

The effects of each of the four environmental stressors will be summa-
rized individually before discussion of the psychomotor effects produced
by combinatiOn of the stressors.

(a) Temperature
When we think of temperature, we often visualize a thermometer. A

thermometer is used to provide a measure of temperature which will sup-
port a decision to wear shorts or a sweater when leaving the house. but
there are times when we are fooled by this relatively imprecise measure.
The wind may be blowing or the humiditytfay. be high, and we find that
our subjective feeling of discomfort belies tliehermometer.

'Temperature" must be redefined, at a .minimum, in terms of a com-
bination of heat; humidity, and air velocity. The amount .of heat present in
the external environment is commonly described by two measures: dry-
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bulb or ambient (air) temperature. and wet-bulb temperature. Combined
with air velocity, these two measures of temperature are the most com-
monly reported means of specifying the independent variable: temperature
stress.

A number of integrated measures of heat and cold stress have been
developed to describe comfort and tolerance limits of exposure. The sim-
plest of these measures is the "Oxford" or wet/dry (W/D) Index, which is
nothing more than a weighting of wet-bulb (85%) and dry-bulb (15%)
temperatures. A generally more useful measure is the Effective-Temperature
(ET) Index. This index integrates the effects of temperature, humidity, and
air velocity and is based upon subjective reports of heat, comfort, and cold.
Combinations of temperature, humidity, and air velocity which produce the
same subjective feeling are given the same ET. Another index which pro-
vides a descriptive quantity against which cold stress may be evaluated is
the Windchill Index. Windchill has come into as a single-valued index of
the severity of the combination of air velocity (wind) and temperature
(Fig..5-1A). However, based upon WW II field measurement on the rate of
cooling a container of water, the Windchill Index does not account for
physiological adaptation and should not be used as a rigorous measure.
There are other indices of temperature stress such as the Heat-Stress Index
and the Operative Temperature Index, both of which are useful in environ-
mental control system design. Unfortunately, there is.no one standard in-
dex in general use that encompasses all The critical variables; thus, appar-
ently valuable data is still being reported without all of the elements of the
independent variable defined.

In the non-ct mpensable zones of thermal regulation, performance and
tolerance have an inverse exponential relationship with exposure time. As a
"rule of thumb," performance begins to deteriorate for any given condition
at about 75 percent of the physiological tolerance limit. It is possible,
however, to exceed these values for short periods of time through adapta-
tion and habituation, or through motivation. A contradictory phenomenon
is observed at temperature levels just below the upper limits; sometimes
performance is impaired, sometimes there is no change. and sometimes
significant facilitation is observed.

Perhaps this confusion may be resolved in part, by analyzing the types
of tasks performed. Numerous studies investigating the effects of heat stress.
between 80° and 120° F (ET) have found either facilitory or no effects

.upon performance of the type normally associated with simple eye-hand
coordination and manual dexterity (Duke et al, 1967). Those tasks involv-
ing simple motor reactions, requiring little mental encoding, decoding, or
translation, can be expected to benefit from the alerting component of
stress arousal. Tests where the psychomotor tasks is more complex (i.e.,
greater involvement of higher mental processes and attention), degradation
has been observed (Reilly and Parker. 1968). From a number of studies it
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Figure 5-1A. In outdoor cold weather, the wind velocity has a profound,
sometimes decisive, effect on the hazard to men who are ex-

posed. The windchill concept dramatizes this well known fact

by providing a means for quantitative comparison of various

combinations of temperatures and wind speed. Note for exam-

ple that -50°F with an air movement of 0.1 mph has the same

windchill value, and therefore is predicted to produce the same

sensation on exposed skin, as -15°F with a wind of only 1 mph
or +14°F with a wind of 5 mph. (Windchill Nomogram, Bottom-
lay and Roth, 1968)
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might be concluded that under conditions of heat stress, simple psycho-
motor tasks show no difference or are facilitated, while more complex or
cognitively oriented tasks are seen to suffer.

The relationship between psychomotor performance and subjective esti-
mates of comfort as shown by Dean and McGlothlen (1965) provide an-
other clue to the interaction between the simple and more complex or
cognitive task effects. They found no effects on performance as a function
Of heat; however, subjective estimates of comfort and performance were
found to be related and were significantly influenced by heat (Figure
5-2A). Subjectively, performance was judged to drop off sharply, the cog-
nitive component was affected, even though this was not evidencedin the
task performance data.

For multiple complex task performance involving a great deal of higher
mental processing such as aircraft piloting, we find a striking lack of solid
research data One study (Blockly and Lyman. 1951), evaluating the effects
of temperatures higher than those we initially looked at, provides some
important findings. The task required trained pilots to fly a prescribed
flight pattern in a simulated aircraft cockpit under high ambient tempera-
ture conditions until their tolerance limit was reached (ranging from a
mean of 61 minutes at 160° to 21 minutes at 235°). The authors report
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Figure 5-2A. The Effect of Heat Stress on Subjective Estimates of Perfor-
mance and Comfort; Measured Performance Was Not Affected
(Dean and IVIcglothlen, 1965)
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that significant deterioration in performance simultaneously occurred with
distress symptoms verbalized by the subjects. While all subjects displayed
this deterioration, the pilots who were more competent at the control
temperature 80° F had one-third the errors of the less competent pilots at
the 200° F condition. This finding suggests that high skill levels can miti-
gate the influence of heat and stress. Subjects found themselves concen-
trating on one instrument at a time. so that by the time one flight function
was adjusted to the correct value they would suddenly realize another had -
deviated from the desired reading. The ability to shift attention back and
forth between sub-task elements was that which was impaired du,ing the
high temperature exposures. These results are comparable to effects of
fatigue and high task loading.

The evidence that heat affects human performance is not without its
inconsistencies; however, it is certainly reasonable to conclude that decre-
ments become more pronounced as task complexity. exposure durations.
and temperatures are increased. An important fact to note is that training
appears to alleviate or reduce the onset of performance decrements to some
extent: however, training is obviously not a panacea. The effects of pro.
longed .quasi.compensable and rather short non-compensable heat will de-
grade the ability of an operator to attend to the elements of a multi-
component task. The operator will attempt to perform only those task
components which he feels are most important, essentially forgetting about
the remainder.

The reported effects of cold temperature environments on psychomotor
performance are relatively free from inconsistency. The primary reason for
this is that tactual sensitivity and manual dexterity are elemental in the
performance of psychomotor tasks. The direct effects of cooling on the
temperature of the skin and the viscosity of the fluids in the joints reduces
manual dexterity and sensitivity of the skin to stimulation in u very orderly
and progressive manner.

Tactual sensitivity is markedly affected by lowered skin temperature
caused by the combined effects of rediced environmental temperatures and
wind velocity. The ability of an individual to disciiminate the separateness
in space of .wo points or two straight edges placed on the finger, appears
to approach infinity at skin temperatures slightly greater than freezing,
Impairment has been found to begin at skin temperatures as high as 86° F
for tactual sensitivity and 68° F for kinesthetic ensitivity. This minimum
impairment becomes more serious around 43° F and marked decrement in
sensitivity has been found at 30° F. A. particularly critical lAtor in the
maintenance of pert 'nuance is that the individuals are rarely aware that
the skin temperatur: are so low and do not initiate preventative or reme-
dial measures.

Reduced tactual sensitivity is generally associated with a reduction in
manual dexterity. Investigations of manual dexterity have found progressive
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.decrements as joint surface temperature drops below 43° F. Regardless of
body temperatures, subjects with cold hands ur fingers showed significant
dexterity performance decrements, while those with warm hands showed
no such -decrement. There is some indication that in tasks where forearm
muscle involvement is required, the temperature of the forearm can be
critical in maintaining manual dexterity in the cold. Performance may also
be somewhat impaired as a result of distraction caused by the discomfort
of the cold, particularly under conditions where local cooling of the hand
occurs and something more than light pressure is required to make the
response.

It is reasonably safe to conclude that the limiting factor for psycho-
motor task performance in the cold is the temperature of the extremities.
If performance is to be maintained or extended at extremely low tempera-
tures, methods to protect the hands and fingers (or feet) must be provided.
There are difficulties and penalties associated with this protection. It has
been found that frequent warming of the hands and body can be a satis-
factory remedy: but is a remedy Which requires additional time away from
the task and, inerefore, may be neither practical nor economical for many
tasks an emergencies.

(b) Noise
Noise is usually defined as any undesirable nonsymbolic meaningless, or

meaningful sound. Undesirability of sound is based upon its capacity to
reduce psychomotor performance, produce annoyance, discomfort, or in-
jury.

The important parameters of sound (or .noise), are frequency and wave-
form, amplitude, and duration. Waveform is often specified in terms of the
various frequency components of the sound and may be referred to as
periodic (a series of integrally related single frequency components) or
aperiodic (discrete frequency components or a continuum of components
distributed over a broad band). AMplitude is measured as the alternating
sound pressure superimposed on the normal atmospheric pressure in dynes
per square centimeter or the equivalent, the microbar. Because man can
hear sounds over an extremely broad range of sound pressures, it is cus-
tomary to deal logrithmically with the sound pressure level with a relative
unit calieL a decibel (db).

The prediction of noise tolerance is difficult because of individual dif-
ferences, and its dependency on the duration and spectral composition of
the sound. As would be expected, hearing losses resulting from noise ex-
posures are greater with the higher noise (pressure) levels, longer exposure
durations, and to some extent, with shorter bandwidths within which the
.energy is concentrated. Temporary hearing losses are produced rapidly and
reach the maximum within about 7 minutes for exposure to pure tones.
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The maximum loss front wideband noise takes longer and depends upon
whether or not it is steady-state or intermittent noise.

The extent of the annoyance or distraction produced by noise will de-
pend upon. its intensity and frequency, the subjective expectancy of its
onset and feelings of it necessity, and the nature of the listener's activity
and habituation. It is obvious to everyone that high levels of noise will
disrupt auditory monitoring and communication performance. Noise mixed
with a signal tends to raise the threshold for hearing the Signal. This effect
is called masking and.the effect is greatest when the signal and noise are of
similar frequencies.

Intermittent noise tends to have greater disruptive effects than the more
rapidly habituated steady-state noise. Based upon reported data and some
postulation, Teichner and Olson (1969) generated a series of curves (Figure
5-3A) representing attentional loss and recovery associated with expected
and unexpected, steady-state and fluctuating noise. They assumed that the
noise has no effect other than that of disruption. If the effect of noise is
distracting, it should affect more complex tasks which require either a
division of attention across several elements or the processing of signals at
high rates. Accordingly, the greater the number of displays, or the com-
plexity of a display, the greater is the likelihood that noise will interfere in
task performance.

There is little evidence which indicates that noise environments, below
destructive levels, have significant deleterious effects on non-auditory per-
formance tasks beyond that of distraction or annoyance (Roth and Cham-
bers, 1968; Morgan, et al, 1963). However, extremely high levels of noise
can interfere with, the accuracy of precision manual-dexterity tasks through
noise induced vibration of body parts.

70
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In general, we may conclude that noise will have its greatest effects on
complex psychomotor performance tasks: Tasks whidi produce incoming
signals at relatively high rates, or require attending to a number of stimulus
elements or displays, will be most seriously affected. While it may be
expected that the disruption of attention can result in focusing on only the
more critical task elements. even those tasks which are complex of have a
high information load will be affected. These conclusions have particular
importance when viewed in a total task environment. We can expect noise
effects to amplify in the presence of other factors which either reduce or
place heavy demands on concentration and attention. Such factors as fa-
tigue and task overload are prime targets for amplification of performance
degrading-noIse effects.

There is some evidence which indicates that the effects of noise on
performance are not all bad. Roth and Chambers (1968) indicate that noise
and variations in noise patterns may have possible uses as positive psycho-
logical stimuli in the alleviation of isolation and monotony. In other cases,
performance facilitation has been reported. The arousal effect of noise has
been postulated as the mechanism to account for this facilitation. A recent
study of target detection (Warner, 1969) showed that while target detec-
tion time was not affected by noise levels, the number of detection errors
decreased significantly as the intensity of the noise increased from an un-
specified control level to 90 db and IOU db. It could be postulated that the
more intense noise was more arousing, and that this increased arousal facili-
tated performance as measured by the reduced error.

(c) Altitude
The psychomotor effects of altitude are due to the reduced partial pres-

stile of oxygen, which is well known as one. of the most critical require-
ments for human survival. The magnitude of these effects depends upon
the extent and duration of the reduction in oxygen supply. There appears
to be no evidence that high altitude' without a corresponding oxygen de-
ficiency (hypoxia), as measured by arterial saturation, will lead to perfor-
mance decremer

The air we b tithe contains approximately 20.95 percent oxygen. If we
assume that the atmospheric.pressure of dry air at sea level is 760 mmHg.
the partial pressure of oxygen is 159 mmHg. At 10.000 ft.. the atmo-
spheric pressure of dry air drops to 522 nunlig and the partial pressure of
oxygen takes a corresponding drop to IN mmHg. The partial pressure of
oxygen in the lungs (alveolar) and blood (arterial) is related to the atmo-
spheric oxygen partial pressure in a somewhat complex fashion. ((though
oxygen partial pressure decreased linearly as a straight line with increasing
altitude, the ability of the blood to hold oxygen goes down a slight slope
for a short period' (to 12 or 14 thousand fe altitude) and then drops over
a precipice.
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The most sensitive indicator of hypoxia is the loss of visual funcoins.
The effects of hypoxia may occur at 4,000 ft. in the form of diminished-
night vision and if one is at 8,000 or 9,000 ft. without supplemental
oxygen, allowance should be made in those situations demanding good
night vision or a high margin of safety. At 10,000 ft., the effects of
hypoxia are definite, but generally unrecognized by the individual. Tasks of
complex coordination and manipulation, such as handwriting begin to de-
teriorate in quality. McFarland ( 1968) admonishes that this is the maxi-
mum altitude at which an individual should consider his judgement to be
sound and his performance acceptable.

At approximately 14,000 ft., McFarland considers an individual to he
"appreciably handicapped." There is a dimming of vision and narrowing of
the field of view, tremor of the hands, and impairment of thought and
memory and, therefore, errors in judgement and performance. Disorienta-
tion, belligerence, or euphoric behavior and, complete lack of rational judge-
ment are observed at 16,000 ft. Less complex tasks such as pursuit and
compensatory tracking and reaction time begin to deteriorate above this
altitude. The average individual is considerably handicapped, dangerous as a
pilot, and unable to perform reliably in other operational situations. At
18,000 ft. and above, the individual is seriously handicapped and is on the
verge of collapse.

The duration of hypoxic exposure necessary to elicit the mentioned
symptoms is very short, usually considered in terms of minutes of expo-
sure. The critical duration may be exceeded to some extent by individuals
who have unusual tolerance or resistance to hypoxia. Tasks for which the
operator is highly trained or that require -little effort or emotional response
permit similarly longer periods of useful 'operation (Morgan, et al, 1963).
However, "individuals who smoke should consider themselves 4,000 to
5,000 feet altitude above the non-smoker because of carbon monoxide
levels in their blood and impaired diffusion of oxygen in their lung alveoli"
(McFarland, 1968, pg. 7).

Perhaps the effect that is most dangerous to health and safety as well as
acceptable task performance is the insidious onset of hypoxia. Experi-
mental subjects are not aware of the impairment of their sensory, judge-
mental, and motor performance and are therefore unable to compensate for
the decrements by exerting a greater effort. Individuals with operational
experience at high altitudes must rely on their training and knowledge of
altitude conditions in order to take action to preserve performance levels.

(d) Vibration
Vibration may well be one of the most common environmental stressors

to which man is exposed. Every time he rides in a car, bus, truck, ship or
airplane he is exposed to vibrations of varying degree, sometimes mild,
sometimes annoying and sometimes painful. Perhaps less obviously,-
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vibration is a problem in work settings as well, such as using hand tools
operating machinery, or working on production lines. Of interest to us are
the effects of whole-bidy vibrational forces which displace bodily tissue
beyond the threshold o,f perception and those which produce decrements in
performance and feelings of annoyance and fatigue. In general these fall
within the category of relatively high amplitude, low frequency vibratory
forces of the type generated by machines or vehicles (Figure 54A).

The major parameters of vibration which are relevant to human vibra-
tion research are frequency. displacement, acceleration, and jolt.

FrequNcy is normally specified in cycles per second (cps) or Hertz (Hz)
just as with noise. Displacement is defined as the maximum half-wave (sin-
gle amplitude) or full-wave (double amplitude) displacement of the vibrat-
ing body. Acceleration is the second time derivative of displacement
(inches second or cm/second) and is expressed as maximum or peak "g".
For random vibration it is customary to express .acceleration as.root mean
square (r.m.s.) acceleration. Jolt is the rate of onset of linear impact and.
as the third derivative of displacement. is expressed in inches/second.
While infrequently reported in human vibration research, jolt is a significant
factor in the evaluation of human tolerance to very low frequency vibra-
tions such as the 0.5 Hz vibration of impact. As with all the other sires-
sots, the duration of vibration is important in establishing its effects.

Vibration frequency differentially affects the various portions of the

50 100 200

*Re 0.0002p ber

500 1000 2000 5000 10000
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human body. These differences are caused by impedances of the body and
its parts and organs which damp vibration over certain frequency and dis-
placement ranges. Likewise, for certain other frequencies and displace-
ments, there are resonances which amplify the vibration within various
portions of the body. The smaller the mass of the body part, the higher is
the resonant frequency.

In addition to the biomechanical view of bodily response to vibration,
subjective reaction studies have provided data relative to transient sensa-
tions which accompany whole-body vibration. Extensive catalogs of the
bodily sensations to longitudinal vibration have been developed across the
frequency range of I to 30 Hz for both seated (Parks and Snyder, 1961,
and Chaney, 1964) and standing (Chaney, 1965) subjects (Figure 5-5A).
The reports obtained from subjects have emphasized sensations of a dis-
turbing or even painful character, involving itching, flapping or shaking of
skin or appendages, mild pain, pressure and .perceived tightness, as well as
functional hinderances such as swallowing difficulty and blurring of vision.
Beaupeurt et al (1969) have summarized the effects of vibration on the
different bodily areas as a function of frequency for seated (Figure 5(-,41)
and standing (Figure 5-7A) subjects. In general, low frequency vibr4,ron (I
to 14 Hz) has the greatest subjective impact on the trunk 4nd internal
organs, while vibrations in the 15 to 27 Hz range are more disturbing to
the head.

Vibration-tolerance criteria for vibration exposure is somewhat difficult
to specify. The limits developed by various investigators agree only within
limits since the evaluation criteria, positioning, and body support have
marked effect on subjective estimates of comfort. The present table limit
and the linearized step curve in Figure 5-8A provide a good indication of
tolerance limits to sinusoidal vibration.

The psychomotor effects of vibration are generally considered to be
caused by direct mechanical interference, and in some cases as indirect
effects resulting from fatigue. The mechanical interference characteristics
would lead us to expect that vibration will primarily affect the motor
component of task performance, with some effects on the visual compo-
nent for tasks demanding relatively precise visual fixation.

Vibration of either the viewer or the object can blur vision over certain
frequency and acceleration ranges and is usually attributed to movement of
the retinal image at a speed too great to be followed by the eye (Tears and
Parks, 1963). There is no clear-cut evidence that the mechanical decrement
in acuity is either purely frequency dependent or displacement dependent,
however, the ability of the human eye to follow sinusoidal relative move-
ment of a target begins to break down at I to 2 H.7..

Primarily visual tasks which do not require acuity or the ability to fixate
are normally unaffected by vibration while secondary visual tasks are af-
fected. This lack of effect on the primary task is evident in two studies of
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Figure 5-6A. Frequency Range for Concentrations of Disturbing Sensations
for Whole-Body Vibration of Seated Subjects (Beaupeurt,1969)
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Figure 5-8A. The Effect of Random Whole-Body Vibration (0.2 to 0.8 RMSg)
on the Accuracy of Inserting 8-Digit Numbers for Various Con-
trols. (Dean et al, 1969).

.warning light monitoring tasks embedded in a group of simultaneously
performed tasks (Holland, 1967. and Shoenberger, 1967).

Two major results were obtained: first, the significant decrements that
occurred were at the higher g levels; and second, the stress of vibration
environments brought about a reduction in the range of visual cue utiliza-
tion that was seen- as a decrement in the most peripheral components of
the tasks. Vibration can be viewed as producing an additional operative
load much like the effect-of task- overloading.

In what may be a classical approach to studying the effects of random
vibration on psychomotor performance, Dean et al., (1969) conducted three
experiments to determine the effects of mechanical vibration on the 'opera-
tion of decimal input controls. The task required the to view an
eight digit register and input the numbers into a control system as rapidly
and accurately as possible. There were six input panel configurations and
four basic types of controls: push buttons, toggle switches, rotary switches,
and thumbwheels. The .vibration environment was a random, 2 to 30 Hz
spectrum which ranged in iitensity from 0.2 to 0.8 -rmsg with a control
condition. In the first expriment, insertion time :,and all error indexes
showed significantly poorer performance under vibration .(Figure 5-9A).
After- the subjects had learned the task and had become practiced in per-
forming under vibration in the earlier experiment, they were able to main-
tain accuracy in the last study by takinglonger time to perform the task.
The outstanding feature of this. study is that, with.-training. subjects are.
able to continue to perform in an integrated manner at all levels of vibra-
tion, even though the upper levels were sufficient to cause intense discom-
fort.
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Figure 5-9A. Performance of a Compensatory Tracking Task as a Function of
Frequency and Intensity. of Transverse Whole-Body Vibration
(Hornick, 1961)

As we look at more complex tasks such as compensatory tracking, we
find that whole-body sinusoidal vibration at acceleration-amplitudes ex-
ceeding 0.1 g in the I to 30 Hz frequency range can produce a significant
increase in errors (Roth and Chambers, 1968b).

Hornick et al (1961) have shown that transverse or lateral vibration,
significantly lowers compensatory tracking performance. The frequency of
1.5 Hz was considered to be a particularly disturbing frequency of vibra-
tion. What appears critical is that the frequencies which produce the great-
est resonance in the task-involved body part will produce decrements in
psychomotor performance at relatively low g levels (Holland, 1967; Harris
and Schoenberger, 1966) and we see the greatest decrement in performance
when tracking in the same axis as the vibration (Morris, 1966; Holland,
1967).

The six hour duration of vibration exposure makes Holland's (1967)
study unique in vibration research. By maintaining the test subjects in a
continuous environment he approached more closely the conditions often
found in the real world work setting. As might be expected, the duration
of exposure had its effect on performance. Almost without exception,
tracking error progressively increased throughout each test session. Con-
sidering its significant effects on performance, we can guess vibration will
consideMbly amplify fatigue effects due to other causes. Similar to the
results obtained by Dean, et al, (1969), a second result was that perfor-
mance improved over test sessions. Holland indicates that the improved
tracking performance across test sessions probably reflects an adjustment or
adaptation to the vibration conditions. It appears appropriate to imply
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there are two learning situations: learning to perform the task and learning
to perform the task under conditions of vibration.

We can conclude that the effects of vibration on measures of psycho-
motor performance have yielded varied results depending more on the na-.
titre of the tests than on the quality of the environmental stress. In general,
those tests which call for maintained intensity, gross motor movement, or
are primarily mental or cognitive in nature, reveal little or no decrement in
performance during low frequency vibration. On the other hand, tasks
which require precise muscular coordination or positioned control of limbs
and extremities do show adverse effects. The quality of flu) vibration has it
somewhat confusing influence on performance and is most probably related
to the intensity of the vibration which affects the portion of the body
most involved in performance of the task. While it is evident that vibrations
encountered in many work settings will have detrimental effects on task
performance. the effects may be partially alleviated through training pro-
cedures which expose the learner to the vibration conditions he is expected
to encounter.

(e) Combined Environmeni.,1 Stressors
Environmental stressors have been investigated for decades. A survey of

the available literature, however, will reveal that almost all of the studies
have investigated only a single environmental stressor. Only rarely have two
or more stressors been investigated in combination. In attempting to under-
stand and predict the effects of combinations of stressors which are char-
acteristic of aerospace systems, this lack of investigation produces an emer-
gent effect which is not equal to the simple sum of the single effects.

To extrapolate the effects of combined stressors from data obtained
from studies of single stressors may be dangerous. Take for example the
designer of a new space vehicle who is concerned about the combined
effects of temperature, noise, and vibration. If he simply adds the single
effects to predict the combined effect, and the effects are more than addi-
tive, the pilot may he unable to -perform his tasks or injured. However, if
the effects are less than additive, the vehicle will be over-designed and
unnecessarily expensive. This non-additivity may be thought of as an inter-
action similar to that in which the properties of a combination of elements
(water) may qualitatively differ from the properties of any or all of the
elements (hydrogen and oxygen). We illustrate this interaction, within the
context of environmental stressors, with a combination of stressors which
produce a decrement in performance which can not be predicted from an
addition of the individual effects. Of. considerable interest has been the
attempt to describe the nature of the (...Anbinations or interactions between
stressors: are they additive, more than additive, less than additive, or pro-
duce no effect when combined.
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Unfortunately, much of the work with combined stressors is as incon-
sistent as that with the single stressors. In 1964 Dean and McGlothlen
(1965) attempted to determine the nature of the combination of the ef-
fects of heat (70° to 100° F) and noise (70 to 100 db) on human perfor-
mance, comfort and physiology. They required their subjects to simul-
taneously perform tasks of tracking. radar monitoring, and meter monitor-
ing. Outside of a single facilitory noise effect of reducing response time on
the meter monitoring task, there were no differences between the stress
and control conditions, much less any indication of an interactive effect of
the combination.

A following study by Dean, McGlothlen, and Monroe (1964) was de-
signed to evaluate the effects of repeated exposures to noise and vibration.
Six helicopter pilots were tested under seven 40-minute exposures to real-
istic helicopter noise (up to 114 db) and vertical. vibration (up to 0.41
RMSg) over a six-hour period. The tasks performed by the pilots were
representative of cockpit tasks and included tracking, meter and warning
light monitoring, and operation of switch action controls, No evidence of
physiological or performance degredation was observed. In fact, the only
performance change observed over the seven repeated exposures was signifi-
cant improvement in tracking performance from the first of the last trials
which may be interpreted as i, learning to perform under conditions of
environmental stress.

Two additional unreported studies by Dean (1964 and 1965) investi-
gated the combined effects of heat (to 105° F), noise (to 124 db), and
vibration (to 3.0 RMSg) on the ability to fly a realistically simulated three
stage booster into orbit. Ten highly competent pilots and astronaut trainees
flew the 9.5 minute boost flight using a complex of flight instruments and
controls. The data in both studies failed to show any decrement in per-
formance as compared to the control conditions.

We still cannot believe that stressors in combination produce no mea-
surable effects on performance. The lack of decrements similar to those
shown in single stressor studies cannot be attributed to lower task com-
plexity, as these studies cover the range of tasks and complexity of any
other study reported. The deciding factor may well lie within the realm of
training and motivation. In all of these multiple stress studies conducted by
Boeing, the subjects were highly skilled and experienced pilots who had
been given additional training on the tasks (which were analogous to those
of flying). Being professional pilots, they had an extremely high sense of
motivation to do their job well and when their piloting skills were being
measured, they showed a highly competitive spirit which seemed to lead
them to apply their utmost capability to perform the tasks well, regardless
of the conditions.

The significance of the benefits to be derived from high motivation and
extensive training in the task can he inferred by comparison of results from
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a contrasting study by Dean and McGlothlen (1%2) where the interactive
effects of heat, noise and altitude were clearly shown. The subjects in this
study had neither the prior task training and stress experience nor the
motivating attitude associated with the subjects used in the studies de-
scribed above.

The effects of eight environmental conditions were investigated which
involved all possible combinations of the three single stress conditions
(noise-temperature, noise-altitude, temperature-altitude, and noise-tempera-
ture-altitude) plus a non-stress control condition.

Nine measures of performance were obtained: four dealt with tracking,
three with radar warning, and two with meter monitoring. All tasks con-
tained both sensory and motor components and were characterized as
either primary or secondary tasks.-The data showed that both primary and
secondary task performance was generally adversely affected by the single
and combined stressors. The importance of .this result rests with the fact
that the subjects used were not highly trained, experienced. competitive,
and motivated pilots which were used in the later studies described above.

The second major result of this study (Dean and McGlothlen. 1962)
shows that where stressors do affect performance, combinations of environ-
mental stressors may have different interactive effects on primary and
secondary task performance (Figure 5-10A and 5 -I IA). The four combina-
tions of environmental stressors affected the primary task of tracking in
either an additive or less than additive manner while the effect of the
stressor combinations on the secondary tasks was essentially opposite.

The less than additive effect on the primary task and the more than
additive effect on the secondary tasks suggests that the subjects concen-
trated on the primary task at the cost of greatly decreasing their perfor-
mance on the secondary tasks.

The narrowing of F )eus on only the key task elements, paralleling a
similar effect on fatigt,-- and task overload, may have important implica-
tions in the performan,,e of even highly trained and motivated people. If
the conditions of combined stressors, fatigue, and task overload are all
present in an operatio:J situation. it is probable that psychomotor per-
formance will be degrldod unless the utmost in motivation and skill level
are present.
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Section B. Time and Work Effects

Processes and events occuring during passage of time may affect both rate
and level of learning, as well as task performance output.

Time and work effects are interactive, since work effects show up in
performance over time. The combined effects also interact with motivation
and skill. Figure 5-1B shows typical performance decrements for several
different types of tasks. These decrements may be controlled, reduced, or
even eliminated by judicious task design, work-rest cycle programming, and
motivation management.

Vigilance

The most dramatic time-effect is seen in vigilance performance decre-
ment. Vigilance is a perceptual task; in effect, watch-keeping, monitoring.
or inspection, where an observer is required to detect infrequent, random.
low-intensity events. The simplest cure is to relieve the observer after 20 to
30 minutes but this is expensive, since it increases markedly the number of
observers required to maintain constant vigilance, Perceptual performance
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such as vigilance (watch-keeping), monitoring or inspecting, can be sus-
tained by programming and highlighting stimulus .material. so that critical
stimuli are more apparent, and by training the observer to anticipate time
and place of occurrence.

In a study of a simulated industrial inspection task, inspector efficiency
was maintained best if the signal rate was high. i.e., there were many
defective articles, so that they appear at short intervals. This suggests that
"artificial defectives" might be programmed into the inspection task (Bada-
-lamente, 1969). Detet-tion perfortnane can also be improved by training
the observer to know where or when to expect a signal. If the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the detection task can be specified, the observer
will have reference points, and can more efficiently focus his attention to
detect critical signals.

Perceptual performance can be enhanced by specific stimulus-response
training. with knowledge of results. Studies directed specifically to tech-
niques for improving perceptual training seem to be rare, but Annett
(1966) has described three methods of training in perceptual tasks which
lead to improved performance,. compared to simple practice. Annett's meth-
ods are: (a) cuing, by providing 'information about the forthcoming stimu-
lus before its presentation: (b) providing knowledge of results after the
response: and (c) reducing the difficulty of the material. All three were
superior to a simple practice sit'u*sion. Cuing was equal to or better than
knowledge of results and training on zasy material was least successful.

Observers may also be trained to detect in themselves the symptoms of
"unalertness." and thus achieve a degree of 'motivational control. In an
article on "Alertness Management in Industry," related to production rate,
quality control, and operator safety (Moody and Duggar, 1966), alertness is
defined as "the state of readiness to made responses appropriate to the
requirements of the situation." The nature of' alertness is said to involve
not only vigilance but "set," fatigue sleep and sensory deprivation, stress,
and motivation. These authors "seriously doubt that people can be trained
to be alert for long periods. They can, however, be trained to detect the
signs of unalertness and take preventive measures." They cite, among truck
drivers, reliable but highly individualistic symptoms which warn of falling
asleep, and the idiosyncratic methods the drivers use to overcome sleepi-
ness. Harry Jerison, a leading contributor to theoretical research on vigi-
lance, has drawn some practical conclusions about alertness: "... the data
of vigilance experiments suggest that regardless of when a signal occurs, if
the observer is observing alertly he will not miss it. The ... applica-
tion ... is ... concentrate on techniques for maintaining alertness ... design
displays that make it more likely that the observer will be alert when a
signal occurs."
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Fatigue

Fatigue is variously defined and measured in terms of physiological
states, subjective feelings, or measured performance decrement. Empirically
established relationships among these various measures are at best tenuous
and often contradictory.

Physiological measures of fatigue include oxygen consumption, energy
expenditure, heart rate, and blood chemistry. Thus far, these measures have
not been effectively related to performance decrement. (Pierson and Rich,
1967)

Fatigue effects, or sheer work decrement, depend in part upon physical
fitness, but are also strongly influenced by worker skill and motivation.
Though physiologica; fatigue products generally reduce the body capacity
to perform work, sheer physical exertion does not necessarily lead to de-
graded task performance. In a study of the effect of a burst of violent
exercise upon performance of skilled visual-motor tasks, one .group of
normally-tit men were compared to a group especially selected for out-
standing physical fitness. Among normally-fit men, on a medium difficult
task there was no performance decrement; while a very difficult task

showed a significant decrement in tracking efficiency. For the "ultra-fit"
group the effect was trivial and not significant (Hammerton and Tickner,
1968). Thus, jobs known to invi6e strenuous exertion should require selec-
tion for, or training in, physicat,fitness.

Subjective measures of fatigue range from reported "feelings of tired-
ness" after intensive exertion, to "feelings of boredom" after sedentary
activity. These measures can sometimes be related to performance decre-
ment, but the relationship is very likely confounded in that both perfor-
mance and subjective feeling reports may be functions of the subject's
motivation to perform the task. It has been empirically established that
students or trainees are notoriously poor judges of their own fatigue, or the
effects of fatigue on their own performance.

As with environmental stress, fatigue effects may be confounded with
task complexity. Fatigue may have subtle effects only on secondary tasks.
Workers may be trained to detect fatigue symptoms that presage perfor-
mance decrement (Moody & Duggar, 1966), and trained.or instructed to
attend most carefully to critical tasks in a multi-task job.

Work-Rest Cycles

Human performance is susceptible to diurnal and circadian rhythms, as
well as a variety of other neurophysiological and psychological periodicities.
A recent discussion on man's normal neurophysiological and psychological
rhythms, points to "some 50 such patterns of fluctuating functions ...
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which ... influence . , . level of performance .!nd ability to maintain per-
formance." These performance variations are related to circadian rhythms,
and a variety of other physiological, neurological, biochemical, cultural,
occupational, and personal periodicitiei.

The most familiar circadian rhythm is the diurnal alternation of sleeping,
waking, and eating. This cycle is of interest to SST developers, who recog-
nize that flight crews will be called on to shuttle over longer distances,
faster, and more frequently.

Obviously, adjustments are possible. Humans can adapt to working on
altered cycles; and it is possible to control the environment to preclude
obvious changes in diurnal cycles. The story may be apocryphal, but it is

alleged that Russian pilots, after crossing seven time zones from Moscow to
Havana, are restricted to a controlled layover hotel, where lighting, meals,
and even clocks are maintained on Moscow time.

Trumbull (1966) points to cyclic variations in reaction-time, memory,
various performance tasks, as well as a variety of internal states, and con-
cludes "that mental and physical efficiency correlate with basic physio-
logical rhythms." These rhythms range from neural activity in the reticular
activating system in the brain stem; through refractory periods in a nerve
cell, to time-of-day, and beyond, to lunar cycle periodicities. He suggests
that we prepare "periodicity maps" with which to coordinate activity
schedules. These periodicities are reliable, yet quite individual.

Moody and Duggar (1966), discuss individual differences in the times at
which peak arousal may occur, and. suggest, for highly critical task situa-
tions, that work be cycled to,coincide with the individual's natural period
of peak arousal or periodicity map.

Chiles, Allusi, and Adams (1968) report on cyclic variations in physio-
logical states (pulse rate, skin temperature, axillary temperature, and skin
resistance) and performance on psychomotor and cognitive tasks. Their
studies, in support of long duration mission aircraft development, sought to
establish manning requirements, work / rest schedules, and mission duration
limits. Mission task performance and physiological states were both related
to diurnal cycle as well as to work-load, work period duration, work/rest
schedules, duty period duration, and mission duration. Their results are
specific to thesystem situation, but they show generally that performance
on a 4-on/4-off schedule was comparable to a normal eight-hour split-shift
work day; and that the 4/4 schedule was better (in terms of performance)
and less taxing (in terms of performance reserves) than a 4/2 schedule.

Circadian rhythmic peaks in both performance and psychophysiological
functions tended to occur in parallel. This diurnal performance variability
was brought under motivational control, however, by 6 highly motivated
Air Force cadets who were instructed in diurnal effects and urged to work
to prevent decrements (Chiles; et a!, 1968),

Work/rest schedules in industrial situations involve shift structure,
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scheduling of rest pauses. and the nature of the rest pause. Shift schedules
which are contrary to worker preference may produce morale problems
rather than direct work performance decrement (Dirken. 1966).

An applied industrial study of the nature of a rest pause compared a
Passive pause to a gymnastic pause. The gymnastic pause resulted in im-
proved hand steadiness, diminished general fatigue and eye fatigue, faster
work, and greater muscular strength. So rest, per se, is not the ideal way to
fill a coffee break (La Porte, 1966),

A common .instructional work cycle is the conventional method of pre-
senting short 1 to 3 minute practice and test sessions in early typing
training. Typing performance measured over 30-minute practice sessions,
however, produced both word-per-minute and error-per-minute scores which
were surprisingly stable. Absolute decrements were trivial (West. 1969). Of
further interest to typing instructors was the finding that it takes at least a
5-minute straight-copying typing test to achieve a reliable measure of typ-
ing error.

The studies in the area of work scheduling lead to the general conclu-
sion that both training and job tasks can profitably be structured to take
advantage of recurrent peaks in capability, though there are social and
cultural limits 'o the practicality of such programming. U.S. airline pilots
would not take kindly to a controlled layover hotel in Paris.

Summary- Time and Work Effects

Processes and events occuring during passage of time may affect both
rate and level of learning, as well as task performance output. Time and
work effects are interactive, since work effects show up in performance
over time:The combined effects also interact with motivation and skill.

Perceptual performance such as vigilance ("watch-keeping," monitoring,
or inspecting) can be sustained by programming and highlighting stimulus
material, so that critical stimuli are more apparent. and by training the
observer to anticipate time and place of occurrence (Badalamente, 1969),
Specific stimulus-response training, with knowledge of results, will enhance
perceptual performance (Arnett, 1966). Observers may also be trained to
detect in themselves the symptoms of "unalertness," and thus achieve a
degree of motivational control (Moody & Daggar, 1966; Jerison, 1967),

Fatigue effects, or sheer work decrement, depend in part upon physical
fitness, but are also strongly influenced by worker skill and motivation. As
with environmental stress, fatigue may have subtle effects on secondary
tasks; and subjective worker reports are not reliable performance measures.
Jobs known to involve strenuous exertion should require selection for, or
training in, physical fitness (Hantmerton & Tickner, 1968). Workers may be
trained also to detect fatigue symptoms that presage performance decre-
ment (Moody & Duggar, 1966); and trained or instructed to attend most
carefully to critical tasks in a multi-task job.
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Human performance is susceptible to diurnal and circadian rhythms. as
well as some fifty other neurophysiological and psychological periodicities
(Trumbull. 1%6). With special motivation, subjects can minimize diurnal
variations in performance (Chiles, 1968). Work scheduling may preclude
both time and work decrements. if organized to take advantage of peak
capability periods, and avoid known cyclic depressions (Trumbull, 1966).

The single most important conclusion to be drawn from time and work
studies is that these influences will operate to some degree in any job
situation. No arbitrary technique can provide a cook-book solution to im-
proved task performance. Job and task procedures must be structured, the
work-pace and environment engineered, and available personnel trained and
motivated in skills specific to the task.
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Section C. Toxic and Drug Effects on Psychomotor Performance

I. Introduction

The physiological basis oi sensation and psychomotor performance is the
proper functioning of the central nervous system. Any drugs or toxic sub-
stances which affect the nervous system directly by stimulating or depress-
ing the function of neurons, or indirectly by affecting their blood supply
or metabolism or which affect the organs of special sense in any way,
would be the concern of this conference because they ultimately affect
psychomotor performance. In the basic review of toxic and drug effects
presented at the Psychomotor Conference, all drugs or noxious agents
which would fall under the above broad definition, understandably were
not covered. Nor, was it the original intent of the paper to provide such
broad coverage. Instead, presenting a limited range of information on toxic
and drug effects gleaned primarily from industrial, military or private re-
search sources, and grouped to be studied in relation to complex job be-
havior, was the objective of the review.

The reasons justifying this approach were essentially threefold. First,
traditional studies of toxic substances and drugs have generally emphasized
pathophysiological effects; remarkably little emphasis has been placed on
psychomotor or behavioral effects. Second, concern with environmental
pollution and the promiscuous use of drugs is expanding rapidly and at-
tracting the attention and participation of the educational community; con-
sequently, a summary of the somewhat complex behavioral relationships of
drugs and toxic substances could be useful particularly to those educa-
tional specialists interested in the psychomotor domain. Finally, to .ic and
drug effects research generated by nonprofit research organizations and
military-industrial groups is sufficiently unique and relevant to the broad
Objectives of this conference to warrant special attention and reporting.
The summary and conclusions which follow reflect, in general, the above
intent.

T) eliminate redundancy, the Summary and Conclusions does not paral-
lel the sequence of presentation by occupational classification, followed
within thr body of the report. Instead the data in the combined section
have been related to psychomotor performance in its broadest context.

2. Summary and Conclusions on Selected Areas

(a) Behavioral Drug Research: A Molar Approach. Information resulting
from research performed by indtstry, the military and nonprofit research
organizations on the enhancement or impairment of behavior induced by
drugs, toxic agents and unfavorable environments can be increasingly useful
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to educational specialists. These molar beltvioral studies have special utility
since they are done in relation to activities (job-contexts) that are impor-
tant to man, highlight the necessity of including human behavior as a vari-
able in toxic and drug effect investigations and support the need to use
human performance as one of the principal bases for setting standards for
environmental quality.

(b) The Psychopharmacology of Everyday Life. What Murphree, et al
(1967), have called "... the psychopharmacology of everyday life, the

study of the effects of numerous drugs with which people dose themselves,
often chronically for many years, often without or even against medical
advice, often for no discernible medical reason" must necessarily be a con-
comitant consideration in any investigation that studies contemporary man.
This variable is of equal importance whether we study him in his terrestrial
or extra-terrestrial habitats or in the context of the manifold occupations
he may choose to earn'his livelihood. We generally find in his medicine,
liquor or kitchen cabinets the types of drugs reported in this review: ethyl
alcohol, aspirin and related compounds, antihistamines, various tranquilizers
or antianxiety drugs, stimulants such as canine, pure or in tea or coffee,
and amphetamine, tobacco and a host of others. We also must include the
ubstances over which he has little or no control. The toxic as well as the

life supporting gases that are found in his natural or artificial atmospheres
and the harmful or nutrient substances that are dissolved in the food he
ingests or the water he drinks. If the first order effect of the psychophar-
macology of everyday life is ignored, second order studies on the behav-
ioral effects of toxic substances and drugs can yield only questionable if
not meaningless results. What effect the promiscuous use of drugs and
prolonged habitation in a polluted environment will have, not only on
performance, but on the more fundamental process of learning, is an in-
triguing question. It may become a requirement within the field of group
and individual testing to standardize test instruments on populations de-
scribed both in conventional terms such as age, sex, intelligence, etc., and
equally important, on the psychopharmacology of their everyday life.

(c) Behavioral Effects .Associated with Small Doses of Carbon Monox-
ide. The work by Schulte (1969) and Beard and Wertheim (1967) is of
special significance to this conference. These researchers dared to investi-
gate the effects of concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) below 100
parts per million (100 ppm), an air quality standard that had long become
frozen into common usage. Although it had been repeatedly stated that
below this level there are no perceptible physiological effects, they under-
took the exploration of this region looking for subtle behavioral changes
and found them. In Schulte's study, the effects of exposures for varying
lengths of time to an atmosphere containing 100 ppm of carbon monoxide
were measured in a group of 49 healthy men between 25 and 55 years of
age. This exposure produced levels of carboxyhemoglobin in the blood of
the subjects ranging from 0 to 20.4%.
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Impairment of function due to carbon monoxide occurred earliest in the
higher centers of the central nervous system in that area (or areas) of the
brain which controls some of the cognitive and psychomotor abilities. Im-
pairment was detectable at levels of carboxyhemoglobincbelow 5%. and the
degree of impairment increased with increasing concentration of the car-
boxyhemoglobin in the blood. Subjective symptoms did not occur nor were
any physiological activities affected at levels of carboxyhemoglobin below
20%. Thus, alteration can and does occur at much lower levels of carboxy-
hemoglobin than those which are necessary to produce subjective symp-
toms or alter physiological signs. Furthermore, the degree of alteration in
psychological abilities may be quite profound before any clinical signs or
subjective symptoms are elicited. For example, there was a tenfold increase
in number of errors in choice discrimination when the level of carboxy-
hemoglobin in the blood reached 20%.

Table C gives the number of observations, the mean levels of response, the
ranges of response, and the correlation coefficients between the particular mea-
surement for each of these activities and the level of carbon monoxide in the
blood. A graphic depiction of the results is illustrated in Figure 5-IC.

Table 5-1C - Mean of test response at each carboxyhemoglobin level

COHgb% No. of
Observat'ns

Response Errors

Letter Color

Plural
Noun
Time

Arithmetic

Time
(Sec) Errors

Crossing

Time
(Sec) Errors

0.00 64 9.1 8.4 166 778 3.7 91 1.85

1.0 2 7.0 1.0 147 932 6.3 91 2.50

2.0 5 5.6 7.0 154 759 4.1 107 2.33

3.0 14 10.0 9.8 178 790 5.7 92 2.60

4.0 4 10.5 12.5 184 644 5.0 81 3.00

5.0 9 17.3 19.5 176 807 4.9 124 5.69

6.0 1 6.0 7.0 170 776 4.5 149 3.67

7.0 12 20.2 20.8 165 787 3.6 109 2.20

8.0 3 21.0 25.6 252 902 5.3 162 3.60

9.0 3 28.0 28.6 202 840 2.5 72 9.00

10.0 8 22.5 24.2 199 963 7.4 144 4.70

11.0 5 18.2 21.4 207 835 4.6 152 2.83

13.0 6 23.0 33.3 216 1,039 3.2 107 3.25

14.0 6 30.0 32.6 226 944 6.5 148 5.50

15.0 7 38.6 37.9 237 1,110 4.3 158 3.13

16.0 10 41.2 41.9 235 835 6.0 220 3.75

17.0 2 32.0 36.0 222 - -
18.0 5 38.6 43.2 244 1,064 6.2 233 6.80

19.Cr 2 - - - 1,015 6.0 299 8.00

20.0 2 70.0 83.5 208 - - -
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Figure 5-1C. Effects of Mild Carbon Monoxide Intoxication on Psychomotor
Abilities (After Schulte 1963)
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Beard and Wertheim (1967) decided that improvement was needed in
the methods of setting standards of air quality. In establishing such stand-
ards, they proposed that the effect of various pollutants upon human per-
formance should be considered. Toward this end, the effects of exposure to
carbon monoxide upon the ability of 18 young adults, U.S. Army Person-
nel, to discriminate short intervals of time were studied. Deterioration of
performance was observed. This occurred after 90 minutes at 50 ppm, and
at proportionately shorter times after exposure to higher concentrations up
to 250 ppm. The value of using a behavioral parameter to elicit impairment
associated with small doses of a noxious agent was confirmed.

The results from their two studies obviously do not justify the immedi-
ate establishment of new air quality standards or threshold limit values, see
Figure 5-2C for carbon monoxide values. Also, considerably more study is
required before the significance of performance decrements they identified
which are associated with low concentrations of CO, is fully understood.
However, their work does point out the necessity to include studies on the
effects of toxic agents on both simple and complex patterns of behavior as
well as to apply experimental methods and techniques from the behavioral
sciences: (a) to assist us in understanding the mechanism of their toxic
action, (b) to generate data which may ultimately provide a more rational
basis for setting safer standards of environmental quality, and (c) to help us
in evaluating the effects of noxious agents upon man's capacity to both
learn and to perform important psychomotor tasks.

The graph in Figure 5.2C shows the effects of carbon monoxide on man
as functions of concentration and exposure time. Milder effects are shown
as a lightly shaded band of exposure times on concentrations, while dan-
gerous or lethal times and concentrations at grouped in the heavily shaded
band. The solid lines are the exposure limits set by the military services for
aircraft. The point marked at 0.05% (CO 50 ppm) and 480 minutes is the
current Threshold Limit Value (TLV) for 8 hours-a-day exposure.

(d) Hypoxia and the Altitude Equivalence of Drugs. McFarland's (1963)
gross summary of the behavioral and psychomotor changes (ranging from
deterioration in the quality of complex coordination at 10,000 feet to loss
of simple coordination at 17,000 feet) associated with reductions in oxy-
genation of the blood highlights man's problem in functioning in the aero-
space vehicles' environment. Because of recognized human susceptibility to
extremes of altitudes, builders of aerospace systems design within their
environmental subsystems so that man will not be exposed to environments
that may be physiologically damaging or physically painful, or contribute
in any way to a reduction of his motivation and alertness, or lead to
impairment of critical or safe operational performance.

The tissues we implicated as being the physiological bases for psycho-
motor performance, those of the central nervous system, particularly the
brain and eyes, cannot function without oxygen. Since the only oxygen
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stored by the body is what is actually being transported by the blood,
oxygen breathing systems for aircraft must be furnished. It is these systems
that make human flight and functions possible and less hazardous at other-
wise impractical altitudes.

Even though provisions are made to protect man in space from environ
mental conditions outside the limits of his tolerance, he can still jeopardize
his ability to survive or to use his faculties in operating his aircraft by
deliberately or accidentally effecting changes in his own internal environ-
ment (see Wilks and Clark, 1959). The information presented on carbon
monoxide by Hagen-Schmit (1965) and Allan and Allard (1961), alcohol
by Harper and Albers (1964), McFarland (1953); McFarland and Forbes
(1936) and Haldane and Priestly (1935) and smoking by Parmeggani and
Gilordi (1952) and McFarland (1944) clearly indicates that these agents
affect pilot performance by producing hypoxia, the general term denoting
underoxygenation of body tissues from any cause. Alcchol produces this
effect through respiratory depression while CO and smoking (which pro-
duces CO as a byproduct) form an abnormal compound in the blood,
carboxyhemoglobin, which reduces the oxygen carrying capacity of the
blood. Goren's 1966 study to test the hypothesis that alcohol could affect
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the uptake of CO in humans, possibly producing an effect more toxic than
either alone fortunately was nonsupporting.

A significant implication for the performance or training of psycho-
motor tasks at sea level is that each of the substances discussed above has
an altitude equivalence. For example, inhaling the smoke of three cigarettes
at sea level can be equivalent of functioning at an altitude of 8,000 feet.
Reiman and Crow (1969) conducted studies. in which Ss performed two
types of vigilance tasks a: a simulated altitude of either 2,000 feet or 8,000
feet. Their results supported other findings that acute exposure to a simu-
lated altitude of 8,000 feet impairs learning of a new task. Lilienthal and
Fugitt (1946) specifically demonstrated the altitude equivalency of CO.
The successful search for a drug that will aid accomodation to altitude may
ultimately mitigate the altitude equivalence effect which can handicap the
inveterate smoker. Although work by Cain and Dunn (1965) and (1966)
suggested that the drug acetazolamide might aid accommodation to alti-
tude, studies by Hartman and Phelps (1968) yielded no substantial evidence
to support use of the drug for this purpose.

(e) A Partial List of Representative Behavioral Drugs. Table 5-2C (from
Boren, 1966) is included because it represents an excellent summary of the
important psychotropic drugs; that is, those with a psychological effect.
Although the table covers many categories of behavioral drugs, this paper
has essentially centered on the following three classes of drug effects: (I)
Drugs having stimulant subjective and behavioral effects, (2) Drugs having
depressant or hypnotic behavioral effects, (3) Drugs having tranquilizing or
antianxiety behavioral effects. Tobacco really fits well in none, but right-
fully falls in all of the above classes, We shall therefore give it the recogni-
tion it deserves by labeling it as one of the oldest and most widely used
psychotropic drugs.

(1) Behavioral Studies and Setting Meaningful Standards of Air Quality,
As citizens, educational specialists must do their utmost to combat the
increase in air pollution and to support the many recommendations of the
Environmental Pollution Panel of the President's 1965 Science Advisory
Committee. One recommendation in particular for which their support as
educators, more so than citizens, is required, states that "... efforts
(should) be increased to establish the scientific bases upon which standards
of environmental quality can be set." Among the "scientific .bases" which
can be considered in setting standards of environmental quality, evaluation
of the effects of pollutants upon man's capacity to perform important
tasks is unquestionably of prime importance to training.

This review contains convincing evidence of the deleterious effects that
drugs and atmospheric toxic agents can have on complex human behavior
in either artificial or natural environments. Educators involved in the

psychomotor domain must insist that behavioral studies along with more
classical physiological studies be used to provide data which may ultimately
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Table 5-2C. A Partial List of Representative Behavioral Drugs' (From
Boren, 1966)

I. Stimulants
d-amphetamine (Dexedrine)
methamphetamine (Methe-

drine and others)
methylphenidate (Rita lin)
Pipradrol (Meratran)

Antidepresants
A. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors

iproniazid (Marsilid)
isocarboxazid (Marp lan)
nialimid (Niamid)
pheneizine (Nardil)

B. Other antidepressants
amitryptaline (Elavil)
imipramine (Tofranil)

IV.

III. Depressants
A. Tranquilizers

1. Phenothiazine derivatives V.
chlorpromazine (Thorazine)
fluphenazine (Permatil or

Prolixin)
perphenazine (Trilafon)
prochlorperazine (Com-

pazine)

thioridazine (Mellaril)
trifluoperazine (Stelazine)

2. Rauwolfia alkaloide
reserpine

3. Muscle relaxants
meprobamate (Miltown

or Equanil)
chlordiazepoxide (Librium)

B. Barbiturate hypnotics
pentobarbital (Nembutal)
phenobarbital (Lumina!)
secobarbital (Seconal)
thiopental (Pentathal)

Antichoiinergics
atropine
benactyzine (Suavitil)
benztropine (Cogentin)
methantheline (Banthine)
scopolamine

Hallucinogens
lysergic acid diethylamide

(LSD)
mescaline

VI, Analgesics
meperidine (Demerol)
morphine

1The generic name of the drug is given first, and the trade name appears second
in parenthesis.
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provide a basis, for setting meaningful standards of air quality as well as an
understanding of both gross and subtle behavioral effects of air pollutants.
Also they should recommend that these behavioral studies be done in rela-
tion to job activities which arc important for man or to segments of real-
life activities (rather than abstract laboratory tasks) to ensure that results
can be readily transferred and utilized in the world of vocational training.

(g) Drugs and Toxic Agents of Greatest Concern in Vehicle Operation,
Aviation and General Use. Some of the medications mentioned by Dille
and Mohler (1969) of greatest use and concern in general aviation include:

nalgesics. Acetyl salicylic acid (Aspirin) is used more often than any
other. over-the-counter drug. Toxic effects though rare are almost always
associated with large doses. An example, related to psychomotor perfor-
mance. is a reduced tolerance to hypoxia, mostly because of an increase in
body metabolic rate.

Antihistamines. Undesirable behavioral effects of these drugs include
drowsiness. inattention, confusion, mental depression, dizziness, decreased
vestibular function and impaired depth perception. The combined (synergis-
tic) effects of alcohol and antihistamines cause greatly impaired efficiency
and judgment.

Motion Sickness Medications. All of these readily accessible compounds
have sufficient side effects to limit their use: drowsiness, dizziness, blurred
vision. In combination with alcohol they severely depress the central ner-
vous system (CNS).-

Amphetamines. These are cerebral stimulants which diminish a sense of
fatigue or delay its onset tending to force the body beyond its natural
capacities. Over-dosage is reported to produce nervousness, impaired judg-
ment and euphoria.

Tranquilizers and Sedatives. These substances have measurable effects on
alertness, judgment, efficiency and over-all performance. They are generally
prescribed without due concern for the patients occupation and may cause
severe unsuspected depressant effects in combination with alcohol.

McFarland and Moseley's (1954) work, which was cited extensively in
the body of the review, leaves no doubt as to the critical relationship
between alcohol, tobacco and drugs and driver performance. The effect of
these agents is briefly summarized below:

Alcohol. Contrary to popular belief its action on the nervous system is
that of a depressant rather than a stimulant. Heavy imbibers manifest
poorer performance in muscular skill, sensory acuity, memory judgment,
and other psychological functions.

Tobacco. Excessive smoking may significantly influence a 'driver's night
vision since a distinct rise in the visual threshold can occur after each
cigarette. Although various experiments have shown little effect of tobacco
on complex psychological and mental functions, the impairment of night
vision is especially significant for night driving since dim illumination
poses such a strain or visual functions.

Other Drugs. (a) Bromides and barbiturates: sleepinducing drugs which.
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may continue to have an effect, i.e., an inhibitory action on the CNS,
beyond the period of sleep, (b) Antibiotics: streptomycin, as an example,
may produce reactions such as loss of balance, dizziness, ringing in the ears
and deafness, (c) Dramamine and Antihistamines: give rise to drowsiness,
(d) Caffeine: stimulates the CNS, (e) Benzedrine: markedly stimulates the
CNS resulting in elevation of mood, euphoria, decreased ability to concen-
trate and sleeplessness.

The results of an investigation by Heimstra. Bancroft, and Dekock
(1967) on the effects of smoking upon driver performance showed no
significant differences between smokers and nonsmokers in the various
measures involved in a driving device. However, deprived smokers showed
significantly more tracking errors and vigilance errors than subjects in other
groups and data from a mood scale indicated increased feelings of aggression
in the deprived smoker and nonsmoker groups, but not in the smoker
group. The authors review of other studies dealing with the effects of
smoking on psychomotor performance indicated that the typical initial ef-
fect of tobacco appears to be a decrease in precision of finely coordinated
movements, a decrease in overall efficiency and either an increase or de-
crease in speed and the number of errors, depending on the form of to-
bacco and its mode of administration.

Murphee, et al (1965), whose studies of the quantitative electroence-
phalographic effects of smoking revealed it to be a stimulant rather than a
tranquilizer, received indirect support for this conclusion from question-
naire findings. In the latter survey, Heimstra, Allusi and Adams found that
a large percentage of Ss queried increased their smoking to alleviate or
counteract fatigue *during long driving sessions.

The Katz and Forbes (1957) review on the effects of analeptics con-
cluded that, in general, the results of small doses of compounds such as
Dexedrine under proper usage appear beneficial, although certain cautions
and limitations are definitely indicated. Their primary concern was that
there were relatively few field studies which reported beneficial results
especially on attitude and prevention of decrement from fatigue. Most of
these so-called field studies made measurements in the laboratory after field
performance or else simulated the field performance in the laboratory.
They echoed the concern of the industry representatives to this conference
in their observation that apparently very few actual studies of drug effects
involving practical tasks, such as the performances which are critical in the
complicated behavior required for automobile driving, are routinely carried
out in the field of drug research.

Gansien, Balke, Nalge and Phillips, (1964) completed an investigation
predicated on the basis: (a) that drugs used for general therapeutic pur-
poses, such as the tranquilizers of the meprobamate group may affect the
work capacity of normal Ss: (b) that certain drugs, considered as aide to
heart function, may materially alter the working capacity of normal Ss; (c)
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that the biological effects of the drugs under investigation were such that
their use should be indicated or contra-indicated for persons in certain
occupations who might be subject to extensive physical demands. The au-
thors felt that the untoward, affects of Equanil, the tranquilizer, contra-
indicated the use of meprobomates in general because of their sedative
effects and the extent of the vasomotor system depression they produce.
The caffeine - metrazol combination and Recordil both improved working
capacity. However, Recordil made the subject feel subjectively "keyed up"
for about 12 hours after ingestion. and also produced belated faint anginal
sensations of short duration. The caffeine - metrazol combination appeared
to be a closer approximation to the ideal anti-fatiguing medication. i.e., one
which would enhance working capacity without noticeable psychological
side effects. Benzedrine and other amphetamine compounds were not
judged acceptable. The authors concluded that these compounds unques-
tionably have potent psychic energizing effects, but the apparent improve-
ments in working capacity with these substances are more often the result
of motivational factors than physiological improvement.

Lastly, toxic agents studied in considerable detail, particularly for their
physiological effects, included oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monox-
ide. Oxygen toxicity was well verified in men who had breathed high
concentrations of oxygen at normal pressures; pulmonary oxygen toxicity
can also be a problem in flight. High concentrations of oxygen act princi-
pally on the lungs and the central nervous system. Central nervous system
effects consist of confusion, irritation and even convulsions (see McFarland
(1953) and Haldanne and Priestly (1935)).

Carbon dioxide in relatively low concentrations causes subjective reac-
tions, principally a feeling of suffo;ation. High concentrations may cause
depression of higher centers evidenced as confusion, loss of consciousness or
even convulsions (Gibbons, Franklin, Jones and Warns ley (1969) and Schae-
fer (1961)).

Carbon monoxide toxicity quite obviously has been extensively studied
and its effect reasonably established; see Roth, Teichner and Mirachi
(1968). All evidence indicates that its only biological effects are those
resulting from oxygen transport. The time-concentration relationships for
carbon monoxide are well known. Levels for community air pollution have
been set for carbon monoxide and reflect recognition that persons who are
heavy smokers or who have impaired cardiorespiratory physiology are espe-
cially susceptible. There is a paucity of data for the effects of concentra-
tions of carbon monoxide below 100 ppm since it is stated that below this
level there are no perceptible physiological effects. Recent explorations,
Schulte (1963) and Beard and Wertheim (1967), of this region have un-
covered subtle behavioral changes in both animals and humans. Although
these findings are important, much remains to be done before the signifi-
cance of performance decrements associated with low concentrations of CO is
fully understood.
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(h) Theoretical Implications. Miescher-Rusch in 1885 attributed an an-
gelic role to carbon dioxide when he stated "... over the oxygen supply of
the body. .carbon dioxide spreads its protecting wings." Since that time a
number of physiologists have either again suggested or demonstrated that
carbon dioxide does indeed partially protect the body from the effects of
hypoxia. It is our contention that within the world of the behavioral sci-
ences the "zeitgeist" is right for a comparable statement. Paraphrasing the
beautiful prose of Miescher-Rusch it could be stated: Over the learned skills
within the organism, the mechanism of overlearning not only increases the
resistance of these skills to forgetting, but also reduces their susceptibility
to drug influences (and to effects of environmental factors, as pointed out
elsewhere in this paper). There is no question that the Miescher-Rusch
statement alone will survive if only on its literary merit. But, another look
at the data does lend some credence to our badly worked bit of prbse.

Recapitulating, support for the statement is found in several of the
studies previously discussed. The Chiles, Alluisi and Adams (1968) study
for example, in which Donnatal (an antispasmotic) and Chloropheniramine
(an antihistamine) were administered to "over-trained" Ss, indicated no
drug effect. The authors state they recognized from the beginning that the
dosages of the two drugs were marginal in terms of producing a measurable
effect on performance, but were consistent with the need to determine the
effects of ingestion of typical amounts of the drugs in question. The other
factor that the investigators assumed tended to minimize the possible ef-
fects of DonnaZal and Chloropheniramine was that they were "highly tra-
ined" for their "jobs." In line with our hypothesis, we would take only
minor issues with the authors' explanations. Their result would appear
equally explainable by positing that the overlearning and not the "typical
amounts of the drugs" ingested was primarily responsible for their benign
effect.

In an experiment by Kelman and Crow (1967), Ss performed two types
of vigilance tasks at a simulated altitude of 2,000 ft. or 8,000 ft. With the
easier test there was no significant difference between performance at
2,000 ft. and at 8,000 ft. With a more difficult test, the Ss initial perfor-
mance was significantly worse for the hypoxic group, compared with the
control group at 2,000 ft. However, when both groups became familiar
with the test, i.e., overlearned it, the differences was not statistically signi-
ficant. In this case, it could be said that the mechanism of overlearning
counteracted the deleterious effects of hypoxia.

Finally, in a study by Gibbons, Franklin, Jones and Wamsley (1969)
whose purpose was to evaluate performance of a complex psychomotor
task during exposure to 38 mm Hg PCO2 in air at sea level, there was no
apparent degradation in the Ss' ability to perform a primary task consisting
of a motor response to a visual stimulus. However, there was indication of
degradation in the performance of a secondary task. If we assume that the
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primary task was the better learned of the two tasks, the results are explic-
able within the framework of our hypothesis.

In brief then, increased mastery of psychomotor skills would appear to
trigger some type of internal mechanism that reduces their vulnerability to
hostile external environments, or to.drugs. In the case of drugs, it could be
hypothesized that this effect could apply to classes of medicinals that
tended to either enhance or degrade performance. The practical significance
of the former inference is clear: if highly trained Ss are resistant to the
enhancement effects of drugs, their use for enhancement purposes is both
wasteful and inefficient. The relationship between drugs that degrade per-
formance and the mechanism of overlearning will be examined later in this
discussion.

If a skill is not oveflearned, is it possible that drugs in therapeutic doses
could serve to either enhance or have no demonstrable affect on perfor-
mance? Astronaut Cooper's frequently referred to ride from space may fit
the criteria for enhancement of a moderately complex skill which no
amount of simulation practize could develop into a completely automatic
response habit, i.e., reentry occurs too infrequently in the life of an astro-
naut to become a completely automatic response.

Cooper did use 5 mg. of amphetamine as a psychic energizer during his
last orbit and his subsequent near perfect reentry and landing could be
considered a textbook description of one of its uses: to enhance perfor-
mance under moderately high task demands. Its effective use also served to
accelerate a wide range of drug research to prevent, mitigate, or compen-
sate for other mental and physical deteriorations that might occur in space.
Table 5-3C represents the first approximation of a program subsequently
presented.

This table from Schmidt (1965) summarizes the special indications for
drugs at the varibts,,.flight stages, the general nature of the drugs to be
considered, the -purposb of such medication, and some of the undesirable
effects which could be anticipated according to information then available.
The final column of the Table identified the type of simulation in which
the studies could be carried out. Because of the pressure of time, removing
the causes of the physical and mental deterioration noted in Cooper's flight
through engineering advances was not possible. An appropriate medicine
chest; however, did evolve as an acceptable alternative and contributed
immeasurably to the success of the Apollo flights.

Performance decrement as a residual effect of secobarbital was reported
by McKinzie and Elliott (1965). Their results demonstrated that 200 mg.
(3 gr.) of secobarbital produced significant decrement in a simulated pilot-
age task 10 hours after ingestion and this effect persisted throughout the
12 hour "mission." Furthermore, this amount of secobarbital both delayed
and attenuated the effect of d-amphetamine given during the "flight" to
combat fatigue.
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Hartman and McKenzie (1966) wished to confirm the previously ob-
served effect of 3 gr. but without the complications of an extended mission
and the use of d-amphetamine as a stimulant. The study appeared to clarify
the "hangover" effect of secobarbital. reported in the earlier study, relating
it to dosage. The "hangover" effect is characterized by degraded perfor-
mance and subjective feelings of lack of coordination and sleepiness, see
Figure 5-3C and Figure 5-4C. With 3.0 gr. of secobarbital these effects were
seen 10 hours after drug ingestion and persisted for a considerable length
of time. These findings were remarkably consistent with those of the pre-
vious study in which degraded performance was present, throughout the
entire 12 hours "mission." No degradation in performance occurred from
the administration of 11/2 gr. of the drug, Figure 5-3C.

Since the therapeutic dose of 11/2 gr. of secobarbital had no effect on
performance, can we not assume that the principle we have espoused, i.e.,
the moderation of impairment (in this case of a CNS depressant) by an
overlearning mechanism, was conclusively demonstrated by the result?
However, some 10 hours after ingestion of 3.0 grains of secobarbital. de-
graded psychomotor performance was a pronounced residual effect. Could
it be that the double dose produced marked impairment because the skill
had been inadequately learned? More specifically, is it possible that the
relevant skill had not been learned to a criteria that would invoke the
overlearning mechanism to serve as a countermeasure against the more po-
tent depressant?

The Tang and Rosenstein (1967) study provides, in part, additional sup-
port for our general hypothesis. Both alcohol and dramamine alone, respec-
tively, had no or small performance decreases. Their combination, however,
produced much larger performance decrements. Perhaps the skill had not
been sufficiently learned to resist the synergistic effect? That a combina-
tion of alcohol with Dramamine, a common anti-motion sickness remedy,
produced much larger performance decrements than each alone has serious
practical implications. As Dramamine is a relatively short acting drug (34
hours), other long-acting CNS depressant drugs when combined with al-
cohol could produce much longer and serious performance decrements,
with serious resultant consequences, in all types of users, especially ground
vehicle and aircraft operators.

Extrapolating from our data, is it possible that principles similar to
those we have just discussed affect the general use of drugs in the commu-
nity'? For example, the driver of 25 years who habitually drinks may be
intoxicated but still gets his car home. The socialite on a diet of "pep-pills"
and "dolls" may tempt fate with her driving for years but still reaches her
destination safely. We ask: Is not the mechanism of overlearning in these
cases spreading its protective wings?

The basis for still another hypothesis would appear to come from
Howard's (1965) test of a new central stimulant, 5-pheny1-2-itnino-4-oxo-
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oxozoliddne. In therapeutic dosage, the stimulant significantly reduced the
impairment that had developed in a vigilance task and was actually more
effective when the level of impairment was higher. Progressively higher
doses, however, had less effect on the impairment and eventually accentu-
ated the condition.

An explanation of these results can be given if we adopt the point of
view that the human organism is essentially a data processor and ascribe to
the new stimulant some of the known properties of existing stimulants. We
will choose amphetamine as our model since it is known to be capable of
enhancing performance under moderately high task demands, an effect the
new drug displayed in Howards's study. Returning to the paradigm of the
human as a data processor, it could be said that moderate doses of the
stimulant ensured optimal functioning of the human data processing mecha-
nism by not exceeding the channel capacity of the human processor.

Why then did we experience performance decrement with progressively
higher doses of the new stimulant? The explanation may be this: the decre-
ment in performance that occurs could simply be a function of input
queuing and channel capacity limitations in the human. Higher doses of the
drug in question have the effect of speeding up the data processing. Next,
queuing results because of channel capacity limitations in the organism.
Queuing, in turn, produces decrements in performance as a result of short-
term storage, i.e., inputs are lost while awaiting data processing.

The hypothesis may be completely invalid but still have considerable
pragmatic value. The amphetimines, for whatever reason, should be given in
moderate doses if they are being administered to enhance either cognitive
or psychomotor performance. Massive doses of the drug, beside§ causing
toxic physiological effects, can be expected to exacerbate rather than to
enhance human performance.

The study by Johnston (1968) also had interesting theoretical implica-
tions for enhancing psychomotor performance that merits a special review.
Johnston's experiment suggested that tobacco smoking degrades vision; or
stated in a more positive manner, that habitual smokers who reduce their
smoking or abstain from smoking may markedly increase the size of their
visual field (i.e., peripheral acuity) and improve their search performance.
To the military pilot who smokes, the training he receives in search per-
formance may be negated in part by his smoking. When search performance
must be learned or proficiency in this skill maintained as part of any task,
gains completely independent of the training situation, selection of the
trainee, or choice of a training device may be effected by manipulating an
external variable such as smoking. The gain in performance brought about
by the cessation of smoking is a bonus pure and simple, brought about in
the most cost-effective manner possible; an overlay on top of gains nor-
mally produced by the above and other costlier procedures, e.g., human
engineering, maintainability, etc.
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The pharmacological future as it relates to performance enhancement is
bright. With adequate research, we may be on the threshold of legitimately
recommending for use drugs that could greatly augment human intrinsic
capacities. The tragedy of our times is that our eager young people seem
unable to wait for future research to catch up to their present need and
have filled the vacuum by resorting to self-experimentation. Accelerated
research in the area of behavioral pharmacology may be an expedient
means of solving not only the social problems associated with promiscuous
drug use but also the technological problem of finding safe effective drugs
that can be judiciously used to enhance human performance.
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Section D. Task Loading: A Way Of Viewing Systems Opera-
tor Performance

I. introduction

In the context of the aerospace industry, the definition of the tasks in
which aircraft and space vehicle operators and maintenance personnel must
engage, and the time in which these tasks must be accomplished, constitute
a major segment of the activities of the human factors specialist. Further, a
substantial research and development effort is directed to methods of re-
ducing high, or impossible task loads. The subjects of this R&D effort
include improvement in the information and control interfaces between
man and the equipment he is operating, improved allocation of tasks
among crewmen, improved selection and training of personnel, and in-

creased automation. One effect of this considerable attention to the "task
loading" problem has been development of a point of view with respect to
the psychomotor effectiveness of operators, which we are calling the task
loading view. We believe this view may be useful in a much broader con-
text than system operation and maintenance, and for this reason present it
to Instructional Media specialists for their consideration.

To illustrate high task loading, a segment of a relatively objective instru-
ment developed by the Human Resources Research Office in the late 50's
for measuring helicopter pilot flight proficiency is presented in Figure
5-ID, taken from Greer, Smith and Hatfield (1959). Check pilots, riding
with the student, recorded the selected elements of the student's perfor-
mance on this form, as the student performed. The entire sequence, from
initiation of "final turn" at the bottom of the record sheet, to "termina-
tion of hover" at the Panel, required an average of 12 to 15 seconds. Each
element represents an action or composite of actions to be performed by
the student during the maneuver, and occupies fully both hands and feet,
as well as visual and auditory capabilities. But task loading in this context
is not only the number of tasks the pilot must engage in of course. It is

the skill and efficiency with which he accomplishes them. For the early
student, the load far exceeds his task handling capacity. For the instructor,
his capacity equals or exceeds the task load under almost all conditions.
This is one way of viewing level of training and skill. Broadening this task
loading view, and taking it as in integrating concept, a variety of factors
impacting on psychomotor performance effectiveness can be taken into
account. 1hese factors include, in addition to the individual's inherent abil-
ity and the skills he has acquired through training: his physical and mental
state during performance; the environment in which he is performing; the
adequacy of the operator equipment interfaces he must perform with; and
the number, complexity and compatibility of tasks required of him in a
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Figure 5-1D Sample Record Sheet From 1958 Version of the Intermediate PPDR
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finite time period. Each of these factors may be described. in terms of their
impact on task handling capacity of the individual as he performs.

2. Summary and Implications for Instructional Media

With this task loading point of view in mind, the following generaliza-
tions are offered, in the context of the psychomotor domain, with the
suggestion that they may apply to the broader instructional context.

We may assume that the instructional process imposes an additional task
on the student of attending to, interpreting and applying directions from
his instructor, on top of the task load capacity limitation due to his under-
developed skins. Thus, in the learning of complex psychomotor skills, in
which the student must perform part or all of them at the same time he is
being instructed, it is all important to recognize that instruction is actually
imposing an additional task load, which may very well be the first task
element which is dropped out as the overload necessitates the student's
reducing the scope of tasks he handles.

When a student is learning to operate a piece of equipment (aircraft, car
machine tools, etc.). and there are identifiable deficiencies in the man-
equipment interface, these deficiencies should be identified prior to devel-
oping the training curriculum. Then they should become the topic of spe-
cial emphasis, or separate part-task training, in planning and executing the
training program. An example of a serious equipment deficiency is the
combination of the RPM indicator and the RPM control in the light ob-
servation helicopter of the late 50's and early 60's. The range within which
RPM must be controlled is very narrow, and this range was difficult to read
on the instrument due to instrument design. To compound the problem,
the RPM control involved a complex, non-linear control action in relation
to the actual change effected in RPM. As a result, it was estimated training
was increased by at least 10 flight hours due to this man-machine interface
deficiency. This type of problem should be identified and singled out for
special attention in the development and execution of the training program.

A corollary to the interface deficiency problem described above is the
fact that, where possible, both training and performance requirements
should be among the major factors impacting on the design of the man-
machine interfaces of new systems. Undoubtedly, the added helicopter
student training costs (at a minimum of $35 per hour), to say nothing of
lost equipment and unnecessary washouts, far exceed the costs that would
have been associated with the relatively simple fixes required for the RPM
indik.ator and control.

Frames of reference used to judge trainee proficiency during and at the
end of training should be standard, or confusioz. and unnecessary self de-
preciation on the student's part may severely impede training progress. This
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is particularly important. and most difficult to accomplish, in training of
complex psychomotor skills.

The degree to which evaluative frames of reference can vary from indi-
vidual to individual is dramatically indicated in Table 5-ID, in which the
average of the error percentages over ten or twenty rides is presented for
each of six check pilots, two of which helped build the special evaluation
system illustrated in Figure 5-ID. The other four were only partially
trained in its use. Note that Pilot 3 attended little to pedal and ground
track control, but was big on altitude control, whereas Pilot 4 worked
pedals and ground track hard, and attended little to altitude. In the devel-
opment of the application of this check ride- system, these types of data
helped improve both instructor and check pilot standardization. Without
such standardization, student confusion and loss of confidence as well as
much wasted training time results. Improving standardization of evaluative
frames of reference apparently improved training effectiveness significantly
in the helicopter training program.

Trainee fatigue can be interpreted as reducing his task load handling
capacity, and as such is an important factor for the instructor and the
training program scheduling to take into consideration. Failure' to do so
will rJsult in wasted training time at the least, and possible proficiency
regression due to poor mental attitude or conviction of inadequacy on the
part of the trainee.

Among the many media considerations possible for informational trans-
fer between man and the system he is operating, use of auditory displays in
lieu of, or as supplements to, visual displays may substantially increase the
operator's task load handling capacity. The same considerations, that is

taking advantage of each of the sensory media for appropriate information
transmission, may also apply to training.

This point is made well in a series of studies by Hodgson (1966) in
which relative effectiveness of visual versus auditory versus visual-plus-
auditory presentation of flip( control information was evaluated with re-
spect to both flight control efficiency and external visual search. The sum-
mary data is presented in Figure 5-2D. The two graphs on the left side of
the figure represent tracking (flight control) efficiency. The three dots in
the upper left quadrant of these two graphs represent subject performance
with the three methods of control information display, when the subjects
were tracking only (no simultaneous search) on their last training day. The
graphic data represents what happened to their tracking efficiency when
they were required to both track and search. Note that the same relative
order (Audio + Visual best, then Visual then Audio) obtained but that
over-all tracking efficiency in both vertical (controlling nose altitude) and
horizontal (controlling directional altitude) degraded between 4 and 9 per-
centage points when the search task was added. Of particular interest,
however, are the effects of the three display modes on Search performance,
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Table 5-1D. Mean Percentage of Errors Recorded for Selected Items and
Mean Over-All Scores by Check Pilots for the Intermediate
PPDR's, 1957

PPDR
Experts

1 2

Check Pilots

PPDR-Oriented

3 4 5 6

Number of Rides 20 20 10 10 10 10

Mean Percentage of All Errors
Possible fort :

Pedals 21 19 5 29 17 20
RPM 37 37 10 36 36 17

Air Speed 38 47 21 33 38 25
Altitude 26 22 19 9 14 8
Ground Track 15 13 5 24 15 11

Mean PPDR Item-Weighted Score 75 74 85 72 76 83

Traditional Grade2 40 30 100 0 30 60

1These scales constituted over half of the items on the PPDR.
2Based on the percentage of "average" and "above average" grades given.
Other options were "below average" and "unsatisfactory." The PPDR
was not referred to in assigning the traditional grades in 1957.
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represented in the right hand graph in Figure 5-2D. It appears that the
Auditory display relieved the visual mode sufficiently from the control task
to allow him to engage more effectively in search. The subjects, overall,
preferred the combined auditory-visual mode of control information pre-
sentation, stating that the auditory signal served as a warning, while they
were searching, that they should work their control task. They would then
use the visual display for rapid correction (which was easier and faster to
use than the auditory display), and once their control problem was worked,
they could revert to visual search with confidence. This represents a reason-
ably sound use of man's two primary information acquisition senses in a
complementary fashion, an objective all too seldom considered or met in
information presentation systems where the information rate is high.

The primary sensory mode. used both in performing and learning com-
plex psychomotor skills, is vision. A characteristic of visual capability
largely ignored primarily due to ignorance, is peripheral vision. In tasks
requiring acquisition of relatively small amounts of critical information
from a wide visual area in a limited time period, training directed to the
value and use of peripheral vision might increase task loading handling
capacity. Carefully planned programmatic research is necessary to further
clarify the application and value of this type of training emphasis.

Peripheral vision is defined as that visual capability outside of the "fo-
veal" area, the point on the retina with the highest acuity and subtending
approximately une degree of arc. This is presented schematically in Figure
5-3D, on which the relative visual acuity, as a function of displacement in
degrees from the fovea, is shown.

A study of Johnston (1965) was directed to the question of the role of
Peripheral acuity, out to a distance less than 15 degrees from the fovea, in
visual search. The motivating concern was that literally all practical mea-
sures of visual acuity are directed to foveal acuity only. She measured
fovea! and peripheral acuity of 36 subjects and asked them to participate in
a pair of timed search tasks. Despite a rather severe restriction in the range
of foveal acuity. a wide range of peripheral acuity was found and it was
shown to correlate significantly with search performance, particularly when
the display size for the search task was large, and when the search task was
for something different in a sea of sameness, (Pierson Product Moment
correlation of .49). Additionally, peripheral acuity was found to correlate
with the same subjects' scores on an Air Force Speed of Identification test
to the extent of -.50. Correlation with fovea! acuity was only .32, but this
is probably due in large part to the range restriction in fovea) acuity artiong
the subjects. These findings need further substantiation by well controlled,
programmatic research. but suggest that: (a) peripheral acuity should also
be measured as an indicator of visual effectiveness for selection purposes
and perhaps for identifying student problems attributable to visual defect,
and (b) training to attend to the information available in the periphery
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may well be a useful method of increasing the task load handling capability
of people engaged in acquiring and processing information from a wide
field. Learning to attend to the periphery to a greater degree may well be a
major factor in learning "speed reading" for example.

In this section, we have attempted to present and illustrate in a very
brief discussion a Task Loa-i point of view, which emphasizes the interac-
tion between the number of simultaneous tasks that are being imposed on
an individual in a finite time period, on the one hand, and the individual's
task load handling capacity, on the other. Regarding the number of tasks,
certain considerations may well render these tasks more difficult, such as
task incompatibility and poor man-equipment (i.e., display and control)
interfaces. Regarding the performing individual, his capacity may be influ-
enced greatly by his inherent abilities and characteristics, his level of train-
ing, his mental and physical state (due to amount of sleep, use of drugs,
etc.). and the environment in which he is performing. We find this point of
view useful in the Aerospace industry-human factors context, as a' means of
taking into account many factors when we are considering how to most
efficiently use man in a system. We offer it for consideration as a point of
view which might serve in the instructional context as well, since it appears
obvious that students are often task overloaded, as they are presented with
massive amounts of information which they are expected to integrate and
retain.
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Section E. Overview of Implications for Instructional Technology

In this section, we will attempt to extract implications for the instruc-
tional technologies which appear to be common to part or all of the
factors we have discussed. In so doing, we recognize that some of our
generalized implications go beycnd the data we have presented, and as such
should be considered suggestive, rather than scientifically valid.

First, and perhaps foremost, we offer the suggestion that the student
acquiring a psychomotor skill, particularly a complex skill, will suffer as
much or more from the effects of environmental stressors, toxic agents and
drugs, timelwork associated fatigue and task overload, as will personnel
already trained in the task. This is an important hypothesis, since the bulk
of studies we have found use subjects already trained to some degree in
their task. Some evidence for this view is provided in the data we have
presented, the most dramatic example of which is the comparison of highly
skilled pilot/astronauts versus relatively naive subjects engaged in a complex
performance under conditions of environmental stress. For the former, no
performance degradation was observed, whereas for the latter, significant
degradation became apparent.

If this hypothesis is a fact, then we can generalize more directly to the
learning context. The hypothesis probably holds for learning the more tra-
ditionally academic subjects as well, particularly for toxic agent and drug
effects. With this orientation in mind, then, the following generalizations
are offered:

I. When students are being trained in a complex psychomotor
skill that they are later to apply in an operational or real-
world setting, their subsequent performance will be affected
by the four factors we have discussed in large part to the
extent that they have substantially mastered, or "over-
learned," the task complex. The degree of mastery will be
reflected either by an absence, or by a delay over time in
onset, of performance degradation.
An important corollary of this generalization has direct impli-
cations for the instructional process. When the skill is being
acquired via a student-instructor interactive relationship under
conditions where environmental fatigue or other degrading
factors are present (such as in flight or automobile driver
training), the instructor may be relatively unaffected in terms
of his performance, while the trainee is substantially affected,
If the instructor is unaware of the differences in the effects
on him, as compared to the effects on the student, he may
attribute poor student performance to the wrong factors.

2. Complex psychomotor performance with highly cognitive ele-
ments (Le., with substantial information integration require-
ments), will be more affected by all of the factors we have
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discussed, except vibration and cold, than will the skills re-
quiring more straightfoward stimulus-response reactions, or
gross motor maneuvers. Vibration, on the other hand, impacts
most seriously on the gross motor responses, as well as expe-
diting onset of fatigue effects. Cold affects the performance of
the extremities, seriously at temperatures at or below the
mid-40's (F), though it appears not to affect the cognitive
tasks during relatively short exposures. Fine motor coordina-
tion of the fingers, for example, deteriorates seriously at these
low temperatures.

3. The physical condition of the subject can impact on perfor-
mance very significantly in terms of the effects of all of the
four factors, but is partiCularly evident in absence, or (Hay of
Onset, of effects of toxic agents and drugs, fatigue and en-
vironmental stressors.

4, When a complex psychomotor skill requires, in effect, simul-
taneous performance of a number of tasks, those less impor-
tant secondary and tertiary tasks will be degraded by effects
of environment, fatigue, toxic agents and drugs long before
the perceived "primary or most important tasks begin to
deteriorate. This generalization has implications for the design
of studies of effects of performance-degrading independent
variables, as well as for performance and acquisition of
psychomotor skills.

5. In acquiring psychomotor skills, an element of learning that is
often overlooked, appears to be the fact t).,at the subject
learns to adapt to the effects of certain en,irOnmental toxic
agent and drug stressors, such that his performance is subse-'
quently less degraded by the stressor. This should not be con-
sidered a panacea, of course, but is worthy of note, particu-
larly for vibration.
Evident throughout the domain of psychomotor performance
research has been the apparent effect of that ill defined and
difficult to manipulate factor we call motivation. Typically,
motivation is discussed tautologically, with good performance
generally being the basis fOr describing motivation as high,
with the conclusion that high motivation contributes to good
performance. The wealth of observations by researchers, in-
structors and students alike, however, of the impaet of the
"competitive spirit" or urgency to acquire perfection, on ac-
quisition of psychomotor skills cannot be ignored. We simply
wish to again emphasize that to the extent that the instruc-
tional technologies become adept at the art of motivation
management, their students will probably progress at -a far
greater rate. We feel ourselves, unqualified to elaborate further
on this difficult- topic.

Because the task loading section identified a number of highly specific
factors impacting on learning performance, these will be briefly summarized
here. Viewing the psychomotor performance acquisition process from the
task loading point of view we have selected the following factors as impact-
ing significantly on skill acquisition:
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1. In the instructor-student type of learning situation, the in-
structor should recognize that the intructional interchange it-
self is imposing an additional task on the student, with his
inadequately developed skills. Thus, the instructor 'should be
aware of when the student can attend to him and when he
cannot, He should make his points briefly, with a good com-
mand of the language and clear articulation, or the student
may turn him off "as an excess" to his task load.

1. Deficiencies in the man/equipment interfaces in a system a
student is learning to operate will add to his task load and
degrade his learning performance. These should at least be
recognized in developing the training curriculum, and in the
instructional process. When possible, both learning anus perfor-
mance considerations should impact on the design of these
interfaces.

3. Frames-of-reference used for performance evaluation may dif-
fer substantially among instructors and evaluators, particularly
for highly complex psychomotor tasks.To the extent that the
divergences in these performance standards are not resolved,
student confusion, wasted training time, and poor training will
result.

4. Visual and auditory .senses are generally a, fundamental ele-
ment of the performance, and of course the acquisition, of
complex psychomotor skills. Clearer recognition of the char-
acteristics of these sensor capabilities, and planning for their
appropriate use, can, in effect, reduce the task load require-
ment placed on the performer. Existing information about
these senses is sufficient to enhance performance if utilized.
However, to fully take advantage of the sensory capabilities,
substantially more information. particularly for the visual
sense, must be acquired through research programmed to this
end.

A two-fold factor of particular significance was brought out in our dis-
cussion of toxic and drug effects.

First, it is clear that the drugs in common use by the majority of
contemporary Americans, including tobacco, alcohol, untihistimines. tran-
quiligers, motion sickness preventatives, etc., to say nothing of the illegal
drugs, may impact significantly on psychomotor performance. The effects
of -combinations of these drugs and toxic agents on performance have, in
some instances, 'already been shown to be synergistic. Harking back to our
opening generalization in this section, if these drugs impact on perfor-
mance, they certainly impact on acquisition oiskills; and their effects are
probably greater in the learning context. This factor should not go unrecog-
nized in the instructional technologies, in terms of its implications for both
students and instructors.

The second factor is the impact of our increasingly polluted atmospheric
environment on performance. Of particular significance is the effect, on the
one hand, and the prevalence, on the other hand, of CO in our atmosphere.
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We are suggesting that the instructional technologies might be motivated to
mount the band wagon for more sound research directed to defining more
clearly the effects of these atmospheric pollMants on human performance,
with the objective of assuring that valid standards for atmospheric quality
are provided which in turn will safeguard both the health and capabilities
of our people.
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